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2ABSTRACT
Secondary School-children's Understanding of Ratio aid Proportion.
Kathleen Hart.
Existing research on the child's understanding of ratio and
proportion has usually been with children in one age group or using
a small number of proportion tasks. This study describes the writing
of a series of problems which appear to embody the key concepts of
the topic as it currently appears in the English secondary school
mathematics curriculum. The problems were used first to interview
35 children; the interviews provided information for the re-writing
of the items and also enabled the researcher to ascertain the methods
children use when solving ratio problems. A class test composed of
27 items was given to 2,257 secondary school children in 1976 and a
further 743 children in 1977. The papers were marked for both correct
and specific incorrect answers. A second phase of the study was the
formulation of a hierarchy of understanding in ratio and proportion.
The methods used for the formation of the hierarchy are described.
Details of a longitudinal study in which children were tested three
times are given, these amplify the comparison between age groups
resulting from the wide-scale survey.
Children seldom appear to u.ie a teacher-taught algorithm for the
solution of problems in ratio and proportion, they adapt their methods
to the demands of the question. Multiplication by a fraction is
used only on the hardest items, some form of addition being used. in
preference wherever possible. An incorrect addition strategy (enlargement
by adding a-b rather than using a/b) is much in evidence. The ability
to double and halve is no indication of a true understanding of ratio
and very few children in the sample (representative of the normal
distribution on IQ) are able to handle a ratio such as 5:3. The
three age groups tested (13+, 14+, 15+) show a small but continued
improvement commensurate with an increase in age.
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The Problem Being Investigated
For the purpose of this study ratio is regarded as the relationship
a:b and proportion as the equivalence of two ratios i.e a/b=c/d. In
the discussion of the research which follows, problems which require
the use of either of these two aspects are called 'ratio' problems.
Many researchers (Piaget 1967, Karplus 1975, Lovell 1961) have found
evidence that the concept of ratio and proportion is very difficult
for children to understand and apply in mathematical problems. Young
children have an intuitive idea of enlargement and many can cope
with the ratio 2:1 but a quantitive application of a:b when not 2:1
seems to be beyond the understanding of all but the brightest adolescents
(Karplus 1975, Lovell 1972, Noelting 1978). There are obviously
features which distinguish between the demands of 2:1 and say 5:3,
probably dependent upon the methods the children naturally use in
thinking about ratio and proportion.
The purpose of this study is twofold, firstly to ascertain the
methods children use to solve problems involving ratio and proportion
and secondly to formulate a hierarchy of understanding in the topic
of ratio and proportion. Interviews with a number of children,
during which they are asked to explain their reasoning as they carry
out various tasks which require a proportion strategy, are used to
identify methods commonly used by children. A large number of secondary
school children are tested using a written test, the development of
which forms part of this study. The data obtained from this wide
scale survey are then used to form groups of items at different
facility levels, each group being obtained by applying statistical
measures of association and mathematical descriptions. The level of
understanding of each child in the sample is assessed on the basis
of his success on the groups of items and this information is used
to test the scalability of *he groups of items. Further validation
includes the collection of longitudinal data over a two year period.
Other researchers have tested children on their understanding
of ratio and proportion but most have limited their work by using
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a small number of examples (often only one). Karplus (1972 a) has
investigated the progress of children over a two year period but
there is little evidence of substantial longitudinal surveys, "no
one has yet taken representative samples of children and traced their
growth longitudinally in respect of the scheme of proportion, across
many content areas Love]., 1970, p.143. Hence there is a real need
for a more comprehensive (large scale) investigation of the child's
understanding of ratio and proportion.
Mathematics Education_in Britain
Mathematics is taught everyday in British 'imary Schools and
it occupies a large part of the timetable in secondar y schools. It
is regarded therefore as an important part of any child's education.
Most children will continue to study mathematics until the statutory
school leaving age of sixteen although the content of their mathematics
and the qualifications with which they leave school may vary. The
subject is taught both for its utility and in order to foster an
appreciation of the aesthetic nature of mathematics. The first
varies from generation to generation; what was for example essential
fora working man in 1920 is not necessary for today's worker; the
need for speed and accuracy in computation h$ to a large extent been
replaced by the ability to use calculators and other computational
devices. At one time the aesthetic nature of the subject was considered
only suitable for the few who might become mathematicians, now most
developments In mathematics curriculum include some attempt at
instilling an appreciation of mathematics.
The popularity of the child centred approach to learning poStulated
by Rousseau (1712-1778) and Pestalozzi (1746-1827), then further
developed by Dewey (1859-1952) has changed the emphasis in schools
to the consideration of the child as a child with the needs of child-
hood and, not just a future adult who must be filled with the inror-
mation. he may need as an adult. In this century the works of Piaget,
although nwritten specifically for classroom practice have very
much influenced the materials that are presented to children. The
idea that a child must be ready for learning before he can assimilate
what is taught, and that he develops the complexities of his knowledge
just as he develops physically, infers that the sequencing of learning
1].
experiences is of paramount importance. The sequencing may be based
on either the depth of understanding of the child ) displayed at different'
ages (Piaget) or on the skills which are necessarily prerequisite
to a sought skill (Ausubel and Gagne). The sequencing of computational
skills is the more straight forward for often built into&computational
need is a lesser computational strategy; for example to add three
digit numbers one must be able to add two digit numbers.
During the late nineteen fifties and early sixties a revolution
in. both the teaching and the content of school mathematics took
place. Topics which had never before been in the school curriculum
now appeared In elementary text books; certain topics, particularly
Geometry, were fundamentally different e.g. the emphasis on trans-
formation geometry instead of Euclidean geometry in the School
Mathematics Project (S.M.P.). In the field of primary mathematics
Miss E. Biggs I
	 had considerable influence in. Britain (Schools
Council 1965, Freedom to Learn 1969). She placed considerable emphasis
on the child working in a laboratory setting, using his mathematics
to record the results of experiments, and learning new mathematics
when there was obviously a need for it because the experiment demanded
the use of a technique not yet known. The work she did with teachers
espoused the discovery approach, setting the child amidst concrete
materials and presenting him with a problem. The influence of Dienes
was manifested in the provision of multibase arithmetic blocks and
logiblocs which were to be found i5 most schools. His theories
influenced some teftchers profoundlT, particularly in the schools in
Leicestershire. The new mathematics in the British Primary schools
in the 1960s was very much grounded in the use of concrete materials
and besides the ]Dienes materials, Cuisenaire rods and Colour Factor
blocks were very evident. The Nuffield Mathematics Project (published
1967) was founded in order to draw up a mathematics curriculum for the
ages five to thirteen; its suggestions were firmly based on the use
of concrete materials and to a large extentdIcover7-learnIng. The
aim was to prepare materials for teachers and the writing team was
recruited from techers and lecturers in colleges of education. The
teachers ' guides provided ideas for activities In the classroom and
suggestions for workcards (the teachers were expected to produce
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further workcards and supplement the activities). No longer were
all children in a class to be doing the same mathematics at the same
time, workcards were to be written for children who needed further
experience in certain topics and. the teacher came to expect that
children of the same age would display different needs.
The first influential 'modern' books in the secondary school were
Mansfield and Thompson's"Mathematics - A New Approach" (1962-66)
and. the Contemporary School Mathematics Series (St. Dunstan's 1966).
They introduced Matrices, Vectors, Sets and Boolean Algebra as
integral parts of the secondary school mathematics course. The emphasis
was on the structure of mathematics as seen through different mathematical
systems. The Midlands Mathematics Project (Cyril Hope, 1963-65)
produced series of texts for '0' level pupils and another for CSE
pupils; in these there was considerable emphasis on the use of vectors.
The first series of books written for the School Mathematics Project
(1964) were designed for the last three years of the secondary school
or post Common Entrance in public schools (initially the writers were
recruited largely from public schools). The S1P books later covered
the entire secondary age range and still later a lettered series
suitable for a CSE course was introduãed. The exercises in the books
were so designed that after their completion the child was in a position
to state a mathematical generalisation and were thus based on the
principles of discovery learning. All these new mathematics books
were written not by professional textbook writers but by practising
teachers. All were tried out in schools and were thus sequenced
according to the demands of the mathematics being taught and based
on the experience of the teachers. There was little formal evaluation
of the materials once they were in general use in the schools, popularity
being taken as a sign that the series was adequate for the children
for whom it was written.
With the abolition of the eleven plus examination and the move
to comprehensive secondary education, the problems facing the teacher
of secondary school mathematics become rather different in the 1970s
from what they were in the 1960s. The children now arrive in the
secondary school displaying a wide range of mathematical competence,
the teacher has to tailor lessons to suit many different needs. The
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advent of mixed ability teaching has led to the introduction of
individualised learning schemes such as those of the Kent Project
and SMILE. The material for these 14s again written by teachers.
All modern mathematics projects of the sixties emphasised that
the child should. understand the mathematics he was taught, the
knowledge was to be used in problem solving or in a laboratory
situation. It was no longer sufficient that a child could solve
problems of exactly the same type as the one he had jj.ist been shown;
he needed to have sufficient knowledge of mathematics to transfer his
skills to unknown situations. Most teachers aim to teach for under-
standing but are often content when a small proportion of a class
achieve this; if the rest of the class can be made competent in the
short term this is often considered enough. Many teachers of
mathematics particularly in the primary schools have themselves had.
difficulty with mathematics; 56 percent of all women entrants to
colleges of education in 1972 possessed '0' level mathematics and
of all men entrants 69 percent had '0' level mathematics (Times
Educational Supplement 1973).
Following the introduction of new topics in the mathematics
curriculum, topics which neither parents nor employers had themselves
learned at school, together wi'th the change in emphasis in teaching
to the needs of the child, and. the move away from purely computational
facility, the 1970s have seen considerable contern expessed by the
taxpayer at the state of mathematics education. Employers are requiring
considerably more mathematics of their apprentices or demanding a
competence in topics that they themselves think are important even
though these may not be the ones used in the work for which the
apprentice is being trained. The result in Britain has been the
setting up of the Assessment Performance Unit to monitor etaMard.s
of attMiinent in consecutive years, the formation of the Cockcroft
Committee to look at the state of mathematics education throughout
the country, and the statement by numerous pundits that children are
not numerate. Teachers and mathematics advisors are naturally very
concerned and many educational authorities have drawn up guidelines
and assessment schedules which state a sequence of topics and the means
by which the performance on each can be assessed. The drawing up
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of guidelines and the order in which topics or complexities of
tppics are introduced are based largely on the ideas and feelings
of the teachers as to what a child of a particular age should be
able to achieve. A comparison of guidelines across counties shows
that children in certain counties 'should' be able to accomplish
/
certain mathematical techniques five years earlier than in other
counties. There is obviously a need for some objective measure of
the feasibility of such sequencing, based not only on opinion or the
structure of mathematics but on hard facts regarding the actual
achievement of children.
The Project
'Concepts in Secondar Mathematics and Science'
In 1974 the Social Science Research Council funded the project
'Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and. Science' (CSMS) for five
years. Two teams were established, one to deal with mathematics, the
other with science. The aim of the project was to give inZormation
to teachers and developers of curriculum on a hierarchy of understanding
in mathematics and science. The mathematics team chose to attempt
this task by taking topics commonly appearing in the secozidary school
curriculum (ten areas were considered), writing test items which
were deemed to test understanding and then tdsting a large sample
of children using these items. The items were also used as interview
instruments with a number of children. The methods used by the
children for the solution of the problems (particularly those which
resulted in incorrect answers) were found from the interviews; these
were then used to interpret the results of the large scale survey.
The results of the large scale survey provided the data from which
')evels of understanding" were ascertained within each topic; the
totality of levels within each topic area formed individual hierarchies.
Ratio was selected for inclusion in the CSMS testing as it is a topic
commonly occurring in the secondary school mathematics curriculum
and, it is widely used in Science.
Other researchers have investigated the strategies used by children
when faced with a 'task requiring the application of ratio or proportion.
Piaget identified the use of a proportion schema as an indication of
formal operational thinking. In clinical interviews iaget investigated
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proportion on a number of occasions: in the equilibrium of the balance
(The Growth of Logical Thinking 1958), in the enlargement of triangles
and rectangles (The Child's Conception of Space, 1967) and in the
amount of food fed proportionately to eels ('Epistemologie et
Psychologie de la Ponction", 1968). In each experiment he interviewed
children of different ages and outlined the strategies they used for
solution, assigning levels of cognitive thought to specific methods
of solution. Karplus (1975) also identified different methods used.
by children when attempting to solve the "?fr. Short and Mr. Tall"
problem. His research involved not only American children but also
pupils from six European countries. The sample was restricted to one
age group (1 3 and. 14 year olds). The children interviewed by Piaget
and. his fellow researchers in Geneva were often of below secondary
school age. In general no attempt was made by either researcher to
investigate methods used by the same children on a number of different
problems although the Piagetian examples sometimes provided. increasing
degrees of complexity in the one example. The research already
reported does not give a complete picture of the child's understanding
of proportion and ratio.
Purppe of the Stu
As indicated previously there is a real need for a description
of a hierarchy of understanding in the topic of ratio. Such a
hierarchy when seen in conjunction with hierarchies in other mathemat-
ical topics also being researched by the CSMS Team should be invaluable
to writers of curriculum materials and particularly for those drawing
up the guidelines for teachers (already being produced by some
counties). It is anticipated that the Identification of such a
hierarchy should enable teachers to sequence their presentation of
the topic and to be aware of the difficulties experienced by children.
In order to provide evidence for such a hierarchy a large number of
children must be tested on problems of varying degrees of complexity.
An important aspect of the research is the development of a test
instrument which will later be made available to teachers.
The large scale testing should provide not only information for
the development of a hierarchy but also serve to identify common
errors committed by children when trying to solve problems involving
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ratio and proportion. The interviews with children provide
information on how children attempt such problems; information which
is not available from their performance on the written test. The
answers to the written test are interpreted on the basis of the
interviews. Any method used by children which cannot be ascribed
to a teacher taught rule or algorithm is especially noted. If teachers
can be made aware of the methods that children use naturally they
may be able to adapt their own teaching methods to take these strategies
into account.
In order to compare the levels of understanding in ratio with
those in other mathematical topics all children in the CSMS sample
are asked to complete two test papers. In addition 500 children besides
completing a mathematics test are given a class test compo..sed. of
examples taken from the works of Piaget. If the children can be
described in terms of their cognitive level on the basis of this test
then. their level of attainment in ratio can be matched to it, in the
sense that certain types of items might be described as requiring
formal operational thought etc. Progress from one level of understanding
to the next may be apparent in the differences in performance of the
three age groups being tested. Purther information on the progress
of understanding as the child gets older is available from a longitudinal
study in which 200 children are tested, three times in two consecutive
years.
Although the teachers of the children being tested are asked to
state the methods and materials they use when teaching mathematics
no attempt is made in this thesis to compare different teaching styles
or textbooks.
Outline of the Thesis
The next chapter consists of a review of the literature on the
understanding of ratio and proportion, with an emphasis on the works
of Karplus and Piaget, including a discussion of those items from
their work which were used in the CSMS test. In addition this chapter
reviews some of the work on hierarchies in mathematics understanding.
Chapter three describes in detail the construction of the test,
including the steps taken prior to the formation of the test instrument;
these were an analysis of the topic of ratio as it appears in commonly
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used secondary textbooks, an identification of the aspects of the
topic for which items are written and the writing of the items. The
pilot testing which took p]ace prior to the wide scale testing is
also reported in chapter three. Chapter four gives details of the
implementation of the testing including the sample chosen for both
the survey and the longitudinal study. A discussion of the measurement
techniques available for the establishment of a hierarchy, especially
those used by other researchers, also appears in this chapter.
Chapter five deals with the interviews and includes a description
of the methods (both correct and incorrect) used by the children. In
the large scale testing certain incorrect answers are noted, the
incidence of these is reported in this chapter.
Chapter ix describes the results obtained from the testing, the
formation of the hierarchy and the statistical methods used together
with mathematical descriptions of each level. Each child is assigned
to a level of understanding and from this information the performances
of the three different age groups are ôompared. The results from
the longitudinal survey further amplifying the comparison. The
hierarchies obtained in other topic areas are compared with that
found. in ratio. Chapter seven consists of a discussion of the results




Literature Related to Levels of Understanding
and to the Topic of Ratio and Proportion
The study is concerned with the understanding by secondary
sehool children of the topic of ratio and proportion. A. large
sample of children was tested and from the resulting data a
hierarchy of understanding based on the items in the given test,
was drawn up. Children were then assigned to a level of understanding
on the basis of their performance on the test, not in the form of
an overall score but as a meauze of the type of questions at
which they appear to be successful. The research relevant to the
establishment of a hierarchy of understanding, particularly that
which involves the use of statistical methods is quoted in this
chapter. The topic of Ratio and Proportion,as understood by
children has been researched by many; some of the principle
researches in this area are reported in this chapter.
Ratio and Proportion
The ability to handle ratio or proportion is considered an
important part of a child's mathematical attainment, not only
because of its use in mathematics itself e.g. enlargement,
similarity of figures, trigonometry; but also because of the
widespread applications of the topic in Science. The whole area
of fractions is of course concerned with the ratio of two integers
but will not be dealt with in this study except in those instances
where tasks involving proportion require their use. Ratio and
oportion is seen by many as part of a wider aspect of mathematical
knowledge, for example being indicative of the ability to handle
abstractions or as part of the whole concept of a function. Lunzer
(197) saw the problem of the child's understanding of ratio as
closely linked to his appreciation of relations and so functio.s-
"An alternative and equally valid interpretation
sees multiplication as a function, or one-many
relation. It Is the latter which is relevant
to direct proportionality. Moreover, it is this




Suarez and. Biner (1978) suggested that many of the studies
carried out on the child's understanding of proportion "Pay too
little attention to the possibilities of favouring the ability
of proportional thinking in pupils by introduction of situations
in which the structure of linear function emerges." p34.
Piaget described the understanding of proportionality as an
integral part of formal reasoning and much research on the topic
has been allied to testing his theories. Both Piaget and Karplus
hae tended to use a problem which requires the use of proportion
for its successful completion, they have then analysed and
categorised the re3ponses of the children. The categories were
usually put in some order implying a hierarchy of responses.
Besides investigations of responses to one problem there is also
research where the problem itself is made successively more
difficult by the introduction of more complex ratios (Noelting
1978) thus providing a hierarchy based on the values of a:b
used. in the one problem.
The research quoted in this chapter is primarily concerned
with the work of Piaget and Karplus and the investigations they
have carried out, since examples from these investigations occur
in the test later described. The work is firstly described
and. afterwards	 the responses given by the children are
analysed. Other research is quoted in that it attempts to validate
or extend the work of Karplus and Piaget. Some research with
young children and their attempts to solve problems of proportionality
is quoted, since although this study deqis with secondary sthool
children the naive responses given by children of this age are
closely akin to those given by young children. Finally research
which deals with an analysis of what is required in the successful
teaching of the topic is quoted.
In Piagetian theory there are four phases of cognitive
development allied to physical growth (or age), these are the
sensori-motor stage, the pre-operational stage, the concrete
operational stage and the stage of formal operations; each may
be subdivided. An operation may be described as:
"A reversible, internalisable action which is
bound up with others in an integrated structure...
-20
Roughly, an operation is a means for mentally
transforming data about the real world so that
they can be organized and used selectively in
the solution of problems. An operation differs
frOm. simple action or goal-directed behaviour in
that it is internalized and reversible."
(Piaget and Inhelder, 1958, ppxiii-xiv).
Piaget's description of the formal operational stage (age 11-12
in Geneva children) stressed the ability to handle hypotheses,
the ability to control for a number of variables and the ability
to deal successfully with proportion. He further elaborated on
the use of the operations of formal logic by the adolescent at
the formal stage, this has been open to some criticism (see Howe
1974 for a discussion of this). It is no part of this thesis to
investigate the claims for the flRC system ut simply to look
at ratio in the light of some of Piaget's research, as stated
by Lunzer (1973) :
"It is worth noting that while an adequate mastery
of the topic certainly ent.±.ls an understanding
of the whole set of relations.
a c	 a b9 ad=bc +
together with their inverses, it has not been shown.
that this realisation comes about spontaneously
as a result of maturing logic.'t
p.13
Piaget's Research on Proportion
In "The Child's Conception of Space" (17) Piaget and Inhelder
investigated the problem of metric proportion with respect to
the triangle and rectangle. The task which presented similar
triangleswaE to have two outcomes, firstly to explore the parallelism
of the sides as a criterion of similarity between triangles and
secondly to facilitate the study of the relationship between thjs
criterion and that of the equality of the angles compared with
length of sides. The method used was to provide the child with'
a triangle, a new base and ask him to draw the correct triangle
to circumscribe the one he was given originally. The midpoint
of the new base was the same as the midpoint of the original base.
The first part used only isosceles triangles, later irregular
triangles were introduced. The emphasis was on the discovery of




Secondly the child was presented with a triangle on which two
sides had been extended and. his problem was to provide just one
side. The investigation was extended to examples where the base
was covered, depriving the child of a line with which to draw his
parallel, then he was presented with triangles already drawn and
asked to draw similar ones which were not circumscribed. Lastly
he was asked to sort sets of triangles into similar and non similar
pairs. For comparison the child was asked to circumscribe a given
rectahgle with a similar one, compare similar and non similar
rectangles and draw a rectangle circumscribing the given one which
had its diagonal extended (in order to see whether the child made
use of the extension).	 See diagram below.
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A further group of questions dealt with similarity of triangles
when the child was allowed to handle them freely, superimpose and
choose similar ones as he wished. The two types of presentation
allowed the authors to categorise the children's responses in
	
substages ILk
	 IV but not lower. Children performing at Substage
hA took no account of para:I]sm or equality of angles, at substage
ITh they showed an intuitive idea of parallelism in a few cases.
"Stage III marks the appearance of operations facilitating general
comparison of parallels, angles and. simple dimensional relations" p.326
At stage hID the children made comparisons which took account
of both parallelism of elementary dimensional relations and when
superimposing triangles they related parallel sides and equal angles.
Stage IV showed the attainment of true proportionality for all
dimensional relations. Judging the similarity of rectangles was
more difficult than judging the similarity of triangles.
The study of similar rectangles subsequently reported was
undertaken because although rectangles are less complex than triangles
in that all the angles are right angles, they provide less clue
to the lack of similarity (which is apparent in non similar triangles)
Using phrases such as "is the same shape but bigger" Piaget presented
rectangles, the smallest of which was 1.5cm x 3.0cm; the child was




Next the child was asked to draw a rectangle similar to the 1.5cm x
3.0cm one given.
• It was impossible to define a stage for the very youngest
children. Stage II children chose rectangles which were too long,
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this occurred as well when the child was asked to draw. They
showed no desire to measure and proportions appeared meaningless.
Stage III (appearing at the age 7 or 8) showed spontaneous attempts
to measure but the children did not realise that proportions rather
than increase in absolute size were involved and the length of the
rectangle was exaggerated. During substage 11Th the figure was
enlarged by the addition of a length; only in the case of the ratio
2:1 were the correct answers given. It was only at stage IV that
the child began to understand proportionality and his constructive
thought outweighed perception.
An experiment using an open figure , where three lengths had to be
enlarged,was also reported; the stages being in the same order but
the advent of each a little later. The ability to use metric
proportions on all three lengths being apparent at about age eleven.
It is worth noting that even at stage IV on. the closed rectanrles,
only one child of twelve years was quoted as multiplying by a on
integer rather than trying to build up to an answer by using the
difference in. lengths of the two figures.
In "Epistemologie et Psychologie de la Ponction" (1968) Piaget
and his co-authors dealt with proportionality in other settings.
The experiments were quoted by Lovell (1971) in. the N.C.T.M.
booklet on Piagetian research Lovell described the experiments
and stated that the findings were suggestive "but they are in great
need of confirmation" p.l38.
The first described was the presentation to the child of 'fish',
five, ten and fifteen centimetres in. length, the child was provided
with firstly 'meat balls' and secondly 'biscuits' with which to
feed the fish; they had appetites corresponding to their lengths.
The questions asked were:
1. If fish A (5cm) gets one ball, how much must be given to B and C?
2. If B (10cm) gets four balls, how much must be given to A and C?
3. If C gets nine balls, how much must be given to A and B?
The questions were repeated using the continuous quantity of biscuits.
Piaget and his fellow authors divided the children's responses
into four main categories. The first or most naive being when the
child reasoned that if the fish was larger he received more food
but any extra amount would suffice. At the next level the child
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attempted to provide some regularity in the increase of the amount
but gave only one more for the next largest in size. The third
stage showed a more systematic increase in food, sonetimes two
units more for each of the larger fish: "Dir (7.4) donne 5, 7,
et 9 : J'enleve 2 de 9 et j'enleve 2 de 7 ". This third stage was
described by Lovell as the use of pre proportions "If the difference
between A and B is a and that between B and C is b, then the child's
preproportionality is of the form a is to a' as b is to b', but
in which the equality of crossproducts is missing." p.139. The
fourth stage was the use of metric proportions. The questions
using the biscuits were on the whole harder than those using the
meat balls and. each stage occurred later.
Lovell also called attention to five other experiments reported
in "Epistemologie et Psychologie d.e la Fonction", each dealing with
proportionality. These were (Lovel]. T971) :
1. Rectangles that have constant perimeter but in which the length
of one side is decreased,leading to an increase in the adjacent
side.
2. Serial regularities of diameters and positions of rings placd
on rods of different lengths which were themselves set at
fixed distances apart.
3. The distance travelled by a point on the rim of a wheel in
relation to the size of the wheel.
4. The relationship of the size and frequency of rotation of
wheels and the distances travelled by objects at the end of
strings the other ends of which encircle the wheels.
5. The relationship of the magnitude of.a weight and its distance
from the fulcrum when the arm of the balance is in equilibrium.
(quoted later from 'The Growth of Logical Thinking, Piaget 1958).
Lovell summarised the findings by describing the first stage
(lasting up to about eight years of age) as an inability to coordinate
variables, i.e. a decrease in height of the rectangles does not
bring about an increase in width. The second stage displayed
the starting point of the appreciation of "all functional variations",
an awareness of simple correspondence but a lack of comparison
between absolute differences and no direct or inverse compensation.
The third stage arose at about ten to twelve years of age and showed
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the beginning of true proportionality, for example in e-perirent
two above it was realised that the distances between the rods
must vary. It was not until stage four that the full understanding
was reached, Lovell said "In Piaget's view, two conditions must
be fulfilled before this stage is fully reached: the pupil must
be able to both handle the boundary conditions of.the variables
and the ratios between the successive ordered values of the
variables". p.141. The child must in fact be capable of quantifying
the proportion rather than describing it in qualitative terms.
In "The Growth of Logical Thinking" (1958) Piaget dealt with
the beam balance experiment where the child was asked to place
weights on either side of the fulcrum so that the bar remained
horizontal. An effective performance was obtained at level ITh
(age 10+) but the explanation was in terms of 'the heavier it is,
the closer to the middle'. It was not until levellilA (early
formal) that the proposition was given by the c'iild in terms of
W/V1' = L'/L (where V and W' are two unequal weights and L and L'
the distances at which they are placed). This explanation truly
belonged to stage IIIB (late formal) but sometimes appeared at
stage lilA.
Piaget generalised from other expints dealing with proportion
and further described a characteristic view of the situation shown
by children at the IIB stage:
VTe should remember that an. understanding of proportions
does not appear u4til substage lilA; this is true in all
spheres and not only in the balance scale experiments.
During substage IIB it has often been noted that subjects
search for a common denominator of the two relations
that they compare, but this common relation is thought
to be additive, Thus, instead of the proportion
W/Vr	 L/L one would have an equality of differences
= L—L'.	 p.177
Describing the different levels of performance on the task
which has a track (containing different weights) attached to a
counterweight and balanced on an inclined plane, Piaget again
gave a generalised description of concrete operational behaviour:
As long as the subject is limited to using concrete
operations of classes and relations, he cannot determine
thelaw --------
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The explanatin is two fold; first the corresDonder.ces
which must be empirically established are too complex,
and second, the products of the multiplications of
relirs a:e in part indeterminate. p.l9O
He has alrea;r explained that at the concrete stae the child
cannot simultaneously take the three factors (weight in tiuck,
counterweight and slope) into consideration. The child might
deal with them in pairs but forgets the third factor. At the
forml stage the child seeks to co-ordinate the three factors
into a single law. The proportionality statement comes about by
substituting bhe height of the plane for its inclination and this
does not appear until the late formal stage. In the interviews
the substitution of hei;ht was suggested to one child who immed.iately
afterwards formulated the law of proportionality, a second type of
response came about because there was a search for proportionality
and the factor of height arose as a consequence of the search. The
reIisation. of what was needed was therefore fairly immediate in
each case.
T'ne distinctive feature of the late formal operational level
on the task of placing different size rings at distances from a
screen so that the shadows of two are identical,was that the
children had already formulated a hypothesis:- "You have to put
the largest the furthest away, and the ratio between the diameters
of the rings and the distances has to be the same". The early
formal replies took into account the distances from the screen
of the first ring and not simply the distance between rings (as
in i) but the children did not have a generalised hypothesis.
Generalising on the proportionality scheme based on replies
to the three tasks mentioned above and a fourth concerning balls
of different weights placed at different distances from the centre
of a spinning disc, Piaget said:
Given two independent variables, the subject constructs
the qualitative proportionality scheme when he understands
that an increase in one gives the SalLe result as a decrease
in the other. In all cases the structure of proportions
requires an element of compensation". p.219
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To find ty . es of behaviour t each of the levels of operational
thinking one might signify late formal behaviour b the appearance
of the use of hypotheses, an appreciation of the multiplicative
relation required and an ability to deal with three variables.
At the early formal stage the child can often deal with specific
situations but not state a general law. At the late concrete
stage the child does see there is a relationship 'out looks at
difi'erences (an additive relationship rather than a multiplicative
one) and further faced with three variables ignores one and copes
with just two.
Research Linked to Piaget's 7ork
Lovell (1961) repeated some of the experiments from "The
Growth of Logical Thinking" using British children and college
students as subjects. Each subject was examined individually on
four experiments and asked to perform certain tasks, Lovell
generally confirmed the main stages of the development of logical
thinking suggested by Inhelder and Piaget. He did however find
that only very bright twelve year olds performed at the level of
formal reasoning.
Lovell (1972) further elaborated on the lateness of the amergence
of formal reasoning:
Our work at Leeds has indicated that pupil's responses
in respect to the construction of a rectangle similar
but larger than a model can be placed more or less -
more or less - into the categories which Piaget suggested,
but the ages at which the stages are reached have been
much higher.---- The studies of ourselves at Leeds
(Lovell 1961, Lunzer 1965, Lovell and Butterworth 1966)
with British pupils, also of Steffe and Parr (1968)
Gray (1970) with American pupils, just to mention a
few studies, have all confirmed that apart from very
able twelve-year olds, it is from 12 years of age
onwards, the actual age depending on the ability of
the pupil, that facility is acquired in handling
metric proportion. Many pupils may not be able to do
this until 14 or 15 years of age and some never. p.8.
The study by Lovell and Butterworth (1966) distinguished
between ratio and proportion defining proportion as "a relation
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between relations	 the child is able to recognise the equivalence
of two ratios". The purpose of the study carried out with children
aged 9 - 15 and using both v'itten answers and ve±bal justification
on the proportion and ratio tasks,was to test the fofloviing
hyo theses:
1. The schema of proportion depends on some co:'l
intellective ability which underpins performance on
all tasks involving proportion.
2. In addition to some central intellective ability,
specific abilities contribute to the ability to use
proportionality in particular tasks.
3. Tasks involving ratio will depend less on the
ability indicated under a) than in the case of the
tasks involving proportion.
The twenty tasks given inclided a non verbal reasoning test
and one involving verbal analogies. A score was assigned to each
reply, a score 'of six being allocated to the reply which showed
formal reasoning where that was apposite, in the two nomathematical
tasks a score of six meant that all questions were dealt with
correctly. The method of analysis was a principal component
analysis producing four components all with eigen values greater
than unity. The authors interpreted the loadings on the components
thus: "The table clearly reveals that there is a large general
component, accounting for a little over 44 per cent of the variance,
and which reflects some central intellective ability embracing the
schema of proportion". The question having the highest loading
and whichwas stated to be the clearest example of the equivalence
of two ratios w








By consideration of the component analysis the authors stated that
their three hypotheses were confirmed. Finally they pointed out
that It was not until 15 years of age that even fifty per cent of
the responses were at the formal level.
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Lunzer and Pumfrey (1966) quoted a series of experiments
involving proportionality, including the shadows task from Inheld.er
and Piaget. Working with 25 children aged 6 to 14, Lunzer presented.
a wall of Cuisenaire rods of one colour and the child was asked
to make a wall of the same length using a different colour. To
help the subject find the corret number two procedures were
used. The subject was either shown two green rods aligned with
three red rods (lowest common multiple match -LCTM) or he was
shown one of each variety with the correct number of white unit
rods matched against each. Even the youngest children could
use the first presentation, they just repeated the array. Then
the blocks to be used by the child were an exact multiple of the
lengths of those used by the experimenter, for example 2:1,the
children were able to find a matching (virtually providing their
own LCMM). The other methods used were a building up using
"numerical equivalence followed by addition or subtraction of
difference".. Some children could use a multiplicative strategy.
The authors in their summing up picked out the ratios 1:1, 2:1,
3:1 as exceptional cases (being easier than other ratios). They
further said
At all ages children seem to prefer to look for additive
modes of solution even when the problem could suggest
multiplicative methods. When the former are of no
avail, success is not reached until well into the
secondary years. p.11.
Pumfrey (197) endeavoured to combine the aspects of Piaget's
clinical method with the requirements of objective data collection.
in his research on proportional reasoning. His subjects were 80
children between the ages of five and fifteen (four boys and
four girls at each age level). The tasks were (i) the balance
problem based on Irthelder and. Piaget (ii) building a wall of
Cuisenaire rods, the subject was asked to predict the number of
bricks of a different colour (thus different lengths) he would
need to build a wall of the same overall length (iii) using a
pantograph when the subject was asked to predict the direction
and amplitude of the movement of one pointer of a pantograph
with respect to the other. The results were analysed according
to two criteria a) the accuracy of prediction b) the strategy
used by the child. The balance question was found to be most
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difficult by most of the children, the cuisenaire rod task being
the easiest. Some twenty six different strategies were used by
the children in the balance task. The children's ability to
produce new strategies reached a maximum at age 12 - 13. The
decline in number occurred at the age when the children were
beginning to make consistently correct predictions using the sch::a,
of proportionality. Thus they were beginning to function in a
more effective way.
Research of Renner in Science Education
Renner (1977) investigated College students, in particular
students who were freshmen in four universities (they were enrolled
in an English course). He concluded that they were competent in
basic arithmetic but "Te do find, however, a basic deficiency in
entering college freshmen when they are required to handle a ratio
or proportion of any kind." p.286. Renner and his associates
later t4sted 99 students on the concept of ratio, the items included
similar triangles, rate and percentage. He found that thirty
percent of those who were non-science or nonmathematics majors
could not corrpute a simpL3 percentage. His conclusion was that
many students leave college incapable of 'formal thinking'. He
presented students in a physics course with an example requiring
the conversion of imperial to metric units and categorised the
responses as : no response, simple arithmetic involving addition
or subtraction, computation of the relationship mile kilometre
but no further application, solving the problem in two distinct
steps and finally using what was essentially
	 =	 . About
thirty percent of the students were categorised as being at each
of the last two stages. In a report of the Cognitive Analysis
Project (1977b), set up to provide materials by which teachers
could measure the intellectual development of a large group of
children simultaneously, Renner described the response categories
to two questions involving ratio. One involved the shadows of a
post and a building measured at the seine time of day, the building's
shadow being fifty metres, the height of the post three metres and
the shadow of the post two metres. The problem was to find the
height of the building. A very careful analysis of the replies
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was made anc'..aftar'initially categorising res:onss as in the study
above ,the team finally decided on seven major categries. The
most naive answers involved the use of irrelevent or manufactured.
numbers, level three gave answers such as 51, recognising that a
relationship was involved and having class inclusion in mind. At
level four the student recognised and stated the ratio 3:2 but
did. not use it. At the next level the student used the ratio but
incorrectly e.g. 2/3 of 50 instead of 3/2 x 50. The last two
categories demonstrated the proper use of proportion, the highest
being assigned to those students who mentioned other problem
variables, such as "at the same time of day". The scores on
these items were correlated with the scores assigned on interviews
using Piagetian tasks (El scores), Renner concluded that the Items
involving proportion were the best predictors of the students'
El score or Piagetian level of reasoning.
The Research of Karplus
Karplus et a). have published various findings on research
dealing with children's understanding of proportion. In May 1970
Karplus and Petersen reported on research dealing with a version
of the Mr. Short and Mr. Tall task which was later used in a
different form in a wide scale survey. The 1970 version had two
pin men each of which was measured by the experimenter demonstrating
to the class of children. The first measurement was with large paper
clips (biggies), Mr. Short being four biggies tall and Mr. Tall
being six biggies in height. The children were then asked to
measure a smaller version of Mr. Short using small paper clips
(smallies). The problem was to predict the comparable height of
Mr. Tall in "smallies". The replies were categoriseã in seven
ways, the first (N) being no explanation. Category I involved
Intuition or guessing, category IC was assigned to children who
used the data haphazardly and in an illogical way i.e. some
inaccurate reasoning was present. Category A was assigned to
those children who used all ie data but who applied the difference
rather than the ratio of measurements thus saying "the little man
was 4 of hj and 6 of mine so I added 2". Category S (scaling)
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used multiplication but not by the correct factor, 90 percent of
these children in fact doubled. Category AS (addition and scaling)
involved a multiplicative strategy combined with an additive one
e.g. "1 think two smallies are as big as one biggie, so I added
four smallies for the two extra biggies." Finally there was the
category (P) for children who could solve the problem by setting
up a ratio. Karplus did not order these categorie& and found that
although the children from suburban homes achieved level P by the
time they left school this was not true of the urban children in
his study. Two years later Karplus (1972) used. the same item with
the same children to find out the progress towards level P of each
child and in order to hypothesise an ordering for the responses,
particularly levels AS, S and A. In the original experiment about
one fourth of the children reaching level P in fact used a geometric
method of solution, dividing Mr. Short into fourths by visual
estimation and then extending Mr. Short's height by two fourths,
the extended length being measured with their chain of 'smallies'.
Karplus stated that levels P and AS were more advanced than the others
becauBe 28 percent of those in other categories moved into these two
over the two years, more than a third of the students showed no
movement at all. Categories I and IC were regarded as the most
naive types of response since 65 percent of subjects in these categories
moved into others over the two years. The study did not provide
evidence for the ordering of the categories A and S since the same
number of children moved from A to S as moved from S to A.
Karplus (1972b) extended the research using a second version
of the Mr. Short and. Mr. Tall problem, this time the measuring was
done with buttons and paperclips. The sample was chosen from fourth
to eighth graders (age ten to fourteen years). This second version
of the task did not show Mr. Tall or the buttons, Karplus concluded
that on this task the children relied on the measurements and not
on their perception as they had done in the previous problem. The
categories of response were extended and subdivisions of the AS and
P responses described in the earlier research were
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roviö.ed. The folloviing categories of res onse reained the
same: N (no explanation), I, IC, S and A. 'S was now defined
as an explanation focussing on the excess height of L:r. Tall
and using a scaling up of the two excess buttons by a factor not
mentioned in the data. AP was. a similar explanation but the
scaling factor for the two buttons was based on the data. PC
was an explanation which used the relation that a button was
about 1.5 paper clips but the relation was obtained by measuring
a quarter of r. Short's height with paper clips (frequently
shown by pencil marks on the paper). Pinally category R provided
an explanation where the scale factor was derived directly from
the data and the factor was applied by multiplication. The
results showed that category S responses were now very small in
number compared with the percentage of children providing this
reply on the first version of the task. An attempt was made to
equate the responses to the stages used in Piagetian theory, these
will be described later. Karplus also conmented. on the effect
of changing the ratio:
Careful examination of the responses has convinced, us
that a student1s ability to recognise and apply a 2:1
ratio is not sufficient evidence of proportional
thinking. The 3:2 ratio involved in the task we have
described is significantly more demanding. Karplus
(1972b) p.5.
The Mr. Short and Mr. Tall task was used with another task
which involved the control of variables,
	 (E and R Karplus in
1974);the sample being eighth graders. This work was a pilot
study for a larger cross cultural study carried out in Europe.
The countries visited in the seven nation survey,tKarplus et al
(1975)J, were Denmark, Sweden, Italy, United States, Austria,
Germany and Great Britain. No claim was made 'by the researchers
that the sample from each country was representative of the child
population and each was described in terms of its socio-economic
setting. The second version of the Proportional Reasoning task
was used and the response categories telescoped to provide just
four : I (intuitive) - not making use of all the data or using
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the data in a haphazard way; A(Additive) - the explanation focussed
on the difference; Ti' (Transitional) - the explanation showed
only partial proportional reasoning or made reference to concrete
comparisons; R(Ratio) - the explanation used a pro;ortion or
derived the exact scale, no concrete or iterative procedures were
employed. A further proportion question was included - ' Er. Tall's
car is 14 paper clips wide. How wide is L:r. Tall's car, measured
in buttons?". The car question proved to be .ore difficult. A
composite score was obtained from the pair of responses for each
child, if the scores were different, category R combLned with
any other was called Ti', Ti' combined with A was scored A, and
either Th or A combined with I was scored I. The percentages
for 3,300 children aged. 13.6 to 14.6 were:
Category	 I	 A	 Ti'	 R
per cent	 28	 15	 32	 25
The task for assessing the students' reasoning which involved
the control of variablea (another concept identifying the stage
of formal reasoning in. Piagetian terms) described the collision
of two spheres rolling on a track. After identifying the important
vaiables the students could use the principle that only çne
variable at a time must be changed if an experiment is to be
conclusive. The children in some countries found this very much
more difficult than the proportional reasoning task.
Icarplus concluded that about seven percent of his total sample
were formal thinkers, this was shown by the fact that they were
fluent in the use of ratio and scored high marks on the control
of variables task. The distribution of the responses varied from
country to country and from one socio-economic group to another,
in particular the incidence of the additive strategy appeared to
be very low for some of the populations. Karplus therefore
concluded that the additive strategy was not a part of the development
of the understanding of ratio : "The present data strongly suggest
that additive reasoning does not li on an invariant develotment
sequence but is strongly influenced by instruction and represents
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an effort by students to deal with a task in an ad hoc rather
than a systematic way." (Farplus et al, 1975 p65)
The British sample was dravi from schools in London; Graimar
schools, Independent schools and Comprehensive schools; t:i.e first
two types of school being hi;hly selective. The children were
completir their third year in secondary school. The nurn'er of
students from each type of school was small, so;etirnes two classes
only. The results are shown i: fig.1 below:
Figure 1. ProportIonal Reasoning Data, Great Britain (Karplus, 1975)
Proportional Reasoning Task, Great Britain, Male.
I
Direct Grant (48)
	 Grammar (61)	 Comprehensive (85)






As can be seen, the response patterns differed markedly depending
on the type of school from which the sample was drawn. There was
a high incidence of the additive strategy in the Comprehensive
school sample's responses.
An Analysis of the Responses Given to Ratio and Proportion Questions.
7.
The highest level of attainment described by Renner was that
where in addition to using a quantitative form of ratio the child
was able to make statements about the conditions applying to the
variables involved. This would seem to require rather more than
the correct solution of the Mr. Short and Mr. Tall problem by a
bon-concrete strategy, however since Karplus required success on
both the proportion problem and on. the control of variables problem
before he declared the child was at the stage of formal reasoning;
the success on the proportion task only might be regarded as less
than. late formal reasoning. Basley and. Travers (1976) pointed
out that:
They (Karplus et al) are careful not to identify what
they call proportional reasoning ...... with Piaget's
Formal Operations. At least, they are quite open to
the possibility that these may turn, out to be
different things. p.39
Easley and. Travers however went on to say that high school students
may be at the level of formal reasoning although incapable of
proportional reasoning. Both Renner and Karplus used examples
which required. the mtio 3:2. Piaget's generalised descriptions
of the late formal. replies to the proportion tasks in "The Growth
of Logical Thinking" involved the realisation that the task required
a multiplicative strategy and the ability to handle three variables.
In. the similarity of rectangles task the child. at stage four
(which might be early formal since the ages are 11 - ia) is allowed
to build. up to an answer, one child is quoted using a;multiplicative
method with the ratio 12:5 however.
Karplus regarded a correct solution to the Mr. Short problem
when a concrete comparison of lengths of paper clips and buttons
was used as a less sophisticated. method than one which was purely
quantitative.	 next general category involved the recognition
of the ratio 3:2 but used incorrectly, this would compare with
Karplus' transitional stage in. which is also included the concrete
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referent method just described.
All three researchers mentioned the enlargement by an additive
strategy rather than a multiplicative one. Piaget described the
use of the data to provide the additive factor as substage IIB;
Karplus did not see this strategy as appearing on a continuum
leading finally to the use of the correct method. In discussion
of the eel question Piaget described enlargement by the addition
of one or a constant amount not available from the data. Renner
tended to put these attempts into a low and intuitive category
as did Karplus. Karplus however singled out the child who realised
that multiplication was needed but chose a scale factor (usually 2)
which was not present in. the data. Both Karplus and Piaget noted
that the ability to cope with the ratiG 2:1 was not a sign of true
proportional reasoning. The most naive categories on all the
tasks tended to be either the enlargement of just one dimension
disregarding the other, a realisation that the figure must get
larger but taking no notice of the proportional aspect and finally
(from Piaget) the refusal to measure at all even though this was
essential to the problem.
The 5igxiificance of the patio Used in the tasks
Mention, has already been. made of the accessibility of strategies
to handle the ratio 21.. Noelting (1978) reported a study in which
the task stayed essentially the same but the ratios involved were
varied. The task involved mixtures of water and orange juice, the
child had to state the relative taste of the mixture. The sample
was composed of children from six to sixteen years of age and
totalled 321. Mathematically advanced classes were chosen at each
level and each class was from the upper middle class socio—economic
group in. Quebec City. The items were ranked according to difficulty,
a Guttman scalogram analysis was used to test for scalability and
then different groups of items were designated to be comparable
to those demanding different Piagetian levels of thought. The




	 Comparison of Different Mixtures (Noelting 1978)
Items of Orange Juice Test (Group Form A)
Ordered According to Degree of Success, then Categorised to
Form Stages
Stage	 Item Composition	 Frequency	 Characteristics
of success
	
0	 0	 (1,0)vs.(O,1)	 -	 Differentiation of terms.
	
LA	 2	 (LI,1)vs.(1,Li) 	 319	 Difference between first
	




lB	 1	 (l,O)vs.(1,1)	 311	 Like first term, difference
	
3	 (1,2)vs.(1,5)	 307	 between second terms of
	
5	 (1,l)vs.(l,2)	 305	 ordered pairs.
	
IC	 8	 (2,3)vs.(l,l)	 295	 Equality vs. difference
	
13	 (2,l)vs.(3,3)	 291	 between terms of
	
10	 (2,2)vs.(3,4.)	 297	 ordered pairs.
	
hA	 9	 (2,2)vs.(3,3)	 251
	
11	 (1,1)vs.(3,3)	 2L	 (1,1) equivalence
	
7	 (1,1)vs.(2,2)	 231	 class..
	
IIB	 12	 (l,2)vs.(2,4.) 	 .1.86	 Any equivalence
	
15	 (4.,2)vs.(24)	 156	 class.
IIIAI	 16	 (2,1)vs.(L4.,3) 	 14.1	 Ordered pairs with
	
17	 (l,3)vs.(2,5)	 131	 two corresponding terms
	
1L	 (2,3)vs.(1,2)	 107	 multiple of one another.
	
18	 (2,1)vs.(3,2)	 88
hII.A2	 20	 (6,3)vs.(5,2)	 87	 Same after simplifying
	
22	 (Ll.,2)vs.(5,3) 	 71	 one pair or extracting
	




11Th	 23	 (5,2)vs.(7,3)	 51
	





Pable2: Comparison of Age Distribution at Each Stage


































































































































































































- (.01	 601	 <.01	 601
Age f acces
S ion	 -	 -	 -	 -	 81	 1O;5
	
i2a	 (17;0)
NOTES: aprobability level of difference between age distribution
of the stage, compared with preceding one, assessed by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test.
bAg, of accession to a stage is the age where 50% ofSs
solve at least one item of the stage.
It can be seen that the comparison of ratios such as 5:2.
and. 7:3 was accomplished by very few children, all of them being
in the older age groups.
A similar experiment using mixtures was carried out in Israel
by Stavy et a]. (1977). They hypothesised. that there were four
phases to proportional reasoning. Their experiment, used sugar
concentration in water, they added a specific amount of sugar
(1 or 2 spoons) to a cup or half cup of water,which gave concentration
ratios of 2 spoons to 1 cup, 1 sp 	 to 1. cup etc. The phases
they described were: 1) the direct function, an increase in the
numerator (sugar) increased the ratio (concentration); 2) the
inverse function, an increase in the denominator (water) decreased
the ratio; 3) proportional reasontng where both the numerator
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and. the denciijnator varied; 4) the realisation that the
concentration was a non additive phystal quantity e.g. if two
solutions having the same concentrations were poured into a third
container the same concentration ratio was obtained. Their findings
appeared to indicate that there were different developmental
patterns for each of the four phases. The direct function was
solved by practically all the children, the inverse function and
proportions seemed to be solved nearly simultaneously, the intensive
quantity task Wasmarked by a U shaped curve (success against age).
The ability of the youngest children to solve this task (age five)
was linked with their global view of the problem when they
concentrated not on the elements but on sweetness, thithere was
a lack of success until about age nine when the correct solution
arose from a coordination of reasons.
The Understanding of Ratio in Young Children
Muller (1978) supported to some extent the criticism of Piaget's
interpretation of the development of proportional reasoning put
forward by Bryant (1974). Bryant showed that young children could
make proportional type inferences and stated that the difficulty
in making proportional judgements was a result of making incorrect
initial analyses rather than a failure to make an overall inference.
Muller presented a different task to the children (aged five to
el•ven years) which he believed was free of the one to one corres-
pondence clues apparent in the Bryant work. Muller concluded
that young children are capable of logically connecting.....
two discrete perceptual experiences by constructing
a common identity element, be it size, colour or
proportion. The problem for the young child is, as
Bryant suggests, that of making the correct initial
analysis, in this case choosing between size, colour
and proportion and deducing that proportion i the
only consistent clue. p.34.
This supportedNoelting's experience that some aspects of
ratio are understood by young children.
Van den Brink and Streefland (1978) argued that young children
used a framework of natural standards. They reported both classroom
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experiments and discussion with children. The latter involved
a discussion on the correctness of a cinema poster showing a
killer whale,when the child declared that the whale was too large
aixdlled upon his memory of seeing a whale a year before. He
compared his memory of the whale with the size of a man and then
applied this approximate ratio to the sizes of the whale and man
in the picture. They also reported classroom evidence of the same
phenomenon. Children were shown a picture of a house and asked
to show their own height in comparison to the height of the house -
"There would your head. come up to?". The children spontaneously
used the door of the classroom as a comparative measure, that ws
employing child height : door of classroom, door of classroom :
door of hous and so child height : house height. The picture
was a trick however and when projeted a second time it was seen
that a child was larger than the house, the children in the class
immediately described the house as a doll's house.
Teaching Ratio and Proportion
Pischbein and fellow authors (1970) investigated the concept
of chance with children who were pre-school or in the third or
sixth grade. The problem presented was that of choosing a marble
of a particular colour from a mixture of marbles of two colours.
Three forms of instruction were given, one merely illustrated the
possible responses, the other two were designed to instruct the
subjects on a solving procedure. Pischbein reported that the
spontaneous responses of nine and ten year olds scarcely differed
from that of the pre-schoo]. children but after "brief systematic
instruction, their responses became comparable with those of 12.
to 13 year old.s Se. They became able to estimate chances by
comparing ratios correctly". p.387
Karplus having spent some time reporting the incidence of the
addition strategy in the answers given by children to the Mr.
Short problem, declared that this particular strategy was not
part of a continwiof development towards the correct use of
proportion. Kurtz and Karplus (1977) reported on a teaching
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experiment for ninth and tenth grade pre-algebra students. Two
teaching programmes were used, one involving the laboratory approach
using tangible examples of the constant ratio, the other used a
paper and. pencil format of the practical tasks. The authors
distinguished between constant difference, constant ratio and
constant sum, the activities being concerned with constant ratio
some sixty percent of the time. The first part of the experiment
involved the distinction by the children of each of the three
types of relationship, they were given tables of data with omissions
and asked to supply the missing information, write an equation
and graph the data, commenting on the families of curves produced.
The second phase presented ten practical situations, one set in
written, form the other in practical experience. Part three led
up to the presentation of proportional. problems in the traditional
format of three knowus and. one unknown. Items used on the pm
and post tests included three dealing with constant ratios and. one
with a constant difference (One sister is six, the other is twelve,
when the younger is nine, how old is the other sister?). The
gains of the two experimental, groups over the control group between
pre and. post testing were substantial.. In the control group over
sixty percent of the subjects responded at the same leve], at each
testing. The experimental groups showed substantial gains to an
algebraic procedure on the immediate post test but moved from
the algebraic approach to a multiplicative proportional strategy
on the delayed post test. At all times the vast majority of students
showed the correct additive strategy on the age qLestion. Thus
the authors have shown that it is possible by a carefully designed
teaching programme to advance the level of proportional. thought,
although the algebraic representation of proportional reasoning
did not appear to be internalised.
Renner (T977) also reported that after a course of science
in which the student used exploration and a discovery approach
before any verbalising of concepts took place, college students
showed a marked progression on the Karplus task. Out of forty-
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four students tested nineteen scored the maximum on the pretest,
thirtôen students gained stages on. the post test and three regressed..
Abramowitz (1975) stated that the child's understanding of
proportionality was dependent on the task being performed. In
particular in her doctoral disse,$ation (1975 a) she distinguished
between four dimensions on tasks of the form a/b = dx. The four
were : the size of a/b, equality or inequality of b and c, complex
or simple fractions and the form of the test. In another paper
she compared performance on proportion problems with performance
on questions dealing with fractions (1975 b)t-
A surprising result frot the factor analysis is that
skill tests of facility with fractions load on a
different factor than tasks involving proportionality.....
proportion tasks demand a knowledge of this facility but
also an understanding of how to and when to use it in
an appropriate situation......It suggests that drill
alone may be insufficient in teaching proportion. The
teaching of fractions must be supplemented with tasks
which help students conceptualize what they are
doing with these numbers.
Steffe and Parr (1968) tried to partition out the potential
cause of difficulty due to the mode of presentation of a proportion
problem. They reported. that:.
1. There is little correlation between the ability of
children at the fourth, fifth and sixth grades to
perform successfully in proportionality situation& at
	a symbolic level, such as 6
	 and. their ability
	
15	 5
to perform successfully on proportionality situations
based. on ratio or fractional pictorial data.
2. Children solve many proportionalities presented to
them in the form of pictorial data by visual inspection
both in the case of ratio and fractional situations.
3. Whenever the pictorial data, which display the
proportionalities, are not conducive to solution by
visual inspection, the proportionalities become exceedingly
difficult to fourth, fifth and sixth grade children
to solve, except for the high ability sixth graders.
4. For the denominator test, the proportionalities
represented pictorially by a ratio situation were
easier for the children to solve than the proportional-
ities represented pictorially by a fractional situation.
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5. The children of high intelligence are much more
adept at solvin.g proportionalities for both a
symbolic and pictoral representation than are
children of low intelligence.
6. The fifth and sirth grader8 performed
significantly better than the fourth graders on
all tests and subtests involved.
	 p.26
As implications, Steffe and Parr noted:
11. Much more care must be taken in the fifth and
sixth grades to develop a sequence of lessons which
are designed to enhance childrents ability to
represent visual data mathematically in the case
of ratio or fractions, indeed if that ability can
be enhanced.
Vernaud and the workers of IREM, Prance (1977) have investigated
what they call "Isomorphisms between measures, otherwise called
problems in proportions", they outlined two procedures available
when the problem presented was of the form:
	
: I
The scalar procedure allowed one to pass from b to x in the same





'"c I S	 c	 x
The functional procedure allowed one to pass from c to x in the
same way as one passed from a to b. By el1minting the factors of
size of number involved and the underlying physical concepts the
experimenters attempted to see which of the two procedures was
more readily used by the children. One hundred and twelve children
aged twelve to sixteen were tested. The scalar procedure was
used more than the functional procedure. No inierencee could be
drawn as to the result being a spontaneous choice or an out-come
of the methods of teaching used with the children.
Summary
The research literature shows that although the idea of ratio
and proportion is understood by young children when the ratio
is 2:1 or a repeated application of 2:1, the application of more
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complex ratios is very difficult for them. The methods the
children use to solve such problems are usually based on an additive
strategy, sometimes correct and sometimes in the sense of the
Karplus additive strategy, plausible but incorrect. There is a
clear distinction between the ability to cope with 2:1 and 5:3
for example. Preudenthal (1972) in fact suggesd that:
The pupil should. learn to tackle such problems by
intuitive means, even 'ad hoc' means, and he should do
it in a diversified way. With respect to these
concepts such intuitive methods are again bottom
level pre-mathematics..... One should not banish
them from elementary aritbme tic but one should. not
cultivate them there either as was often done in.
the past. p.216
Prendenthal prppose the use of algebra as the solution to the
difficulties apparent in. the concept of proportion.
Whether one considers the use of proportion to be a formal
level task, in the sequence of levels postulated. by Piaget or as
an. operation requiring a second order relation(being a relation
between two relations), it is certainly difficult for children
and. shows on most studies a clear correla:tion of measure of success
with. age. There are studies to suggest (Karplus, Renner) that
by showing the child. the application of ratio and. indeed involving
him in. the experiments, his performance will improve.
Research Related to Hierarchies of
Mathematical Understanding
Background
When education moved from the viewpoint that children were
simply small adults and that their education should. be
 entirely
tailored to their needs as an. adult, to a more child-centred
approach in which childhood was seen as a state in itself with
special needs, then educators started to consider the appropriat-
ness of material for children of different ages. In recent years
this problem has been approached in two different ways both based
on the idea that there exists some form of hierarchy of learning.
The cognitive approach affirms that there are behaviorspecu].iar
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to a particular type of understanding, either in that the child
displays them spontaneously for a while and then moves on to a
different type of behaviour (Piaget) or that the child finds it
more acceptable to react to certain forms of presentation at
certain stages of development (Bruner, Bloom's Taxonomy). The
skill orientated approach of Gagn on the other hand takes a
task which is to be taught and breaks it down into small sections
each of which is considered a prerequisite
Each learning set in the hierarchy is represented by
a distinct class of tasks, and measured in the individual
by one or more representative tasks from this class.
In order for learning to occur at any point in the
.erarcby, according to this theory, each of the
learning sets subordinate to a given task must be
highly recallable, and integrated by a thinking
process into the solution of the problem posed by
the task. The attainment of the final task is thus
conceived to be a matter of successive attainment
and.'integration' of a series of lower level learning
sets, begfi'ning with those which are already available.
to the individual. (Gagne and Paradise, 1961, p.2).
Th. latter part of this statement is very similar to that made
by the Piagetian. school on assimilation and. accomodation; in
practice the differece between the two approaches is that in
the cognitive approach one tries to find out where the chi-id. is,
using ingenious and. non—taught tasks whereas in the skill approach
one wants to move a child to a predetermined goal and one decides
how to go about this.
With the advent of teaching machines and programmed learning
the demand for a sequence of instruction was increased (a sequence
of instruction meaning the order in which the learner interacts
with the units of content). The problem appeared to be very
much more complex however than simply lining up skills. Suppea
(1966) said:
My present view, based partly on our experiments and
partly on conjecture, is that the psychological
stratification of math, concepts will seldom if ever,
do violence to the logical structure of these concepts;
but it will markedly deviate from the mathematical
anRlysis of the same concepts with respect to the
amount of detail that must be considered. p.l45.
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Helmer (1969) reported on the attempts to validate a sequencing
of instruction in various mathematical topics, these presented
the sequence in the postulated order and then in a scrambled
version to a comparable group of students. Roe, Case and Roe
(1962) reported no significant difference between the two groups
on an immediate post test. Roe (1962) repeated the experiment
using an extended form of the instructional sequence; he found
thai the group using the scrambled version performed significantly
worse. The size of the unit being scrambled and the amount of
redundant information in the sequence may be crucial aspects of
the sequencing.
The cognitive approach is very much broader eince it takes
the children as they are with whatever experiences they have already
had. au tries to describe stages of development which can be applied
over a wide range of activities. Wohi.will (1973) described "stage
as a construct within a structurally defined system, having the
property of nrifying a set of behaviour. :-
The underlying assu!DP tioU is that in certain areas
of development, particularly in the cognitive realm,
but not necessarily confined to it, there exist
regulating mechanisms that modulate the course of
the individual's development so as to ensure a degree
of harmony and integration in his functioning over a
variety of related behavioral dimensions. The
mechanism might be thought of in part as a mediational
generalization process, permitting acquisitions in
one- area, for example number conservation, to spread
both to equivalent aspects of different concepts (e.g.
conservation of length) and. to different aspects of
the same concept (e.g. cardinal-ordinal correspondence).
The result is the formation of a broad structural
network of interrelated concepts appearing, not all
at once to be sure, but within a fairly narrowly
delimited period, With further progress along any
component concept or dimension being assumed to be
deferred till the consolidation of this network -
that is, the attainment of the "stage". Wohiwill
(1973) p.192.
Wohwill described the researches of Shirley and Erikson and compared them
with the idea of stage as described by Piaget. In Shirley's
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Motor sequence (1931) the researcher described a sequence of behaviours
characteristic of the development of locomotfon in infancy. They
formed a set of highly concrete, specific motor response patterns.
A series of qualitatively differentiated modes of motoric activity
appeared in a predictable order during the course of the development
of the infant. In Erikson's phases of development (1959) each phase
referred to a constellation of emotions, feelings and dispositions
which did not have any direct reference to overt behaviour patterns.
Each phase was useful in describing commonly encountered sources and
types of emotional conflict in the growing individual's personal and
intörpersonal life, and in ordering these along the various segments
of the life cycle. They each fell short of the criteria for the
concept of a stage i.e. sequentiality, hierarchical Integration of
lower into higher levels, gradual consolidation of stages in formation,
structural whole character (unifying Interrelated, behaviours, concepts
or skills) and. equilibration. These being the requirements stated
by Piaget. Wohlwill illustrated the difference between the three
sequences of behaviours with the following diagram:
Figure 2. Woliwill's Illustration of Three Sequences of Development.
Low	 kiorizontal Structure High
Vertical




Considerable research has taken place purporting to validate the
developmental sequence of stages as described by Piaget (see Pinard
and Laurendeau's discussion of stages, 1969). This review of the
literature describes only those Piagetian researches which use some
form of statistical analysis to test a sequence of
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mathematical learning, since they more closely parallel the
present study.
Developmental Sequences in Learning Mathematics
Developmental sequences in the understanding of mathematics
which are not simply validating a Piagetian hierarchy have been
suggested by Dienes (1972) and Collis (1975). Lunzer described
the Dienes suggestion thus:
On a still more general plane, Dienes (1972) describes
what he sees as six steps in the process of learning
mathematics. The first is a stage of free play in which
the learner is confronted with a suitably structured.
mathematical environment and. is free to discover what
can be done with the material. The second consists in
the introduction of constraints or rules. In. effect
these will usually correspond to manipulative sequences
which correspond to practical equivalences. The third
stage introduces a variety of isomorphic materials
designed to facilitate abstraction of mathematical
structures. A fourth stage provides a kind of
mathematical image for the abstraction in the form
of graphs Vemi diagrams, etc. The fifth stage
introduces a symbolism which will enable the learner
to represent sequences of transformations. The sixth
and. final stage consists in devising a suitable set
of axioms and theorems to provide a complete description
of the system under consideration (quoted from Lunzer,
1973 , p.15.)
CoUis (t975) expanded the stages put forward by Piaget,
describing them in a mathematjca,1 context and adding distinctions
(within the context of generalised arithmetic) which took into
account the child's view of the role of numbers. The four stages
of development stated werw:
1) Early concrete operational (age 7-9). The elements and operations
in ordinary aritbmMic. are related. directly to physically available
elements and, operations. There are no more than two elements
and one operation in any problem. The only inverse available is
physical e.g. what is put down can be taken up,in a subtraction
situation.
) Middle concrete operational (age 10-12). The children can
work with operations but only where the uniqueness of the result
is guaranteed. More numbers with the same operation or larger
numbers with the same operation can be dealt with. The notion
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of inverse is more developed in that subtraction is seen as the
result of destroying the effect of addition but the result is
unique.
) Late concrete operation (age 13-15). The children can work
with operations and abstractions but the uniqueness of the out-
come must be guaranteed. The inverse is seen as an undoing of
an operation. The children are not necessarily happy to use
letters.
4) Formal operation (age 16+). The children come to the problem
with a set of abstract hypotheses to test, they can manipulate
abstract variables which may have a bearing on the solution to
the problem. They regard the inverse process as looking directly
at the operations themselves without necessarily affecting earlier
operations.
The child's view of the outcomes of operations hinges on the
idea of '"allowing lack of closure". At the first level (age seven)
two elements connected by an operation must be actually replaced
by a third element. Small numbers must be used with a single
operation and the whole must be related to the physical world.
At about the age of ten the child recognizes that the outcome
of the operation is unique, it is not necessary to make a replace-
ment but it is recognised that there is one. The child, can use
numbers outside his verifiable range. At twelve the child can
refrain from actual closure as long as he feels that a unique
familiar result is available when required. He is capable of
working with a formula such as T-LxBxH as long as he considers
each letter stands for a unique number and each binary operation
can be closed at any time. At the final stage (age fifteen) the
child can work with the operations themselves and does not need
to relate the operations or elements to reality. He can hold
back closure until various possibilities have been tried, for
example in VLxBxH he can discuss what happens if L is increased
and B decreased
As Lunzer (1973) said of the dissertation presented by Collis:
Collis incorporates two dimensions within a single model
of development. One of these relates to the form of a
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problem, the other to its content. When the content
is both specific and intuitable it is classed as
'concrete'. In the context of mathematics this reduces
to a condition that the problem must be confined to the
manipulation of small integers. When the numbers are
large or when they are replaced by algebraic variables,
the content is 'formal'. As to the operational structure
of a problem, this is concrete when it takes the form
of a series of closed operations i.e. even if the solver
is required to execute more than one operation, he is
always able to coEplete the one he is executing before
proceeding to the next, the sequence is clear froE the
outset. When these conditions do not obtain the structure
is formal. This twofold classification leads to a two
by two matrix. 8x3 - 3x? and. 8x4 - 4 - ? are examples of
concrete form and concrete content. axb - bx? and
428+517 - 517+? are examples of formal content in a concrete
operational structure. 7-4 - ?-7 is an instance of concrete
content in the context of a formal structure. Finally
576+495 - (576+382)+(495-?) and. a/b - 2a/? are (relatively
simple) instances of formal content in a formal structure.
It should of course be stressed that the problems can
only have a formal structure for the solver jst so long
as he has not been taught an algorithm for their solution.
If he has, then he knows just what sequence of operations
he should. perform, and so, by definition, the problem
ceases to be formal. p.13.
Research on Sequence of Task Levels (from Piagetian Sources)
In. this study the review of research on sequences is restrikcted
to the tasks of Piaget and particularly concentrates on those
studies which use a statistical technique to ascertain the existence
of a hierarchy. This restriction is in order to outline the
information available on the methods for testing hierarchies
(particularly when the need is that of ordering child performance).
lit research of this type one starts with a set of tasks and a
hypothesis (based on theory) of the order in which they will be
successfully completed.
Kofsky (1966) investigated a sequence of classificatory skills
with children at each age level from four to nine years. The
children were above average intelligence. The study was carried
out by interviewing the children for between i and of an hour
(the younger children having two 20 minute sessions). The
interviewer used a set of coloured blocks. The Plagetian
hypothesis is that the order of successful completion of
classification tasks would be as follows:-
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1/A Resemblance sorting (matching on the basis of form, colour
or some perceptual property).
2/B Consistent sorting (selecting 3 or more objects which a.re
alike in some perceptual feature).
3/C Exhaustive sorting (child consistently uses an attribute to
select and select all blocks with that attribute).
4/D Conservation (blocks are invariant in their class no matter
what changes in position etc. are made).
5/B Multiple class membership (Can objects belong in more than
one category?).
6/p Horizontal classification (sorting twice (two different criteria)
so that all members of a group share the attribute and all
possessing the attribute ire in the group).
7/c'. Hierarchical classification (child must classify all members
of group by a shared attribute and a subset of the group by
another attribute).
8/E Some and all.
9/I Whole is the sum of its parts. (Would we have the same size
tower if I used all the reds and all the blues and. you used
all the squares? (only red and blue squares available)).
tO/Jr Conservation of a Hierarchy. (as above but if I took away
all, the reds, are there just blues left, just squares or
both blues and. squares).
ll/I Inclusion.
Having tested the children and. obtained the frequency of
success ofsky firstly split the tasks according to facility
levels; thin provided six groups. She then compared the order of
facility with the hypothesised order, the correlation was significant
at the p .O1 level.
The second requirement was to test whether the mstery of a
particular task necessarily showed that all logically previous
tasks had been mastered. By looking at pairs of items and. computing
a Loevinger Homogeneity Coefficient which uses the cells pass/fail
in the four cell matrix
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It was seen that only a few response patterns (a third) showed success
at harder meant success at easier. The other items were not well-
ordered. The pattern of success for each child was then investigated.
There should have been twelve patterns If success at the hardest pre-
supposed success (in order) at the less difficult. In fact only 27
percent of the sample showed perfect patterns, there were 63 patterns
in all. Ms Kofsky repeated the procedure, eliminating items, but
still only obtained perfect patterns in 51 percent of the cases.
She concluded that the experimental conditions of tie tasks may
affect children in different ways and that a child may not fit exactly
on a continuum but be capable of a wide range of behaviours.
The ordering of tasks by facility and the comparison of the
success rate of the younger and older children provided some validation
of the theory of Piaget. When however one looked at the consistency
in the performance of an indivival child the theory was not as
tenable.
Tassefat (1973) selected 150 children in the age range which
should show a transition from concrete operations to formal
operations in Piaget's terms. He administered a set of 48 items
dealing with both concrete and formal operations. Each item was
classified according to which of these two operations was required
and one-third of the items were assigned to an "Intermediate"
category. Response categories were combined after an initial marking,
to form a four-point scale. This reflected pass or failure combined
with the abstraction by the child of relevant from irrelevant data.
Association between response type and age level was assessed by
using Kendall's tau; the values of tau were mostly highly significant.
Nassefat then investigated the
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scalability of the data (in the Guttman sense) baxed on pass!
fail responses. Scalability was assessed separately for each
age level. The coefficients used were Loevinger's index of
homogeneity and. Green's index of consistency. Green's index is
similar to both Loevinger's coefficient and Menzel's coefficient
of scalability. Consistency (C, I, P category/age range) was
generally highest on concrete items at age nine, intermediate
at age eleven and formal at age twelve; although in the formal
category the consistency never exceeded 
.25. It is argued that
this reflected. the fact that only a minority of the oldest subjects
pass them. Nassefat regarded the homogeneity of the items in a
stage as a sign of the stability of that stage in a child.
A. further analysis of the types of response was carried out;
thim showed the most advanced. type of response increased with the
age of the child and. was highest for Concrete items and. lowest
for the Formal type. Responsea which showed. a correct abstraction
of the essential information but faulty deductionoccnrred at a
maximum at precisely those ages at which homogeneity was a minimum.
A. contingency tab],e was set up for each age group to show the
association between responses for any two items. Nassefat chose
to assess association by using Kendall ts tau, rank ordering the
subjects in terms of their responses to each item, tau being calculated
for these pairs of rankings. There appeared to be considerable
consistency of response for the eleven and twelve year olde on
intermediate items and a lowering of consistency during what might
be considered a transitional period (age. ten for intermediate
an age eleven for formal items). In a later article Wohiwill
( 1,973) fürthei	 criticised the use of tau and. the acceptance
of a .10 significance level
Wohiwill (1960) himself investigated the development of the
number concept in young children (age four to seven years). The
method used was that of number matching the child was asked to
match a number to a displayed one. Au initial training period
occurred in which the child had. to successfully match the numbers
2, 3, 4 shown as dots on cards to other configurations of the same
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numbers. For the actual experiment there were seven tests each
varying in Piagetian definition. The sample size was seventy-two
and the number who passed each test was as follows:
Tae3: Results of Wohlwjfl's Study (1960)
No. passing	 N 72
B. Elfml-nntion of perceptual clues 	 49
A. Abstraction	 46
C. Memory	 32
P. Addition and. Subtraction	 24
D. Extension	 21
B. Conservation	 14
G. Ordinal-Cardinal Correspon&ence 	 6
(The postulated order was A,B,C,D,E,P,t)
A rank order correlation between predicted and observed order
was .86. A pass on a set of trials was taken as 5/6 or 10/12.
Subjects who attained. the 5/6 were given three additional trials
but since they almost invariably succeeded on these items, the
tougher pass mark of 8/9 was abandoned in favour of 5/6.
Wohlwill now investigated. the scalability of the tests. He
used both Loevinger's Ht and Green's Index of Consistency (I),e
his. data. they had. very nearly the same value,Ht - . 620,
I - .616. He took an index value of above .5 as an indication
that the t4sts represented a single scalable dimension. The
deviation from a perfect scale (I - 1.00) was considerable however.
Only forty-five of the seventy-two had perfect scale type responses,
that is their response pattern could be ascertained from their
score. Than those who either had. everything correct or everything
incorrect were deleted, only half of the remainder had. perfect
scale type responses. Wohlwill then looked at each test in turn
and found the Loevinger Coefficient
	 which tests the homogeneity
of each test with the total set of tests, showing the power of the
individual test to discriminate subjects with a relatively higher
total score from those with a relatively lower total score.
A, B, D, B, P hM Ht	 .75, for C the	 was .524 and. for G,
-
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Wohiwill concluded that the data did not warrant the acceptance
of each test representing a discrete, well determined point on
the scale of conceptual development. Lack of high Ht values for
each level and the fact that there was no significant separation
between various pairs of adjacent tests, were given as the reasons.
He then put forward reasons (concerning the actual test) for
rejecting one test altogether and he then grouped two tests (A and
B) together. The latter strategy showed that the 29 subjects
who failed A or B or both accounted f or only five passes on all
of tests D, B, F, G.
Schwartz and Kofsky-Scholnick (1970) investigated the Conservation
of . Discontiziuous quantity (pouring sweets from one glaa to another).
They used Elkind!a (1967) description of the judgemants required
to successfully solve a conservation task.. The Piaget Conservation
task requiring a verbal response to "who has the most" was used
as a pretest and post-test after both traiiriig and experimental
tasks requiring no verbal response. The experimental tasks involved
(a) two wide identical glasses and two narrow identical glasses
with. firstly equal amounts of sweets and then sweets in Z:1 ratio
(b) one wide and one narrow glass filled to same height (a) glasses
with both diameter of glass and. level varied (d) emptying one
glass into an identical one (e) pouring frominarrow glass into
a wider one (f) two. identical glasses filled to same level, then
one poured into an identical glass (g) pouring from a narrow
glass into a wide glass having at the start two filled identical
glasses. A three-way analysis of variance was carried out to
test whether there was significant interaction between the stimulus
and subject and stimulus and type of judgement used. There was
such interaction. All seven tasks were subjected to a test of
scalability using Ht (Loevinger) and I (Green), the pass mark for
any task (sometimes 4 parts) was 100 percent correct. Both the
coefficients Kand I had values over .9 and only two children out
of the 40 in the experiment had erroneous response patterns.
The following researches concerned with the formation of
Hierarchies do not refer to mathematics but use statistical
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techniques for testing scalability. Peel ( 1 959) reported three
experiments in which tasks were stated as requiring certain
Piagetian levels of thought. The data obtained from giving children
these tasks were sujected. to scalogram analysis. One experiment
(carried out by Miss Tern) repeated tasks of Piaget concerning
the child's treatment of elementary spatial relationships in
drawing. She used 55 children aged 2 years, 9 months to 7 years,
9 months. The order of 21 tasks was hypothesised according to
age level. This produced some reversals e.g. John was older
than Clive but appeared to score less. The 21 tasks were then
formed into four groups suggesting Piagetian stages I, hA, IIB
and III. When a'Gttman scale was used, 28.3 percent error response
patterns emerged, with a 6oefficient of Reproducibility of .717;
Peel suggested that a Coefficient of Reproducibility of .75 was
adequate, Guttman's being too stringent. This would allow one
to accept 25 percent error responses. Peel suggested the
Coefficient of .717 lent support to Piaget's ordering of tasks.
When Miss Tern ordered the children according to total score, the
reproducibility coefficient was .835. The suggestion was that
drawing of individual items correlated highly with the total overall
drawing level of the child.
The other two experiments used the same type of analysis,
tending to keep the task order invariant but varying the criteria
for the ordering of child performance i.e. (a) age level, (b) mental
age level, (c) total score.
Goldman (1964) carried out a very similar type of etperiment
on children's responses to a bible story (age 6 years, 1 month
to 17 years, 11 months). Levels of response corresponding to
Piagetian stages were not available so I submitted answers on
one question to a group of five judges who were asked to grade
each response according to how it would fit into a pre-operationa/
formal scale. Disagreement by one stage between the experimenter
and a judge was resolved by taking the higher level, a two level
disagreement was resolved by taking the average. Goldman combined
categories to obtain three levels and again subjected the data
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to a uttman Scalogram Alysis taking .75 Reproducibility as
adequate. The children were ordered again on age, mental age
and total scores, the latter giving the highest coefficient.
Different coefficients resulted from different biblical stories.
Thus we see that where a hypothetical order of Piagetian tasks
already existed, the scaling attempts could be made using facility,
age or total score. A low coefficient of reproducibility might
result in either re-ordering the tasks or in changing the criteria
for scaling from age to total score etc. In some of the research,
although individual tasks matched the hypothesised order of difficulty,
it was found that a child often succeeded on a harder item without
succeeding on all easier ones. If one regards the requirements
for the existence of a 'stage' in a developmental sequence




Construction of the Test
Purpose of the Study
The CSMS Project, funded by the Social Science Research Council
was set up in order to investigate a hierarchy of understanding
in secondary school mathematics. In order to do this the mathematics
team decided to test secondary school children on a number of
different mathematical topics, Ratio was one such topic. In order
to test a large sample of children the testing had to be carried
out using a paper and pencil format. The construction of the
test instrument is the subject of this chapter. The study on
Ratio and Proportion was carried out for the following reasons:
1. To formulate a series of problems which mirrored the topic
of ratio and proportion as it is seen in the secondary school
curriculum and amplified other research
2. To interview a number o± children of secondary school age
to see which methods (both correct and incorrect) they used
to solve ratio and proportion problems.
3. To test a large representative sample of school children of
different ages in the secondary school to find the levels of
attainment on the problems mentioned above as well as the
incidence of specific errors.
4. Tb group the items on the ratio paper according to facility
and homogeneity, thus giving evidence for descriptions of
different levels of difficulty within the topic of ratio.
5. To compare the ratio levels with the levels of difficulty
within other mathematical topics and finally with cognitive
demand on a Piagetian scale.
6. To verify the grouping of the items based on the 1976 data
by a further testing in 1977 and from the results of a two
year longitudinal survey.
The results should be of use to teachers and developers of
curriculum in that they demonstrate the difference in demand of
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various parts of the topic of ratio as well..as showing the percentage
of children at each age level who have attained each level of
understanding. The knowledge of the incidence of specific errors -
should alert teachers when teaching the topic. The insight
gained from the interviews should help teachers understand the
methods children use to solve problems in ratio,in that they can
build on those methods rather than assume that the child is without
a method unless using the teacher-taught one.
The study consists of several phases; firstly before any attempt
was made to test children an analysis was made of the topic of
ratio and proportion as it appears in British secondary school
textbooks and ho it was seen by other researchers. The final
outcome of the study was to be wide scale testing so an important
phase was the writing of the test instrument, information on the
suitability of the items was obtained from interviewing children.
The phase during which children were interviewed therefore served
two purposes, one to inform so that modifications to the test
items could be made and two to ascertain the methods the children
themselves used to solve the problems dealing with ratio. Once
a satisfactory form of the items was reached,a written test was
given to two hundred London children, this being a pilot study
of the suitability of the test.
The first wide scale testing took place in the summer of 1976,
a second testing was carried out in the summer of 1977 and the
children forming the sample for the longitudinal study were tested
in 1976, 77 and 78. 1 major purpose of the study was the formation
of a hierarchy of understanding in the topic of ratio and proportion
therefore a method of analysis of the data had to be found.
ThØ phases of the study which occurred prior to the testing
of a large sample of secondary school children are reported in
this chapter and the next. Both the testing of a large sample
and the interviews with children depended on the test instrument.
In this chapter the construction and modification of the items
is discussed, the modifications being made principally on the basis
of the difficu1ies met by the children when interviewed and asked
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to work out the problems. The results of the pilot testing (with
a sample of two hundred children) are also reported in this chapter.
The Analysis of Textbooks
The topic of Ratio and Proportion as it appears in the British
Secondary School Curriculum
Iri!ormatlon was to be given to teachers, if the results were to be
of practical value it seemed advisable that the interpretation of
ratio and proportion should be recognisable to the teacher i.e. not
unlike that which was currently taught. An analysis was therefore
made of those aspects of the topic which appeared in commonly used
secondary school textbooks.
Fractions form a large part of the mathematics curriculum in
the early years of the secondary school, such a large part in fact
that the topic of Fractions was regarded as worthy of a separate /
investigation, therefore the manipulation of rational numbers
per se did not appear on the ratio test. Percentages did form
part of the test together with aspects of enlargement, similarity
8.Mthe use of proportion but a decision was made to exclude
Trigonometry since this is introduced quite late in most textbook
series.
A search was made of some of the textbooks used mosh frequently
in British secondary schools, the series chosen were: School
Mathematics Project Number Series 1, 2, 3, 4; School Mathematics
Project Letter Series A-H; the books of the Scottish Mathematics
Group 1-5; "Pattern and Power of Mathematics" (Moakes) Books 1-7;
Midland Mathematics Experiment, GCE and CSE and "New Mathematics"
(Knight) books 1-4. In addition various Science books particularly
Nuffield. (Biology, Chemistry and Physics) and the project "Science
Uses Mathematics", were investigated in order to ascertain where
ratio and proportion appeased in the science curriculum. An
analysis of the topic of ratio and proportion as it occurs in both
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S.M.P. Book A introduces the idea of rate from a situation
where something occurs three times per minute, the child is asked
to record this as x - 3x. Book D provides examples of the ratio
2:1 and also the writing in simplest form of 2 to 10 etc. Book P
gives statements on the properties of similar figures. Scale
drawing appears in Book E. If one assumes that two books are used
each year then the introduction to ratio occurs in the second.
year of the secondary school, no algorithm appears to be introduced.
Similarly in the numbered series of S.M.P., book 2 discusses
similarity and enlargement, ths comparison of fractions representing
proportions is used. Similar figures also occur in Book 2. Book 4
produces a method for solving problems involving ratio and proportion,
not unlike the algorithm =
The Scottish Mathematics Group series tends to introduce ratio
earlier i.e. in Book 1. It also uses formal notation. Similar
triangles are not dealt with until Book 4 however. A thorough
discussion of direct and inverse variation takes place in Book 5;
x	 •vthe finding of an unknown x in the form of
	
is work set in
Book 5. Makes spends some time in Book 2 on reducing fractions
obtained from ratios, to their lowest terms, scale factors do not
appear until Book 3..
Knight and S.M.P. use set notation at some stage to describe
ratio.. There is no strict adherence in any series to an algorithm
such as "Unitary Method" or - (three amounts known, one to be
found). The examples are varied and involve rate in scientific
settings. The requirements of the Science Subjects very often
demand a concept prior to its appearance in any of the mathematics
text5. The Science subjects themselves do not require the concepts
at the same time. Physics always seem to require a particular
aspect of ratio earlier than the other science subjects.
The Construction of the Test.
The analysis of the textbooks showed that some aspect of the
topic were specific to the text used, it was decided to omit such special
cases when an attempt was made to formulate items for use with children.
The topics of fractions and trigonometry were also omitted, the former
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being used in a separate test and te latter being considered
both strongly allied to what had been taught as well as of a degree
of difficulty unsuitable for the age range being considered. The
work of other researchers was considered with a view to using some
of the examples they had employed. A start was made on writing
items which embodied some at least of the aspects of ratio taught
in secondary schools, with a view to producing a pencil and paper
test suitable for use in a large survey of children aged 13-16.
The assessment of understanding rather than the testing of
known facts seemed to be best embodied in the problem solving
format. The problems had to be of arying degrees of complexity
in order to provide a challenge for a wide range of abilities,
be devoid of as many extraneous difficulties (especially reading
difficulties) as possible and yet be sufficiently brief. In order
to avoid dependence on what had been specifically taught the language
had to be as non-technical as possible thus enabling all children
to make an attempt at the questions irrespective of whether they
had attended lessons in ratio and proportion or not.
Drafts of the problems which appeared to embody aspects of
the topic of ratio taught in the secondary school were discussed
by the team, rewritten and in the light of the child interviews
written again. Some problems were easily solved by all the children
interviewed and so seemed too easy to form part of a short test
which was to discriminate between different levels of understanding.
Other Questions proved to be difficult not because of the inherent
mathematics in the problem but because of the form of words or
figures involved. After several drafts a final version of the
test was arrived at (reasons for rejection of items are discussed
below). This test was tried on two hundred children in London
schools and the results were analysed and the test further modified.
In the following discussion the itmns which were later to form
the pencil and paper test are presented in their original form and
reasons for modification are given. The interviews with children
are described only in the light of their relevance to the modification
of questions. The complete set of items used in the interviews appears
in the Appendix.
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The Form of the Interviews
The use of a printed test restricts the anount of information
one can obtain about the extent of understanding of each child,
it was thought therefore that considerable benefit could be gained
by interviewing a number of children using the test as the interview
instrument and therefore discovering the methods some children used
to solve the problems and also how they failed to solve the problems.
Children of different abilities were therefore interviewed on a one
to one basis and their replies were used to not only guide the
improvement of the test writing but also to provide info:mation
on the type of errors one might find in the large sample of children
when tested. Thirty five interviews were carried out using a tape
recorder and the tape later transcribed. The child was essentially
asked to talk his way through a problem and at each step he was
asked to explain what he was doing. The children interviewed were
from a number of schools and from different ability and age ranges.
Each interview took place in a quiet room made available by
the school, the children were chosen by their teachers according
to a description of the type of child wanted, given by the interviewer
e.g. a third year child who is good at mathematics. Each interview
took about an hour although not all children managed to solve
the entire set of problems in that time, it was considered that
in-depth discussion of a subset of problems was more informative
than a hurried account of all of them. Each child was told that
he was to be asked some questions on how he did mathematics problems,
he was further told that this was part of a research programme which
was designed to help teachers in their teaching. He was encouraged
to ask any questions he liked and to point out words he did not
understand since we were going to send out a test paper and we did
not want it to contain words that were not understood.
Usually the interviewer started with what had been found to
be an easy item and the child was asked to read it out loud, note
was taken of words that appeared to be difficult. Sometimes the
meaning of a word was questioned by the interviewer e.g. "Can you
tell me what 'the same shape but bigger' means?."
 Then the interviewer
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provided two shapes and asked if they fitted the description and
why they did. Then the child was asked to do the example and
explain what he was doing. The explanation was sometimes prodded
by the interviewer with interjections such as "You have written 2,
would 3 be just as good?". The child was asked to defend an answer
and although sometimes they were wooed away from their original
answer by the interviewer's interjections, they were always asked
finally to choose which one they preferred and why.
Writing Test Items for the Ratio Test
The C.S.L1.S. tests were designed to be given by the classroom
teacher in the normal mathematics lesson therefore their duration
was limited to one class period of about forty-five minutes. The
children to be tested were second, third and fourth year secondary
school pupils. Various restrictions had to be placed on the number
of problems on the paper, the words that cou'd. be used and the
areas that could be covered in the time av).ilable. In all there
were five versions of the problem paper before a final version
used on the large sample of children was arrived at. Initial
planning suggested that there should be the following broad categories
of problems:
1. Geometric use of ratio in enlargement, scale drawing and
similarity.
2. The use of a fixed rate which in one case was given and in
another case had to be found.
3. Percentages.
4. Problems requiring doubling, halving, multiplication by an
integer and multiplication by a fraction.
5. The recognition that a ratio had to be used, therefore it had
to be found and then used.
6. The recognition of problems where ratio was not needed.
7. Items used in research by other researchers.
Some of these categories were later discarded and the items
originally written to fit within a category were also often discarded
after children had been interviewed. An important reason for
discarding an item was that it either contained matter which required
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other knowledge e.g. the ability to understand volume was necessary
before ne actual use of ratio could begin, or that it contained
technical terms that the child did not understand; in short where
the essential mathematics was hidden by the setting of the question.
Certain taught skills such as using a centre of enlargement and
a scale factor or the use of an a1gorithm such as = were not
a b
tested but could be used if the child recognised the situation in
which they would be advantageous. The ol1owing discussion of items
is based on the seven categories above, it includes the items which
were finally rejected, illustrated by excerpts from child interviews
showing some of the reasons for rejection.
Geometry - Scale Drawing
Version 1 (item used for interview)
The scale for the plan of the kitchen is 3cm to 2 metres.
The refrigerator I intended putting into the kitchen is
1 metre wide. How much space should I allow for this on
the plan? The window on the plan is 1.5cm above the
ground, how high would a table have to be so that it
exactly reached the bottom ledge of the window? How
many cubic centimetres would the freezer hold if its
dimensions on the plan were as follows:
The kitchen itself is 4 metres by 3 metres, How big
a sheet of paper do I need for the plan?
The probleii as it stands has far too many words and it is difficult
to extract exactly what is being asked of the child. A second
version actually gave the plan of the room and specified more
exactly what was required of the child, see version 2.
Version 2
__t----
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -- _
- -- -- - -
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This squared paper is marked in centimetres. It
represents tne floor of a room. We have marked
the position of the sink unit which Ia 2.5 metres
long. That scale is being used?
That are the dimensions of the table, a) on the plan:
b) actually?
a) .. .................	 b) . .................
I have a gas stove which has a base measuring 1 metre
by 0.5 metres. Draw this on the plan and label it.
The fridge is 0.75 metres by 1 metre base. Draw this
on the plan and label it.
Version 2 was also eventually rejected, the question appeared to
be tapping no areas of knowledge that could not be tapped by another
question. The ability to solve the various parts of the problem
rested entirely on the finding of the correct scale at the start.
Those children who opted for one metre for four squares were
obviously going to give incorrect answers throughout, those who
found the correct ratio appeared to be able to deal with the rest
of the question. The form of the ratio was found in different
ways. The following are excerpts from interviews with children:
Child "2cm of paper for 1 metre. The table side is 4cm and
A	 3cm. So the longest side is 2 metres and the shorter
side is 1.5 metres."
Child "Divide 5 into 2.5 metres which is 0.5 metre -into every
B	 centimetre."
Child "Scale is 1cm to 3- metre so 3- metre is 1cm, another
C	 is 3-cm."
Similarity
In order to test the child's understanding of similarity of
triangles, two examples were used, one consisted of a pair of
triangles the other of a number of them. It was discovered early
in the interviews that to most children the word. "similar" meant
"vaguely the same", it was only if the child had been taught the
term in its technical sense very recently that he too used it in
the technical mathematics sense. The word 'similar' was particularly
difficult when applied to triangles and rectangles since the
child's use of the word rendered all triangles similar since they
were all triamgles. Eventually the idea of similarity and to some
extent enlargement was tested using non rectilinear figures, this
will be shown in the discussion of the development of example two
below.
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xample 1 Version 1
C	 I	 )'	 I	 C	 I	 )C	 I	 )C	 i	 )C	 I	 )(	 I	 i
How high are the other uprights?
If I marked off 20 on the bottom line, how tall would
be the upright before I hit the slant line?
If I marked off 4 on the bottom line, how tall would
be the upright before I hit the slant line?
If AB is 4,5 which is AC likely to be?
a) x 4.5 b) 3 x 4.5 c) 6.5 d) none of these.
The introduction of non integral lengths added a computational
factor which made the probleca more difficult, the version that
was used for interview therefore was simplified both in the











is 6 units long,
ng is AC?
DE is 12 units
How long is AE? How long is AD?
The triangle ABC is the same
as above.
BP is 3 units.
How long is PG? How long is AG?
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In Version 2 ch1dren simply sought for the continuation of a
number pattern, this was particularly easy in this case since
the numbers formed the two "table", multiplication by two was
seen as a shor cut:
"It goes 2, 4, 6, 8" To find the last upright the
child counts on in twos and then says "Its forty,
that's double."
A third version of this problem was tried but with little success.
Version 3.
	
,4E	 AB is 12 units
/	 AC is 6 units
CB is 8 units
The children, interviewed using this version tended to estimate
the lengths by looking at the diagrams:
David "16 for AE. AB is 12 so we need BE. The only
one going up to E is DE which is 12, 4 bigger than 8.
But it doesn't look right scale, looks like half,
six to me." "I'd normally average and AD wotld be
nine. CD looks like half."
Another child joined B to the figures 12 on DE and said "The
12 comes halfway down DE, its nearly the same as BE so BE must
be 6."
Example two involved the comparison of two triang2es, the
child being asked to select the lengths of side for the second
in order that it be a larger version of the first. The child
was not asked to draw the second triangle having decided on the
lengths of the sid,es,this meant that he had no way to check whether
the sides he suggested did in fact produce a triangle of the same
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shape. To ask him to draw the triangle introduced further problems
dependent on his skill in constructing triangles.
Example two on similarity - two triangles.
You are asked to make a triaigle which is the same
shape as this one but which can be larger or smaller.
Imagine you are making the new triangle with meccano
strips, you must start with the one marked 12. Vhich
other strips would you use? Draw a rough diagram.
Are there any other possible triangles you could make,
still starting with the one marked 12?
Meccano strips (lengths)







When the children enlarged the triangle, the realisation that to
simply enlarge the sides did not necessarily preserve the angles
did not occur to many, for example James aged fourteen:
Interviewer "Which would you start with?"
James "The largest one. Ten goes to twelve, eight to
ten and six to eight. If you want to make it to
the scale of that but larger, if you add 2 units onto
the ten you ought to add two onto the eight and two
onto the six."
Interviewer "3ay if you started with another side?"
James ".6 to 12., 10 to 16, 8 to 14."
The results from the trigle questions and the difficulties






example on similarity where the original and the enlarged figure
were both given. There also seemed to be the need to provide an
example where visual estimates and the finding of a number pattern
were not immediately obvious. The "addition strategy" see p.3].
had occurred on the triangle questions and seemed likely to continue
and so would be regarded as an error worth noting in the final
large scale test. The next version of the similarity question
was in two forms, version four and five below. Version four was
abandoned in favour of five beeause version four introduced the





These two pictures are the same shape, one is bigger than the other
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve EP?
The Curve EG is 18 units. How long is the curve AC?
Version 5
These 2 letters are the same shape, one is larger than the other.
AC is 8 units. RT is 12 units
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve RS?
The curve UV 18 18 units. How long is the curve DE?
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Enlargement
Enlargement by drawing appears in most mathematics books,
the question that was used on. the paper was an adaptation of one
mentioned in "The Child's Conception of Space" (Piaet 1967).
Since the object of the test was to test understanding it was
thought that an example which did not require a pure application
of skill was needed. Although in the following question it is
possible to carry out the enlargement by using a centre of enlargement
it is by no means obvious. The enlargement of the gap in the
diagram added an extra dimension of difficulty to the question
but the recognition that the gap was part of the diagram was not
of course concerned with ratio. The first version of the item
stated the degree of enlargement required in two cases and asked
the child to find the enlargement factor in the other case.
Version 1
a) Enlarge this diagram, including the gap so that everything
is double in size. A becomes A',
H___
b) We have enlarged one line of the original diagram.
Complete the picture so that you have an enlargement




c) Enlarge the following diagram sc that it is triple
its size.
The second version was shorter, the word "enlargement" was
omitted as too 'technical' and replaced by a more general description
of wxatwas required, the diagram with the gap still involved
doubling but the child was required to find out that a ratio of
2 : 1 was required. The harder enlargement, in the ratio 5 : 3
was given in relation to a simpler diagram. The child was no
longer reminded to include the gap in the enlargenent of the first
diagram and of course many forgot to do so, this was regarded as
one of the specific errors to be noted on the lrge sample testing.
The addition method occurred many more times on the diagram requiring
3 : 5 than on the doubling item, in 'act on ntrT±v i did not
occur at all on the doubling item.
Version 2
Finish drawing the diagram below
so that it is the same shape but





Work out how long the missing line
should be if this diagram 	 -
is to be the same shape but bigger
than the one above. ...........cm.
The Use of a Rate.
The questions taken from Piaget and arplus which appear
below under the heading of "the work of other researchers" could
be described under the present heading in that the items could
be solved by finding a rate and then multiplying, the children
did not necessarily do this however. Two other items on the
category of "using a rate" are as follows:
Version 1
Three workmen send. to the cafe for ham rolls, Peter
ate 2, John ate 4, Brian ate 6. The bill caine to 36p,
how much should each pay?
Peter. ......... 	 John. . ........ 	 Brian..........
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Version 2
In an office Er. Adams comes in to work 2 days
a week.
Mr. Brown comes in to work 4 days a week.
Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for making coffee in the office for these
three men is 24Op.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr. Adams. . . . . . . .	 Mr. Brown. ....... 	 Er. Carter. .......
The two versions of what was essentially the same question appeared
on the paper used for the first interview. The ham roll problem
presented little difficulty, the child usually found the cost of
one roll and then multiplied.
Kim aged 13 "The number of rolls is 12. Each roll
costs 3p. Two times three, four times three, six
times three."
The coffee question was much more difficult, much of the
difficulty occurred because the children were unable to accept
that one might pay for a day's coffee without specifying how
much had been drunk. This extensive interview with Janet aged
twelve brings out this point.
(I is the interviewer, J the child)
J "lOp, 8p,, Gp
I questions - Does that come to 240p?
J "That comes to 12 and I divided 12 into that which is
20, no that's wrong". "12 is the number of days they
work a week".
I Why did you bother to do that?
J "To tell you the honest truth I don't really know".
"Each one works 2 more days than the next one".
I So who should pay the most?
J "Mz. Carter".
I Any relationship between Adams and Brown?
J "Mr. Brown works 2 days more than Mr. Adams".
"It depends on how many times they have coffee a day".
I What can we assume?
J "They have one cup a day".
"That has 2 cups of coffee a day, 4, 6, that makes 12
cups of coffee altogether in a week, 12 cups of coffee
a day in a week".
I Can you have that?
J "12 cups a week then and one each day".
"It must be 2Op a cup of coffee".
I You make the assumption they had 1 cup a d.y?
J "Oh yes, they might have 2 cups a day".
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I VTould that make a difference?
J "Yes".
I Do you think it would help if we knew how much a cup
of coffee cost?
J "It wouldn't really help".
"He might have 3 and he might have 1".
I I think we must assume that when they are in, they drink
the same amount.
J "If each man had 2 cups of coffee each day, that's 24
cups of coffee, that's lOp".
I How much would Mr. A pay?
J "2Op".
I But he's in for 2 days.
J "4Op; 80p; l2Op"
Checks	 that sum is 240p.
I Say if I told you they had 4 cups each a day. VIould
that make a difference?
J "Yes. No, 4 cups a day - 80p".
I How much would they cost?
J "2 cups cost 20, 4 cups would cost"
"No you wouldn't have different answers. Cups of
coffee wouldn't be so expensive".
"It depends on total amount they have to pay".
It was thought that the question should involve the finding of a
rate not as obvious as the cost of one object but that it should not
have embedded in it the suspicion that yet another rate was involved
(as occurred in the coffee question). The version used on the wide
scale survey was therefore the following:
In an office Mr. Adams comes in to work 2 days a week.
Mr. Brown comes in to work 4 days a week.
Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for lighting the office for these three men
is 240p.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr.Ada.ms........	 Mr.Brown........	 Mr.Carter........
A very much harder ques-tion involving currency rate of exchange
was abandoned after a few interviews. The following not only
involved multiplication but also percentages and fractions. The
need to keep the context of the question as simple as possible
was very important and so any extra computation or complication
of language was avoided. Technical terms were also avoided, the
problem being finally posed in terms of what was fair ratier than
in terms of proportion.
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Currency question
.) I am going to Switzerland on holiday. I change
£15 into Swiss francs. The rate of exchange is
8 Swiss francs to £1. How many Swiss francs do
I get for my £15?
£15=.... .............Swissfrancs
b) On my return I have 34 Swiss francs left. I change
these back into pounds. What do I obtain for them?
34 Swiss francs =
Doubling and halving
The enlargement by drawing involved the doubling of the length
of a line, a question was needed whereby the child had to double
or halve without necessarily finding a rate as in the electricity
question. The following item involved a recipe.
After interview it was made short3r and the move from wight
to six in the first version was made more gradual in the last
version by asking for the amount for four people and then six
people's requirements. This intermediate step occurred in the
reasoning of many of the children as wil' be described later.
Version 1.
	
Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
1 pint water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessert spoons butter
i pint cream
I have only six people to feed and I do not wish to waste
any soup. How would I alter the recipe to $ive the same
fpe of soup?









Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
2 pints water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessertspoons butter
j- pint cream
a) I am cooking onion soup for 16 people.
How many onions do I need?
How much cream do I need?
	 ... .
b) I am cooking onion soup for 4 people.
How much water do I need?
	 . .. .
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
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c) I am cookin onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I- need?
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
How much cream do I need?	 ..........
Version 3.
Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
2 pints water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessertspoons butter
pint cream
a) I am cooking onion soup for 4 people
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
b) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
How much cream do I need?
The final version involved one ingredient quoted in terms of
a number, one which was quoted as a unit of measurement and the
third which was also in units of measurement but was given initially
as a fraction.
I±ems not requiring ratio
A series of items which common sense methods would show did
not need ratio were used on the first interviews with Grammar
school children. The trap was to assume a constant rate and in
fact many of these able children did make such an assumption, it
was only after the interviewer had probed further that they saw
the fallacy in their argument. The assumption appeared to be part
of what was expected in a mathematics question and the children
felt that they were being tricked. The final paper had to be in
paper and pencil format so there would be no opportunity to urge
the children to think again, the following items were therefore
omitted. The attitude of the children is illustrated by the two
interviews which follow the questions:
Questions
Tick which of the following are obviously true.
If not true stqte why.
a) Roger Bamiister was the first man to run a mile in
4 minutes. He ran 5 miles in 20 minutes.
b) A Vienna loaf costs 12;, the sho;;e; buys three, she
pays 36p.
......... •1••• ................... I••
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c) For one cake I use 10 ounces of flour, for two
of these cakes I use 20 ounces.
d) Adrk4Ondry,thethrdters
I have hung on the line should take 2 hours to dry.
Interview 1.part a) in above set of ques•tions
(Interviewer K; Child A)
A "Yes. If he ran I mile in 4 m.n. 20 mm. is 5 times
4 mm".
K Say if it was you.
A "I'd get tired".
A "?athematically its true, physically its not".
K What do you mean by mathematically its true?
A "If it was a vehicle it would be true. People get tired.
Interview 2 (Interviewer K, Child B) parts a), b), c), d) as above.
a) Th True
K Question - say if you were doing that?
B "I was doing it mathematically not logically". "If
you were doing it mathematically you don't take notice
of how much energy you need".
b) 3 "If Vierma loaves were different weights and different
prices, it would be different".
	 Correct.
c) B "Because they're both the same cakes". 	 Correct.
d) B "Because if you hang them all on the line at the same
time, they'd all dry at the same time. One takes 40 mins
so three must take 40 mins".
	 Correct
Ratio needing an intermediate step
The intermediate step requirement was an attempt to provide
a ratio question which was more complex than those already mentioned.
The actual ratio required was fairly simple 2:1 or 3:2 but the
child had to recognise that a third dimension was required for
each. In the following question on chemical compounds the connection
between the two amounts for which the ratio was required was given
in terms of a third substance which did not appear in the answer.
Only two versions were tried, the final version was worded differently
to the firvt version. The word "parts" seemed to cause no difficulty
on interview so was retained.
Version 1
In a particular chemical compound there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
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State a relationship between the mercury and tin contents
and between the zinc and tin.
parts mercury to ..... parts tin
parts zinc to	 ..... parts tin
Version 2
In a particular metal alloy there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
You would need how man: parts mercury to how many parts
tin?
parts mercury to	 ..... parts tin
You would need how many parts zinc to how many parts tin?
parts zinc to	 ..... parts tin
Percentages
The topic of percentages appears in the secondary school
syllabus but is often regarded by the child as an exercise in
multiplying fractions. In order to retain the basic idea of a
ratio a:100, the final version of the test gave an e:planation
of the percentage symbol in terms of "per hundred". Each percentage
question leant Itself to this interpretation in that the numbers
given could be easily thought of in terms of a certain number of
hundreds and halves of hundreds. The first version assumed that
the child knew the meaning of percentage and further provided a
multiple choice question involving large numbers and-a method of
working out the answer. Version One was as follows:
a) 4 children out of the hundred on. the school trip forgot
to bring their lunch.
What percentage is this?
b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners. There
are 250 children in the school.
How many have free dinner?
c) The newspaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger cars
have a faulty engine.
What percentage Is this?
d) 35 per cent of all adults read a newspaper. If a
town has 25,300 adults, how many newspapers would
one expect to be sold there?
,.	 35 x 100	 25,300 x	 35	 ,...	 25,300 x 100
.3•J	 25,300	 ' 11	 100	 35(iv) 35 +25,300	 Cv)	 25,300	 (vi)	 35 x 253
100 + 35
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The multiple choice format for question (d) was not very
successful, on interview it soon became apparent that the methods
given did not correspond to those normally used by the children
and in order to choose one of them the child was reduced to working
out the answer and then working out each of the options. Alternatively
the child opted for one of the methods but was either unable to
explain why or gave reasons not connected with the computation.
James aged fourteen knew why he opted for method (vi) "Its the
simplest way. It has smaller numbers". Examples of children who
worked out the Question themselves or provided alternative8 to
the six methods provided were:
?Iark "You want really 	 53OO	
100
Tim	
253)25300	 I've got to get my 100 then".
Patrick ?T3500 per 10,000
3500	 "
1750 per (10,000)
105 3 times 35.
Version Two was constructed so that a minimum of computation
was required but flexibility in the understanding of percentage
was needed.
Version 2
means	 cent or per 100, so 3% is 3 out of every 100.
a) 4 children out of the hundred on the school trip forgot
to bring their lunch.
What percentage is this?
b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners, There
are 50 children in the school.
How many children have free
dinner?
c) The newzpaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger cars
have a faulty engine.
What percentage is this?
ci) The price of a coat is £20, in the sale it is reduced
by 5%; how much does it now cost?
Items Taken from her Researchers:
Piaget
In "Epistemologie et Psychologie de la Fonction (1968)"
Piaget presented a problem concerning three fish which were, five,
ten and fifteen centimetres in length, they&re fed according to
their length so that (15)wts fed three times as much as
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and B(1O) Ws fed twice as much as A. The problem was given in
two forms, one where the fish were fed a number of discrete objects
(meatballs) and the other where the food was still proportional to
the length of the fish but Was in fact biscuits of different length.
The method of presentation was by interview (the children were
aged 5-9 years). Fish A(5), Fish (10) and Fish c(15) formed the
basis for discussions; one meatball was placed by A and the child
was asked how much one should give to B and C; then B received four
meatballs and the child was asked how much should A and C receive
and finally C received nine meatballs and the child was required
to find how many for A and B. The same procedure was followed
using lengths of biscuit, the numbers being as before. The version
on the Ratio paper was in two parts, the first very close to the
meatball problem above, the second required lengths rather than
discrete objects as above but the lengths of the fish were changed
to ten, fifteen and twenty-five centimetres thus providing an
example of non-integer multipliers. Biscuits and meatballs were
replaced by fishfingers and sprats respectively and the fish were
designated "eels". The first version using food which was composed
of discrete Qbjects retained the numbers 1, 4 and 9 sprats but
these were changed on the subsequent version. Lines 5, 10 and 15
centimetres long were drawn to represent the eels:
First Version
There are 3 eels A, B and C in the tank at the Zoo.




The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their
length.
a) If C is fed one sprat, how many sprats should B and A
be fed to match?
.........B	 .. ......
b) If B eats 4 sprats, how many sprats should A and C be
fed to ma±th?




Piaget identified the strategy of adding on j1ist one more meatball
for a larger eel, as stage II (age 6-8) "a A; cue donne 2 a B
et 3 a C parce que (B) eat le poisson moyen et (C) est le plus
grand". In the first version of the item (where C is fed one
sprat) the correct answers 2, 3 may be arrived at by doubling
and. trebling or by this stage II addition method. Piona for example
gave 1, 2, 3 for part a) then 3, 4, 5 for part b) and. 9, 10, 11
for part c). It was not until she attempted part b) that one
could decide that she was adding on one.
In order to make the first part the easiest, it was decided
to change the amount given to the smallest eel to two sprats,
this now made the second part of the question identical to the
first with answers 2, 4, 6. The second part was therefore changed
so that B received twelve sprats (six sprats would have made the
question identical to part c). The question was also shortened
so that the child no longer needed to find the amount for each
eel on every part of the question. The version that appeared on
the final paper was as follows:-





The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their
length.
It C is fed two sprats, how many sprats should B and A
be fed to match?
If B eats 12 sprats, how many sprats should A be fed to
match?
A.. . . . . . . .
If A gets 9 sprata, how many sprats should I ettd thatch?
B.. . . . ..
Piaget stated that the eel question uwixig lengths of biscuit was
solved rather later than that involving discrete objects, stage II
appearing at age nine. It was decided to make the comparable question
on the Ratio paper more difficult by giving eel lengths which
differed by factors other than two and three. The amounts of food given
to tIe eels therefore also had to be changed so that the finding
of a rate (so much for five centimetres of eel) would not involve a
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fraction. Version one required the amounts for two eels in each
of three situations, the third part however gave identical answers
to the first and was therefore changed on subsequent versions.
In the final version the eels were drawn as straight lines (to scale)
since children on Interview "stepped off" along the line segments
to enable them to see the problem more clearly. Again the final
version did. not require the answers for six eels but only four.
Version 1
As an experiment 3 other eels, X, Y and Z are fed with fish
fingers. The length of the fishfin(erdepending on the
length of the eel.
I is 10cm long.
Y is 15cm long.
ZI is 25cm long.
If X has a fishfinger 2cm long, how long should the fish-
fingers given to Y and Z be?	 Y. .......
If Y has a fishfinger 9cm long, how long should the fish-
fingers given to I and Z be?	 X........	 Z......
If Z has a fishfinger 5cm long, how long should the fish-
fingers given to X and Y be?	 X........	 Y........
inal Version
Three other eels, I, Y and Z are fed with fishfingers,




10 cm long	 I
If I has a fishfinger 2cm long, how long should the fish-
finger given to Z be?
If Y has a fishfinger 9cm long, how long should the fish-
finger given to Z be?
If Z has a fishfinger 10cm long, how long should. the fish-
fingers given to I and Y be?	 X........
Karp lus
The research of Elizabeth and Robert Karplus has been discussed
in Chapter Two. One of the items they used in their seven nation
study was that of Mr. Short and Mr. Tall. Their research was by
paper and pencil test and involved the measuring of the pin man
by paper clips, the child being provided with an adequate amount
of these. Since the version to be used in this study was not in
the researchex?s presence and since the size of paper clips varies
so much, it was thought less cumbersome to draw the paper clips,
thus avoiding the possibility of children estimating the length of
Mr.
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the pinrnan as a fraction of a paper clip. The second unit of
measure in the I:arplus study was a button, this was replaced by a
matchstick in the present study. The paperclips which appeared
beside the pinman were 2cm in length and therefore not a convenient
nunber of centimetres for calculation using the actual height of
the pinznan. The version in the final survey did not differ appreciably
from earlier ones and appears at the end of this chapter
You can see the height of Mr. Short
measured with paper clips.
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Mr. Short has a friend r. Tall. Then we measure
their heights with matchsticks:
Mr. Short's height is four matchsticks
Mr. Tall's height is six rnatchsticks
How many paper clips are needed for Mr. Tall's
height?
Pilot Study - Class Tests and Discrimination Analysis
After a number of children had been interviewed using the Ratio
test as the interview instrument, items were deleted and others
introduced. Finally a version was arrived at which seemed to be
understood by the children, to have a range of examples spanning
different difficulty levels and which would fit into a mathematics
lesson of forty-five minutes. The printed papers were then tried
on two hundred children in London secondary schools. The children
were given the paper by the researcher and told that they were
taking part in educational research, the researcher encouraged
them to raise their hands if there was any word or expression
they did not understand. The papers were then marked according
to the marking scheme described later. It was hypothesised that
difficult items i.e. those with low facility, would be successfully
completed by those children with high total scores, those with
low total scores should have acquired those scores on the easy
items. Any items which appeared to be successfully completed by
children with either high or low total scores deserved to be looked
at again since they were not discriminating. Each child within
the sample of two hundred was ranked according to total score and
his performance on each item recorded, see 	 peridi 2
The lighting question appears with three separate answers hut
was later marked as one question, 4b (see final paper in this chapter)
does not appear at all since two versions of this were given in
the class tests. As can be seen, some items were solved randomly
by a few children but on the whole the most difficult items were
solved only by the children with the highest total scores. An
attempt was made at this stage to group items simply on the basis
of "plateaus" occurring on the diagram.
Facility levels for the items were found firstly for the total
number of children from four different schools and then for three
second year classes within one school (.ppedx
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three classes although the same age, were very different in their
ability to solve the items on the ratio paper. Next, three different
age groups were compared, twenty-nine fou2'th formers, seventy-
five third formers and. seventy-five second formers, the year totals
being made up from different schools, the results appear in
Appendix.. 3. -	 There was no obvious distinci:n between year
group performance although the fourth year tended to do rather
better. It was apparent that on some questions the year groups
were very close in performance and on others there was considerable
disparity. On the second eel question the third year performed
rather worse than the second year, the sample for each year however
was not representative o the entire I.Q. range. An attempt was
made even at this early stage to gain some insight into the child's
performance on the ratio questions and his cognitive level as
defined by Piaget; with this in mind answers on the eel qzestion
were labelled with a cognitive level and in addition another
Piagetian item from "Epistemologie de la ForctionW (1968) was
given in class test format to two of the classes see Appendix 4 -
This second question involved the sharing of numbers e.g. share
thirty sweets between two boys so that one has six more then the
other. It was not very successful in class test format as children
who committed the error of halving and adding (30 4
. 2 = 15, add
15 to 6 and subtract 6 from 15; answer 9, 21) on the first part
tended to do all the other parts of the question in similar ways.
On the final form of the Piaget Class Task (see later) a check
was built into the question in order to force the children to
think again. It was apparent that children who were performing
at level IVA on the sharing task were using the addition strategy
on the Ratio questions, this was therefore not a strategy adopted
only by the children with a low cognitive level The few children
at level IVB (early formal) on the sharing question did not use
the addition strategy.
The class tests therefore provided evidence of words that
needed to be changed (the enlargement of the open figure question
was changed), facility levels, ideas on the discrimination of items,
common incorrect answers and the fact that performance did not
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appear to be completely tied to age level. The Piagetian items
were insufficient in number to ascertain cognitive levels in
order to match them against performance on the iatio items. The
facilities of the items and the available strategies for solution
of each problem appear in Table 5. The strategies are further
discussed in the next chapter.
Table 5:
Items in Order of	 ficultyfrom the Class Tests
(Pilot Study) n = 200
Strategies available and difficulties in the items are described,




la	 1	 (94) Halving, rate per person
la	 2	 (92) Halving, rate per person
3a	 1	 (87) Rate per 5cm then doubling
8	 L	 (84) Substitution in the example given
lb	 1	 (77) Half, half again and add; rate per person and
multiply by integer; multiply by fraction
3a	 2	 (75) Adding two amounts already known; rate per
5cm multiply by 3
lb	 2	 (70) Same as lb. 1
4a	 1	 (62) Find that doubling is needed and then multiply
by two
2	 B	 (51) Recognise rate is needed, find rate per day,
A	 (48) multiply by 2, 4, 6 or find half for C and
C	 (47) divide remainder between A and B (half and whole)
3a	 3	 (44) Find rate for 5cm and then add or multiply
by 3
3a	 4	 (44) Same as 3a. 3
3b	 1	 (43) Y is half again then add. Take the amount
once again and half again. Find rate for
five, add and then take half. Rate and
multiply by fraction
8	 (42) Technique taught or 6% taken twice and a half
4a Vert	 (31) Notice double and double length. Technique
	
gap	 using centre of enlargement. Distractor in


















(29) Recognise copper is needed, then double
(29) As 8.ji
(25) Recognise ratio, use match to paperclip rate.
Take six and half of six. ::ultiply by fraction




(17) As 8 . ii Distractor - forget to subtract,
mix units
(14) Half and half again. Fraction has to be halved
(9) Recognise ratio needed, finds rate and step
down by ij-
(8) Notice copper needed, find rate per five and
multiply by 3




1. Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
2 pints water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessertspoons butter
z pint cream
a) I am cooking onion soup for 4 people
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do I need?
b) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do I need?
How much cream do I need?
•.....Variab].e 1
Var. 2
• • • •. • yqr 3
• . . . . .Tr 4
• . . • . .Tar 5
2. In an office Mr. Adams comes in to work 2 days a week.
Mr. Brown comes in to work 4 days a. week.
Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for lighting the office for these three men is 24Op.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr. Adams • . . .. . . .
	 Mr. Brown • . . . . . . . Mr. Carter . . . . . .
Var 6
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3a) There are 3 eels A, B and. C in the tank at the Zoo.
15 cm long	 A
locmlong	 B
5cmlong	 C
The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their length.
If C is fed two sprats, how many sprats should B and A be fed
to match?
B..Y..7..
If B eats 12 sprats, how many sprats should A be fed to match?
A.Va.9....
If A gets 9 sprats, how many sprats should. B get to match?
B
3b) Three other eels, X, Y and Z are fed with fishfingers, the




If X has a fishfinger 2 cm long, how long should. the fishflnger
given to Z be?	 Z ...Y.1J..
If Y has a fishfinger 9 cm long, how long shoul th fishfinger
given to Z be?	 Z
If Z has a fishfinger 10 cm long, how long should the fishfingers
given to X and Y be?	 X ........	 Y
	
Var. 13	 Var 14
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Finish drawing the diagram4a
Var. 15
[	
below so that it Is the same
shape but bigger than this
diagram.
Var 16 Var 17 ____________________
p
4b	 -
Work out how long the missing line
should be if this diagram
is to be the same shape but bigger
than the one above
-B'
var. 18
You can see the






--- - -- - -- _.___ - S -	 -
Mr. Short has a friend Mr. Tall. When we measure their heights with
matchs ticks:
Mr. Short's height is four matcheticks
Mr. Tall's height is six matcheticks
How many paper clips are needed for Mr. Tall's height? ............
Tar. 19
6. In a particular metal alloy there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
You would need how many parts mercury to how many parts tin?
parts mercury to ...... parts tin	 Var. 20
You would need how many parts zinc to how many parts tin?
parts zinc to ...... parts tin
	 Var. 21
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7• These 2 letters are the same shape, one is larger than the
other. AC is 8 units.	 RT is 12 units.
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve RS? Var.22
The curve UV is 18 units.. How long is the curve DE? Var.23
• % means per cent or per 100, so 3% is 3 out of every 100
a) 4 children out of the hundred on the school trip forgot to
bring their lunch.
What percentage is this?
	
•••••••••Va?24
b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners. There are
250 children in the school.
How many children have free dinner?
c) The newspaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger cars have
a faulty engine.
What percentage is this?	 ••••,,•••'Var 26
d) The price of a coat is £20, in the sale it is reduced by 5%;
how much does it now cost? 	 •.......,.Vai 27
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CHAPTER POUR
The Implementation of The Survey
The construction of the test instrument and the pilot testing
of it was completed in the spring of 1976. The wide scale testing
was to take place in the summer of 1976. In this chapter two
aspects of the study which can be regarded as preliminary to the
actual testing are discussed. There is a discussion of the sample
chosen, both as it was intended and also when subsequent changes
had to be made. The problem of analysing the data obtaine& from the
testing is also introduced with reference to available methods,
although the actual analysis based on the data obtained from the
testing on the ratio paper appears in the chapter detailing results.
Sample Chosen for Testing, 1976 andi1977
In order to obtain a sample of children which could be regarded
as representative of the British child population, it was decided
to use schools throughout England in both urban and rural communities.
The representative nature of the sample was to be based on the IQ
range so that the total sample for any one year (age range) tested
would mirror the IQ spread on a standardised test. The papers were
to be given in schools and so teachers were to be involved in the
administration of the test. Consequently each time a members of the
mathematics team gave a talk to a group of teachers, she asked for
schools to voluateer a) children for testing and. b) the assistance
of the te!chers. Many teachers did volunteer their pupils for
testing, so many in fact that not all were used. The sample is
consequently from schools where teachers volunteered their help
and where those same teachers attended in-service courses or meetings
arranged by the local mathematics adviser.
The IQ test selected was a non-verbal one issued by the !fFER,
it had already been used by the Science team of the C.S.M.S. Project.
The short form of the Calvert non-verbal test took half an hour
to administer and was stated as suitable for children
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aged. 10.08-11.07. Standard.isation could be calculated for children
up to the age of thirteen but it tended to militate against the
older children in that it produced a cut off of the higher IQ
scores at that age. No IQ test of the same type was found for
children older than thirteen. This meant that the IQ scores for
children other than the second year would not probably be available,
although two schools did have this information on their third and.
fourth years. It was decided therefore that the IQ scores of the
second. year would be used to obtain a picture of the spread of
intelligence in any one school. If the staff at that school stated
that the statue of the school had not changed e.g. it had. not
hanged from secondary modern to comprehensive, the basis for
selection of pupils and the catchment area had not changed, and
that they could. say the second year was very well matched. to the
third. and. fourth, it was deemed that the spread of IQ in the older
ag. groups was the same as that in the second. year. If the statue
had changed. then. only the second year was used for testing in
that school. All second years in any school used in the sample
were therefore tested with the Calvert IQ test.
In. 1976 eight schools were asked to test their second years
on Ratio. These were five secondary comprehensives, two grammar
schools and. one middle school. After the testing had. taken place
it was discovered that two of the schools had. omitted. to test a
class and so these children had. to be omitted from the expected
sample. Using the class lists for the second. year in. each school
the pattern of IQ in. that school was found by assign{ng the children
to thirteen IQ groups from -72 to 12.8+, each group having a range
of five points. The totals for all the schools in each IQ group,.
was then fou4d and compared with the expected number in. each IQ
group from the standardisation of the Calvert test. The obtained
totals were compared with the expected totals using the Kolmogorov
Smirnov Technique (Siegal 1956, p.47), the results appear in
Appendix :5 .. It was found that the children from the second
grammar school were not needed., in that the totals were adequate
without them, therefore their Ratio results were omitted from the
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analysis. Appendix 6 shows the second year sample.
The IQ of the third year was not known so the pattern of IQ
and the number of children in each IQ group of the second year
was used in order to find the closeness of the sample to the
normal distribution. The third years tested came from five
comprehensive schools and one grRmmRr school. One school omitted
to test its remedial group so the total for the school was adjusted
accordingly. One school did not test its children at the same
time as the other schools but after the long summer vacation so
the results of its children were omitted from the sample analysed.
The third year IQ distributions appear in Appendix Ji'.
The fourth year sample was matched in exactly the sqme way
as described above. One school split each year group in half
for administrative reasons so half of the fourth year was tested.
It was found that more children in the high IQ range were needed
to approxi.m.te to the normal IQ distribution, therefore a second
grammar school, was approached (which had the IQ scores of these
children when they were ia years old) and selected girls' results
were used in the analysis. The fourth year sample was taken from
five comprehensives and. two grammar schools, the distribution
of IQ appears in Appendix
None of the schools were in London, seven were urban schools
and the rest were in Hertfordzhire and Gloucestershire, Four
schools tested children in two age groups and the rest in just
one. Since this study was part of the C.S.M.S. survey the children
each did two test papers, see below in table rfó ..
Some details of school organistion and the organisation of
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Each school was visited and the teachers were asked to give
the test in their mathematics lessons. The time limit for the
test was approximately forty minutes but teachers were told that
the test could be given in a shorter time, the intention was that
the teachers should not be too harsh either with time allowance
or with the reading ability of the children, although few would
indeed read the questions to the children. When the test was
finally iven,the teachers whose classes were be5.n tested were
asked to answer certain questions on the paper, the question
sheet appears in Appendix :9 ,. All the testing of the 1:976
Ratio sample took place in June and July of 1976 when the children
were very nearly at the end of the school year. The number of
children who actually did. the test from each school appears as
Appendix JO., the total number of children t4sted in 1976 was 2257.
In 1977 the sampling procedure was rather different in that
C.SJ.S. had some thirteen papers to test, it was therefore impossible
to test entire school year groups on any one topic paper.
Consequently the decision was taken that each age group tested
should be selected from four to six schools. The six schools were
matched in pairs so that each pair togethe provided the normal
spread of IQ. Then each school was asked to do four test papers
with each class, the selection for each paper was done by taking
every fourth child on the class list. Each test paper was sent
to the school, already labelled with the name of the child. who
was to attempt it. It was hoped that each child would complete
two test papers so the four papers done by any school had. to
comply with the overall matching pairwise.
The letters sent to, th. teachers explaining this arrangement'r
appear in Appendix 12. • Th. form to be completed by the teachers
who were with their classes when they were tested appears as
Appendix :13.
The schools asked to do the Ratio paper in 1977 were:
2nd year.	 Five compreheneives and two middle schools.
3rd year.	 Three comprehensives and two gr-nimr schools.
4th year.	 Five comprehensivea.
Some details of the school organisation appear in Appendix
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Since the test papers on Algebra and Ratio were the shortest
in length, these were sent out as a pair and every child who did
Ratio in 1977 also did Algebra. In order to obtain cross matching
on as many tests as possible, some schools were asked to give half
a year group the Algebra and Ratio papers while others were asked
to allow a quarter of the year group to do them. The number
expected from each school and the use of the Kolmoorov nirnov
techMque to compare the sample with the normal distribution on
IQ appears in Appendix I5.
Th. number of children who actually took the Ratio paper in
1977 was 743. In addition the children who were part of the
longitudinal atudy were also tested but their results were not
included in the overall analysis unless those same children were
a subset of the school group already being tested.
The cr0 ssma.tchfng test against test was composed of fractions
of year groups as follows:













(Bach fraction represents the fraction of a year group in one school)
Table 8. Number of Children Attempting Two Test Papers (1977)
igeora zocaion mesuremenv Fractions Decimals Fractions
Reflection	 (1,2)	 (3,4)










Once a hierarchy of understanding had been established, each -
child was to be assigned a level of achievement (according to the
highest group of items on which he obtained a 2/3 pass mark). It
was thought likely that the percentage of children at specific
levels in each year group would vary. If one was to say that
a child in the fourth year was more likely to be in the highest
group than a child in the second year and. that there was a
progression from group to group comensurate with age, then evidence
obtained from the same children would complement this. In addition
a study of the performance of the same children from year to year
would give evidence of how many regressed from one level to a
lower. A small number of regressions would demonstrate that the
levels were based not on memory alone or briefly learned skills
but on something closer to understanding. A longitudinal study
was therefore thought necessary, the sample being taken from the
second. years in 1976 since the IQof this group waa known and theT
would still be in school after a further two. years. The Ratio
test paper was given to these children at yearly intervals in
1976, 1977 and. 1978.
Sample for the Longitudinal Survey
The sample for the longitudinal survey had to be taken from
those children who had been given the Ratio test in their second
year in 1976 and. whose IQ was known. This limited the schools to
fouz as it was felt that since an equal number of children from
each IQ group was needed (as far as possible) then the grear
school which had no children in the lowest IQ groups should be
discarded.. The plan therefore was to ask that certain children
in. each school be again tested on Ratio in the summer of 1.977,
and. 1978. The choice of children in any IQ group wqa made by
using random numbers.





















The burden placed on the schools in 1977 was considerable in
that the children chosen were not in any particular class and they
wpu.ld have to be withdrawn from noa.lessona in order to be tested.
In 1977 one school refused to do this and offerred to test a low
ability set and a high ability set in their now third year, this
meant that for this school the children chosen for the longitudinal
study were replaced by those who had been tested, in some IQ bands
considerably reducing the number of children. A third testing
took place in the summer of 1978, by now the number of children
who had been absent at one or more of the testing sessions had
risen. Those for whom results are reported in a later chapter
completed all three teats and were ninety-nine in number. The
schools and IQ bands from which they came are shown in Table 10
below:
Table i Number of Children Completing the Ratio Test Three Times.
School IQ Range 89$IQ 90IQ99 100IQ109 IQ11O Total in yr.
£	 4	 8	 6	 8	 26
B	 7	 6
	 6	 5
C	 2	 6	 3	 8	 19
D	 8	 8	 8	 6	 30
Total	 21	 28
	 23	 27
The Problem of Groupin& Items
Prior to the analysis of the Ratio paper in 1976 the only
test analysed by the mathematics team of the C.S.M.S. Project
was that of 'Number Operations'. The team had committed itself
to writing and administering thirteen tests; a method of grouping
items which could be applied to any one of these was therefore
very necessary. The grouping of items was needed for two reasons,
firstly so that types of questions in any one topic cou4 be
ordered according to difficulty and secondly so that children could
be ordered according to the types of questions they appeared capable
of solving. The child would be assigned a level or declared to
be at a stage of understanding in the topic under consideration.
The concept of stage as discussed by Wohiwill appeared in chapter
two. The stages sought in the present analysis were more analogous
to those described in Piaget's work than in "the sequence of
skills" type of research carried out by Gagne et al.
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If we assume a test has been given to a well-chosen group of
children, in the ense that teacher-effect has been spread by using
input from wore than five schools in different geographical locations
and that the whole range of IQ is present, we have initially the
facilities for the items from the whole sample and probably from
different age groups within the sample. Information for teachers
would be best given in terms of types of items rather than individual
items. Grouping items together within facility bands gives us a
picture of the hard-easy spectrum but provides us with limited
information. The easiest items are obviously successfully completed
by most children, the hardest by few, those few tending to be
brightest. The items having facilities between say 50 percent and
20 percent could be done by different sets of children. If one takes
as a premise that items which one groups together must have been
done by the same children then one is looking rather more closely
at performance than at facility. There are two forms of grouping
which immediately arise in such an analysis:
(1) Grouping of items within a limited facility range (horizontal)













Note: Three chains or vertical strings (one with two branches
initially) and three or four groups within facility bands horizontally.
Techniques for finding vertical strings are numerous, for the
horizontal groupi±.g there are few, although such grouping would give
more information than a chain of single items where one is reduced
to talking about an item rather than a type of item. On the basis
that one is interested in the items which are done by the same children
one must investigate the four cell matrix matching two items.
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If two items were approximately the same facility-., one would want
both cells d and a to be empty. If item 1 was harder than item 2
one would want cell d to be empty.
Both Loevinger and fule Q homogeneity coefficients use this
cell information, having two items perfectly homogeneous when the
coefficient equals 1 and heterogeneous when the coefficient equals 0.
The Loevinger coefficient is	 H - bc - ad
	
(b+d)(c+d)	 (1947)
Yule Q - bc - ad
bc + ad	 (1912)
More has been written about Loevinger and in addition It appears
to be more difficult to get a high H than a high Q (e.g. using
both on the same data). Unfortunately although we have H 1 as
perfect and H 0 as the worst case, we have no information on the
relative adequacy of an H less than '1. In a consideration of H one
finds that the facilities of the two items being considered are
crucial. For example it is relatively simple to obtain a high
value of H when comparing items of 90 percent and 12 percent; one
is dealing here with a small number of children, they are successful
at the most difficult item and so would rarely fail at the easiest.
Various researchers have used measures of association to form
groups of chains of items, the work of some which appeared relevant
to the problem presented in the analysis of the Ratio test appear
below.
Linkage Analysis (McQuitty 1957)
McQuitty illustrated his method of linkage by using data obtained
from the responses of fifteen people to 121 statements on introversion
and extraversion (Stephenson's data). His typing is that of people
but he started by using the correlation matrix person/person.
Applying this method to the analysis of items on a test, one would
look at the Item/item association matrix, using a homogeneity
coefficient for the measure of association. Firstly one underlines
the highest value of the coefficient for each item, then one chooses
the highest value appearing in the entire matrix. The two items
possessing this highest value form the first pair of the first
type. Next one connects to these two items every item which has
its highest coefficient with either one of them. The process is
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then continued using items whose highest coefficient Is with the
appendages. When type one is exhausted one finds the highest
coefficient still not used and the process is continued with
type two items.
Bart and Krus (1973) proposed another analysis, again involved
with a vertical chain rather than horizontal grouping. They
investigated two items i and j, if (0, 1) is (incorrect, correct)
their Interest was in the cell of the pass/fail matrix which
displayed item i - 0, item j - 1; item i is called a pre-requisite
for item j if a zero appears in the cell which shows fail item i,
pass item j. Zero of course appears seldom when real data are used
and one has to state a tolerance level. The drawback of dictating
a tolerance level is that a low level such as 1 percent picks up
little other than that the easiest are prerequisite for the hardest,
a higher tolerance level such as 5 percent makes It difficult to
distinguish between the easieet items. In order to obtain a tree of
prerequisites one needs a higher level such as 5 percent but to
distinguish between the easiest, one needs a lower level.
McCready and Merwin (1973) investigated what they called "Item
Porms", this consisted of an *item form shell" which provided the
general framework within which the item content was to be presented
and. the "replacement-set structure" which was a rule for generating
the content to be used with the item form shell. In particular
the authors were investigating relationships among items within
item forms and pursuing the notion that if a person gets one
question in an item form correct he will get all items within
that form corredt. An item form is considered inadequate for use
in a diagnostic domain referenced test if a) the items within tIe
form are not homogeneous; b) the items are not of equivalent
difficulty or c) both of these.
To study the nature of the relationships among items within
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where	 P	 is the probability of passing the th Item
P	 is the probability of passing the th item
thP	 is the probability of passing the I item among
those known to have passed the j item. -
They took	 3 .50 to show relative homogeneity and supported
their findings by using McQjiitty' s Linkage Analysis.
Guttman Scalogram Analysis (1973) was used. initially on data
obtained from attitude surveys. Guttman defined a scale thus: i:f
one response category is higher than another then all people in
the higher category must have higher scale ranks than those in the
lower category. In addition each person's response pattern must
be deducible from his rank alone. A perfect scale would have al].
people fitting into the following types (four items ranked in
difficulty).



















Thus a person with type score four has answered positively exactly
the same questions as the person with type score three but has
done something extra. There is seldom a perfect scale if real
data are used so Guttman suggested a Coefficient of Reproducibility
to test how near a perfect scale one is. This coefficient is
a measure of the relative degree with which thç obtained. dis-
tribution corresponds to the expected distribution on a perfect
scale.	 Guttman proposed that a coefficient of .90 was
acceptable as displaying a perfect scale.
	 This means that
'U
if five items are given to a hundred people, resulting in five-
hundred responses, one could have fifty errors within that scale.
One can however obtain a .90 Coefficient of Reproducibility by
chance, so it is suggested that one always check that the number
of people in each type obtained by chance is significantly different
from that obtained from the data.
A second test of the adequacy of the scale is the Coefficient
of Scalability which is 4 -	 errors	 • A value of .6
maximum errors
and above là àuggested as adequate (Menzel). Further investigations
of the errors (people out of type) suggested are:
(1) Errors should. be random
(2) Marginals should be balanced
(3) There should be less error than. non error.
McCready and Merwina form of analysis is the only one which
investigates the association of items at the same facility levels
(horizontal grouping), all the others are essentially testing an
association between items, irrespective of facility. None of
these methods of Alysis seemed to be quite what was needed if one
required both horizontal grouping and vertical chaining. An.
amalgan of these types of analysis was finally adopted, it is
discussed in the chapter which reports the results of the survey.
This method involved grouping items of approximately the same
facility if the item / item homogeneity coefficient between any
pair was above a stated criterion value. The cut -off between
groups was decided on 1) the existence of a facility gap 11) the
coherence of the mathematical descriptions that could be given
o the items and 111) the methods children used in the interviews.
Each child was assigned to a level on the basis of the hardest
group of items on which he scored 2/3 correct. The scalability
of the groups was tested by using Guttman Scalogran2 Analysis.
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CHARTER FIVE
Strategies Used by Children in Solvi
Ratio and. Proportion Problems.
This chapter is concerned with the methods children use when
solving ratio and proportion problems. An insight into methods
available to the children was gained from the interviews with over
thirty subjects. Many o:t the methods used. by the children led
to specific incorrect answers. These identified incorrect answers
were coded when the tests given- to a large number of children
were marked. The incidence of specific errors, obtained from
the wide scale survey is discussed at the end of this chapter.
Interviews with Children
The items which later appeared in the Ratio test were used
as an interview ins trunient with some 	 35 children. The child
was asked to explain how he attempted to solve each of the ratio
an& proportion problems posed. The changes made in items as a
result of difficulties met in the inter-views ha* already been
reported in the chapter dealing with the construction of the
test. This chapter deals with the information obtained from
the interviews which illustrates the methods children use to
solve problems in ratio and proportion. An interview lasted
approximately one hour so some children did not attempt all the
questions. The items were continually modified during the phase
of the study in which interviews were held. In the following
discussion the final form of the item is given to illustrate the
methods used by children but mention is made of earlier versions.
Th. children interviewed were from a number of schools and
I.
of varying abilities. Initially five children from a selective
Grammar school were interviewed, the hypothesis being that if
these children could not understand the questions then children
of less ability would find them very difficult indeed to understand.
Two methods of interview were used, one when the interviewer
questioned one child, asking all the time why certain methods
had been used and what the child was thinking as he did a question.
.. . .. . . .
........
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The other method (used once with eight children) was to present
each child *lith the test paper and ask him to talk his way through
the question, this session took place in a language laboratory
with the interviewer "listening-in" to each child's responses.
The individual interviews were taperecorded and. later transcribed.
In a one to one situation the interjectiona of the interviewer
were more numerous and sometimes the child changed the method he
was using natiral1y because a question from the interviewer
suggested to him that he was incorrect. In the language laboratory
intervention by the interviewer was less frequent but this had
the disadvantage that some children gave very little information
on how they were doing a question. One child in fact turned off
her taperecorder as she said she was 'thinking'.
In the following descriptions of the interviews each question
on the final paper will be shown and correct and. incorrect strategies
described for that particular question.
Question 1 The recipe question
Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
2 pints water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessertapoons butter
pint cream
a) I am cooking onion soup for 4 people.
How' much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do
I need?
b) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do
Ineed?	 ........
How much cream do I need?
	 ........
Part (a) essentially required halving, all the children on interview
(seventeen in number) used this method, none tried to find the
amount for one person in order to use it as a rate, this would
of course entail the manipulation of fractions. Part (b) produced
a wider selection of methods especially the last part (cream)
where often the method which worked on whole numbers was abandoned
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because it invoLved the manipulation of fractions. The most
popular method for finding the amount of water and soup cubes
for six people was to build up to an answer by taking half of
a half, as in this reply:
"Its a pint of water for four people, half of that
for two people, add them its 1 pints."
A lower level of reasoning was to say that six came between four
and eight so the amount for six people should come between those
for six and. eight people:
Child	 "4 for eight and 2 for four, it is three,
that is halfway between 2 and 4".
Interviewer "2j is between. as well, why 3?"
Child	 "No, I mean equally"
Finding a rate per person was used by a few children on part
(b) as in:
"8 people, a quarter of a pint of water was allotted. to
one person, its six quarters."
or another child. "f pint for two people, multiply it
by three."
Only two children of the seventeen interviewed on this question
immediately chose to multiply by *:
"Its six instead of eight, thata threequarters of
everything."
When. faced with the amount of cream for six people very often
the method was changed, the child who multiplied by threequarters
said. "For cream I did. it differently, for eight people you need
pint so that is 1/16 for every person. So for' six people that
is 6/16 or 3/8." The other child who had multiplied by three-
quarters reduced the ha].! pint to gills and. then found threequarters.
Many of the children who had. taken half of a half continued.
to do so but could not handle the addition of two fractions:
your people a quarter, its 1/4 and 1/8, 1/8, 1/8 is
half of 1/4."
Interviewer "How much is 1/4 aM 1/8?
Child	 "Is there another name for both of it?"
"It was pint for eight people, half of
that is 1/4 pint for four people, six
is in between, its halfway".
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Others immediately said. the answer was a third because that
fraction was between one quarter and one half. Some children
who had been using the half of a half method also changed when
dealing with the cream question:
"A half is four eighths, one eighth of a pint for two
people, three eighths for six."
Others continued to use the half of a half and successfully dealt
with. the addition of the two fractions. The cream pert of the
question caused considerable unease however, when asked by the
interviewer why this part was more difficult one child who had
been successful on all the other parts of the question said:
"Its the fractions. The answer is 1/3, its going to
have to be more than 1/4 and less than 1/2."
In. the light of what the children did, question one essentially
required the ability to halve, this procedure being used. twice
when the amounts for six people were required. The specific
error investigated on the large scale testing was the answer
"one third" for the cream question
Question 2
In an office Mr. Adams comes in to work 2 days a
week.
Mx. Brown comes in to work 4 days a week.
Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for lighting the office for these three
men is 240p.
Row much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr • Adams .. . . . . . .
	 Mr. Brown . . . . . . . . Mr. Carter. . . . .
The moat popular- method of solution was to find the. total number
of days involved - twelve and then divide twelve into 240, the
resultant of twenty was then multiplied to find, the amount payable
by each person:.
"the average cost we find by saying 12 into 240, that
is 20p. 20p is the average for each man if he came
in each day. So A pays 40, B pays 80 and C pays 120."
One child(mentioned above) who multiplied by a fraction in
the cream question used a similar procedure in this item (the
version interviewed had 'cost of coffee' instead of 'cost of
lighting'):
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"Mr. Adams should pay 1/6 of 240p, thats 40p. There'b
12 altogether. The number of days they come to work.
If Mr. A comes into work two days of the 12 days
that coffee is drunk, that is 2/12 or 1/6 of the
total cost. Mr. Brown would pay double,Mr. C triple."
Some children recognised that Mr. C came into work the same number
of days as the other two men together so reasoned that he should
pay half of the 240p, the distribution of the remainder was of ten.
a case of trial and error. When pushed some children produced
reasons for their answers which were obtained after removing the
originAl 120, e.g.:
"Mr. Carter should pay half, because those two together
make six and he has six. 120 pence and then another
l2Op left over, which is 80p for Mr. Brown and 40p for
Mr. Adams."
Interviewer "Why 40 and 80?"
Child.	 "I thought if that would be three days it
would be 60, half of it, but its one more.
80 and. 40 add up to 120."
Interviewer "So do 50 and 70."
Child	 "He comes in 4 days a week, he should pay
double his— because he comes in 2 days."
Then the question involved coffee some children were convinced
that one of the men must pay a pou even when they had obtained
the number eighty by division:
Alicen	
"Is that £240 for a week?"
Interviewer "It doesn't say, perhaps they settle up
the bill every now and then."
£	 "Oh do we divide by 3?"
I	 "'try it and. see."
A	 "That's 80p each."
I	 "Is that fair?"
A	 9io, Mr. C should pay more....then its
60, 80, 100."
I	 "Does that add up?"
L	 "Yes, its fair now."
Brian concentrated on the difference between the number of
days worked and tried to keep a pound as the amount paid by one
of the men:
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Brian	 "Would it come out equally?"
Interviewer "The men don't go to work equally
though, do they?"
Brian	 "80, 60, 40. I'll add it up. No
£1, 80p, SOp."
Interviewer "Why?"
Brian	 "Because there's two days in between
each so that would be 2Op in between."
Interviewer "Why not 25p?"
Brian	 "Carter has to pay most. I thoug1he'd
have a pound. Then what do you add to
• a pound to make 240p. They don't work
the same amount. I started with a
pound. Each sixty, then eighty."
Lastly a few children took no notice of the number of days each
person was in the office and simply divided 240 by three.
Question 3a




The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their
length. If C is fed two sprats, how many sprats should
B and A be fed to match?
	
Part	 B........




If A gets 9 sprats, how many sprats should B get to match?
	
(3)	 B.......
Th. first eel question had been modified from Piaget's original.
The first part gave the amount of sprats for the smallest eel
which probably provided a clue for the method used by many of the
children in the subsequent parts of the question. Part (1) was,
almost invariably solved by doubling and trebling the amount given
to the smallest eel e.g.
"C is two, times it by 2 and then times it by three."
Others used a slightly modified form of this reasoning, talking
more in terms of a rate for five centimetres of eel:
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"Its 2, 4, 6.. Pive, ten, fifteen goes up in fives.
Its five up to there, add another 5 which is two,
add another five - its another two, so 2, 4, 6."
David provided a mixture of the two methods:
"He's twice as big so 4 sprats. He's (A) twice as
much and another five so six sprats. The five left
over is another two sprats."
In the second part we are given the number of sprats for
the ten centimetre eel so trebling cannot be used immediately
neither can a rate since it has first to be found. A sophisticated
method from David (who had been given the version of the paper
in which B gets 4 sprats) waa
'The answer is six, if he's another half of his size.
Like another 1/3 really, let's imagine he (B) is 2/3,
so add another 1/3 which would make it six".
Interviewer "Thy thirds?"
David.	 "Well they're both multiples of 5 and 5
goes three times into 15. So just imagine
they are thirds, 1/3 would be half of his
size (B) so that is twor, so 3/3 would be
six."
The finding of a rate is illustrated by the following, both on
the 'B has four' version of the items:
Child A	 "C first, half of B gives C. A gets three
times as much as C."
Child B
	 "Pour for every ten, A has one ten and half
of ten."'
James seemed to be using the same method but he explained finally
in terms of a number pattern:
"Half of four and then add 2 more for that one."
Interviewer "Why did you add two?"
James	 "Because you'd taken two for that
one below."
Interviewer "Why did you not choose three?"
James	 "Don't know, it goes up in twos, eqial
number."
The number pattern reply occurred less often when B was given
twelve sprats. Piaget had identified the strategy of just adding
one for larger amounts, two children on interview did this; he
also identified a later stage (stage III) where the child added
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a fixed amount for each increase in eel length, the amount being
constant but incorrect. An increase of both two and one i.e.
the answers 13 and 14 for the amount of sprats for A, were investigated
in the large sample testing. The answer obtained by simply doubling
(24) was also coded as was a parallel to the addition strategy
(identified by Karp].us)where the child reasoned the number of sprats
was two more than the number of un.its of length of the eel. This
particular error did not appear on this part of the question on
interview.
On part three the amount fed to the largest eel was given,
the amount for the middle sized eel was required. The child who
increased by one for larger sprats now decreased by one for smaller
sprats. Gary who had been successful in the previous two questions
now gave up: "I think it cou4 be 9 minus something." Dawn who
also had the first two parts correct now halved the nine then
halved again, f(ns.11y obtaining 4jr + 2 for B. The problem was
decidedly more difficult than the two already posed.
The most popular correct method was to divide nine by three
to obtain the amount for the smallest eel and then to double to
find, the amount for B. This method degenerated into a number
pattern reason for some of the children: "It gust goes down in
steps of three." David. who had been using thirds airdady was the
only child on interview to mention two thirds explicitly:
"Eath third would. have 3 and he only has two thirds so
that is six."
Question 3b
Three other eels, I, Y and Z are fed with fish fingers,
the length of the fishfinger depending on the length of
the eel.
25cmlong
15 cm long	 y
1Ocm10	 X
Part If X has a fishfinger 2cm long, how long should the
(1) fishfinger given to Z be?
Part If Y has a fishfinger 9cm long, how long should the
(2) fishfinger given to Z be?
If Z has a fishfixiger 10cm long, how long should the
(3) fishfingers given to I and Y be'X........ Y..........
The second eel question had also been adapted from the Pia.get
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version so that the eel lengths were not integer multiples of
the smallest. There was a greater variety of methods. Two
children multiplied by 2+ to find the length of fishfinger for
a 25cm eel given the amount for the 10cm eel but most who had
the correct answer for this part of the question built up to the
answer in a variety of ways. Some used the fact that the length
of I added to the length of Y was the length of Z:
Child A	 "10 gets 2cm. 15 is half again. The amount
15 gets pius the amount that 10 gets is
the amount 25 gets."
Child B
	 Y is 1+ times I, Z is X and Y together."
Others reasoned that 25 was a ten another ten and a half
of ten giving:
"The answer Ia 5, two of those (I) would make 20 and
then another 5 which is 1cm fisb!inger."
Tony reasoned similarly but became confused over exactly what
he was doubling
"Y is 1 (times 10), Z is 2+, ou double it and half again,
the answer is 2+."
Finding a rate for five centimetres of eel was not as popular as
previously:
"'2cm to 10cm, then its 1cm to 5cm eel. Five fives are
twentyfive. "
The correct answer was also found from a type of number pattern
very close to a rate argument:
"5 into 10 goes 2 and I has 2;5 into 15 goes 3 so Y had 3;
5 into 25 goes 5,
	
has 5."
Incorrect methods were numerous, adding on one to give two,
three, four occurred: guesses and doubling were also in evidence:
James	 wIts 5 and 8. It just goes up more and
more.
Interviewer "Why did you decide 2, 5, 8?"
James	 "Tel]. they're 10,15, 25 doesn't go to 20
So guess it goes up more."
Interviewer "Thy 5 and. not 6 for Y?"
James	 "Suppose it cou'd do but 5 goes into that aM
that. Then you get another number for that
one, more. You cou'd have had 10."
Interviewer "You could have had ten but you chose eight."
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aames	 "They're more equal but either would be
right."
Another child: "Its 4 and 8. That is double the two
makes 15."
Interviewer "Why did you double Y is not double I' s
length is it?"
Child	 "No."
Interviewer "Would doubling make it fair."
Child	 "Yes."
The second part presented more difficulties, apparent in the
floundering that took place as children tried to produce a larger
number than nine and a cogent reason for having that particular
munber. Three children did. some form of multiplying by 2/3,
nobody multiplied by 5/3 (total interviewed was twentyniiie).
Hugh explained his use of 2/3 by:
"I took away 1/3 of Y to get 6 and added 2/3 to get 15."
Janet "10 is 2/3 of 15. 2/3 of 9 is 6. That is 5 +- 10
so add those two amounts.."t
Two children used a rate, another produced this argument:
"Times it by five, they both go into five. 3 fives
there. Three times could be three threes which is
nine. Pive would be 5 threes - 15. I'm not really
sure why."
One child. attempted to get a ratio by dividing the length of one
eel into the length of another:
"Y has 9cm. Divide 9 into 15, goes once with four
left over. 1.4 into I goes 7 which is 9.8. So its
7.2cm long."
Variations on the addition strategy also appeared:
"Nineteen. Take away 9 from 15, you get 6. If you
take 6 from 25 you get 19."
Interviewer "Th7 are you subtracting fishfingers
from eels?"	 -
No reply!
Part three again gave the amount for the largest eel and
required the length of fishfinger for the smaller eels. The
interviewer asked. a child:
"Why are these end ones more difficult?"
Child	 "They're the minus ones."
Interviewer "Why do you say minus?"
Child "That's bigger so you really have to
do minus to get there, but you could
share."
Most of the interviewing was done with the length of fish.finger
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bein.g five centimetres and not ten as in the final version. Two
children dealt with the problem by using 3/5, others concentrated
on the factor of five but often as a number pattern: "5 into 25
goes 5, 5 into 10 goes two".
David arrived at the corredt answer (when Z had 5) by a mixture
of methods:
"I'll do X first its a bit easier. 2 (I) of these go into
that (Z). I'l]. divide by two first then a half, 25. I
don't quite understand how I work it out but I think that
this has two and this one three".
David	 "Tf 5 goes into 25 five times, and that
is 5cm and. 5 into 15 goes three so that
should have 3cm. It looks as if its
right".
Interviewer "How do you know"?
David "Thats (I) a bit smaller than that (Y)
and it wouldn't be fair to give him 1,
so 2 and. 3".
Brian started with the 25 and split it into 10 and 15, the lengths
of the other two fish:
Interviewer "Why not 4, and. 1 for the other two fish"?
Brian	 "Np, then X would be 5cm long and Y would
be 20cm long."
Halving to find, the amount for Y 'and then halving again for the
amount for X also occurred. Max]y children did not attempt the
qnös tion.
The methods used. by the children involved. addition to a very
great extent in that the children seemed to prefer to find segments
of the answer and add them together rather than multiply by a fraction.
It was apparent that very ew children kept a consistent strategy
an the way through the two eel questions. If we label the strategies
(F) multiplying by a fraction, (R) using a rate, (B) building up "to
an answer, (A) addition strategy, (P) Piaget level of adding or
subtracting 1, (D) doubling ox' halving when inappropriate, (RB)
finding a rate and then building up instead of multiplying, (N)
number pattern, (RN) number pattern closely akin to rate finding,
(J) adjusting to "make it fair", (PB) fraction and building up;






















































































































PB	 PB	 PB	 PB
N	 N	 N	 omit
RN	 N	 omit	 omit
	
correct A guess	 guess
P	 -	 -	 omit
P	 correct P
	 -
P	 B	 R	 B
!ith with with
ielp help help
Note: In some cases the method was not available from the tape
recording.
Codes: (F) fraction multiplier, (R) rate. (B) building up.
(A) addition strategy. (P) adding or subtracting one
(D) doubling or halving. (RB) rate then building up.
(N) number pattern. (RN) number pattern akin to rate.
(J) making it fair. (PB) fraction then building up.
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The assignment of the children to categories has of necessity
meant that slight differences in the use of a particular strategy
have been put together - particularly in the "addition strategy".
The interviews were conducted with different versions of the amounts
given to each eel, some of which may have pointed the child towards
a particular strategy e.g. Alicen obtained 1, 2, 3, for 3apart 1
which was correct and then immediately gave 3, 4, 5 for the second
part. It is however apparent that one consistent method through-
out was used by only one child - Gillian who used, a rate. Tim
used fractions and built up to an answer, 3a part 1 did not require
fractions so his method is consistent. The absence of children
who consistently solved the problems by multiplying by a fraction
leads one to consider these items as needing a rate or a building
up	 strategy - the "building-up" however is much more difficult
im 3b than in the recipe question.
Question 4a.
Finish drawing the diagram
below so that it is the same




Work out how long this line should
be if the diagram is to be the same
shape but bigger than the one above.
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Proportionality in the case of open figures is mentioned by
Piaget in "The Child's Conception of Space" (p.372). Ee used
for interview a horizontal straight line (a) six centimetres in
length, and another (b) three centimetres in length and drawn
perpendicular to but 1.5cm from the end of the horizontal line
thus:. I	 . Piaget stated that the stages in the discovery of
proportion of the open figure appeared to follow the same order
as that of the rectangle without being identical in every respect.
It is at the age of seven, towards the begirniing of substage lilA.
that the child makes an advance towards the comparison of lengths,
this is the stage in which a) and b) are exaggerated but c) is
unchanged. At substage II the child can handle the ratio 1:2
and applies the doubling to length c). The addition strategy
is also apparent at stage IIIB,. it is not until stage IV (age 11)
that metric proportion can be applied to all ratios. The enlarge-
ment example used. by Piaget was in the ratio 5:3 -
	
the C.S.M.S.
version had example 4a in the ratio 1:2 but contalLrii7'g the gaps
as in the Piagetian example just described and. 4b in the ratio
5:3 but with no gaps.
There was very little difficulty expressed by the children
when asked. to double and treble the length of the upright line,
although for trebling the method used was sometimes that of a&dfng
the original amount to itself twice. The gaps presented some
problems, some children ignored them completely providing a
resultant enlargement which looked different to the original,
others provided a gap without doing any measurement and yet others
preserved the length of the gap in the original diagram. The
most successf4 (in the diagram with two gaps) provided a point
of reference i.e. the point where the two lines would have met
had they been continued. Only one child on interview attempted
to use a centre of enlargement, the effort required on the simple
doubling questiGn discouraged him from attempting any of the other
parts. The item requiring the ratio 5:3 wqs very much more difficult,
the child had first to find how much larger the new diagram had to
be and then devise a method. An early version of the question
/
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asked for a doubling when the base line was given as 6cm, it then
went on to provide a new base line of 10cm and asked for the correct
enlargement of the same figure. In this situation some children
insisted that the new base line should be 12cm and not 10cm, in
fact repeating the question that had gone before. By far the most
popular incorrect strategy on the 5:3 item was addition.
Mark"I'll measure that one, measure that one (given), see how
many more centimetres.* "That's gone up by four (bases 6
and 10cm). I'll measure the gap 1 it will bt 5 (it in
original). Measure the upright, add four onto it, Yes
its a scale of four."
In the final version of the paper, (4b above) the answer 'four'
could have been obtained by either doublZng or by the addition
strategy.
The comparison of the two base lines and. then a multiplication.
by a fraction was used on interview by only one child who in fact
made a mistake on the last multiplication:
"The difference is 4, its like the matchsticks and. paper
clips. It's 1 2/3 size of that, I want 213 of 15 (the
measurement of the gap is 15=). It's ten so I'll have
a. ga of 2j . 2/3 of six is tour for the upright."
Three of the girls from the Grammar school looked, at the origi.ua].
diagram and. found a relationship between the lines and the gap
and then used. the same relationship in order to find the new
lengths:
Kia	 "That would be five, because 6 to 10 so 3
is half of 6, so that would be half of 10,
which is 5. 1 is a quarter of 6 so a quarter
of 10 which is 2j-."
Child B.
	 Used a ruler. "Oh, that's 6 and this is
t	 Why don't you measure the other pieces in
original diagram?
Long pauses
Child	 "3 is half of 6, so must be 5. 1 is
-.	 half of 3 so 2k."
- - - - - - -- -
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Question 5
You can see the height of Mr. Short measured with
paper clips.
Mr. Short has a friend Mr. TaU. When we measure their
heights with matchaticks:
Mr. Short's height is four matcheticks
Mr. Tall's height is six matchstic
How many paper clips are needed for Mr. Tall's heiglit?..........
The 1carpa question - 	 used on the 1976 survey was the same
size as the diagram above, the 1977 version was somewhat smaller.
Correct methods tended to include some use. a fractional multiplier





Child A	 "Each paperelip is 1 matchaticks."
Interviewer "Thy?"
A	 "6 paperclips and 4 znatchsticks. 4
into 6 goes lj." "9"
Interviewer "How did. you gat that?"
A	 "2 matchsticka bigger. (long pause)
Its 12".
Interviewer "Why'?"
A	 "If each paperclip is 1 long, its 4
matchsticks. Ha)fia 3 paperc].ips."
Pause.












"If Mr. Short is 6 paper clips and. 4
matcheticke tall, it means paper clip
is 2/3 matchatick. 6 inatchaticks is
6 times 2/3."
"You multiply that 6 b 3/2, you turn
it upside down".
"Why?"
"It's easier to work it out".
"How many paperclips does 1 matchstick
equal?"
"1 1/3."
"Same as 4/3, so its 8".
Nt It's 1- paperclips to a matchstick.
It's 4 matchetioks and 6 paperclips.
6/4, that!Ls the propoion, it's 3/2.
It's 6 x
	
which is	 or 9".
"That's ij. So it will be 7 jr. Mr. Short
is 4 matchaticks and 6 paperclips. Por
even 4 matchaticka you add 2 papenclips.
4 and half of 4. You got aim and half of
six - 9."
"There did. the 1+ at the beginning come
from?"
"6 is fj times 4."
"Why did you give up that method?"
"It was confusing - that's where I got that
Other children started by using a fraction and then abandoned it,
illustrated by the fo.lowing:
"4 matchsticka, 6 paper clips. 2/3. Divide
your 6 by 2/3, No multiply. 4 is 2/3 of 6.
So it's, no that's the wrong method."
"What was the 2/3?"
"4 over 6". "You add half of that, half of
4 makes 6, add half of that one makes 9".
"Matchstick 2/3, paper clip 3/3".
"Matchetick is 1 add a half which is equal
to a paper clip".
"1 1/4 paper clips equal a matchstick".
"4 paper clips and 2 left over so that's
a half.	 paper clips equal 1 matchstick".
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"8". "4 to 6 and 6 to 8".
Interviewer "Any other ideas?"
D "4 matchsticks doesn't go evenly into paper
clips". "Are we allowed to measure these?"
(Measures with ruler) "Be about 74".
Interviewer "Thy?"
"It's almost that. I took the height arid
divided it by 4 because there's four
inatcheticks".
Interviewer "Why did you need a ruler?"
D	 "4 won't go into 6".
"I wanted to see how many inatchaticks
equalled paper clips".




Interviewer "Which answer do you want to choose?"
D	 "'I'll stick to 9".
The amount of matcheticks doesn't go evenly
into the amount of paperclips".
David was more confident although his first answer was wrong:
"8. I've gone back to thirds. Each third of Mr. Tall
is two matchsticks. Mr. Short is only 2/3. Each third
is 3 paperclips. Mr. Tall is 9, another third."
The most popular incorrect answer was the answer 'eight'
found by the addition strategy:
"Mr. Short is 6 paperclips but 4 matchsticks makes it
two more. As he is 6 matcheticks, it should be two
more."
or "6 equals 4 matchsticks. 6 matchsticks equals 8
paperclips. 2 matcheticks higher so take 2 match-
sticks away when you measure in paperclips is 6. So
it's 6 matchsticks, take 2 away, so 8 paperolips. He's
two more matchsticks."
Lee thought Mr. Tall should. have double the number and gay.
12 as the answer immediately:
"12, no about 24. It's 12, for every 2 matches you have
one paper clip. I don't know if that is true, I inst
thought."
lilterviewer "Should you check?"
Lee	 "If he were double his size then it still
would be 12 papercllps."
Interviewer "Is he double?"
Lee	 "No he's only two matches taller. Matches
4and 6...paperclips 6 and.....It'e about
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Karplus had identified the following strategies in the child's
solution of the Mr. Short and Mr. Tall question: Intuitive, Addition,
Transitional and Ratio. We have described the addition strategy,
Intuitive was akin to guessing or not making use of all the dat8,
it would include the doubling strategy mentioned above. The
transitional category showed only partial proportional reasoning
and. would include the reversal of the watch/paperclip relationship.
Question 6
In a particular metal alloy there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
You would need how many parts mercury to how many parts
tin?
parts mercury to .......... parts tin.
You would need. how many parts zinc to how many parts
tin?
parts zinc to .. .. . .. . . . parts tin.
Pew children on interview had a strategy which, gave the correct
solution, although nobody appeared to have difficulty with the
word. 'parts'. One child successfully used fractions. She firstly
used. the chain of reasoning, "1 part mercury to 5 copper, 10
copper to 3 tin, that is 1 mercury to ljr tin." Por the second
part she found a rate per 5 parts copper thus:10 copper -- 2
2/3 x 2 a 5 1/3, so 5 1/3 parts zinc to 3 parts tin. Kixi tried
to make the amount of copper uniform throughout but used 15 rather
than 30:
Kim	 "You have to make them to get to 15.
Multiply that one by 14. The amounts
of that gives you same amount of copper".
"44 tin to 15 copper
3 m to 15 copper
It'd to 14. Soit's3mto44tin. 8
parts zinc to 44 tin"
"You can cancel he1f±action out".
"You can' t cancel zinc to tin. You cou&d
make them all halves".
Interviewer "Why did you use 15?"
Kim	 "You need the copper to be the same to find
the relationship between mercury and tin".
Interviewer "Could. I have used. 5?"
Ki*	 "Yes. You could. multiply by 4 and then by 1/3."
Yet others knew that something had. to be done to the amounts







oorret since doubling would provide the answer. &nother incorrect
method was to multiply both the amounts given,thus satisfying the
idea that something had to be done bt demonstrating that the
understanding of equivalent fractions was rather tenuous. Others
doubled one amount and then halved the second amount
"2 mercury".
"If 10 parts of copper that means there'll
be 2 parts of mercury".
"2 mercury to how many tin?"
"1 "
I do&t know why - took 10 and then
took the 3 to 5".
(obviously divided 3 by 2)
"So 2 mercury to 1.3' tin?"
43' for tin (had increased 3 by 3')
6 for mercury (had tried to take 2/3)
One child used 30 parts copper throughout and was both quick and
accurate.
Many of the children however completely ignored the fact that
the two comparisons with copper were in fact' comparisons with
different amounts of copper, they concent'ated on the two commodities
that were required for an answer:
Interviewer "What does that word 'part' mean?"
Child A	 "It means 1 percent mercury to 5
percent copper".
"1 part mercury to 3 parts tin".
Interviewer "Doesn't it make any difference that you
have 5a&1O?"
A	 "Not really, no".
A	 "8to3".
Child B
	 part mercury to 3 parts tin".
Interviewer "Why did you decide on those?"
B	 It's there, 1 part mercury and 3 parts tin".
Interviewer "Doesn't it make any difference that I have
5 parts copper and 10 parts copper?"
B	 "Yes it does I suppose".
Interviewer "What are you going to do about it?"
B	 "Well you can't really work it out
like that".
B (ii)	 "8 parts zinc to 3 parts tin".
Interviewer "Does it matter that you have 10 parts







These 2 letters are the same shape, one is larger than
the other.
AC is 8 units.	 RT is 12 units
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve RS?
The curve UV is 18 units. How long is the curve DE?
The two figures in question seven were to test for the understand-
ing of similarity without requiring the child to understand the
word 'similar' or to draw a diagram. Pew children were interviewed
using this diagram but it was known from interviews on other similar
figures (see pp 74 ) that the addition strategy was very
prevalent unless one figure was obviously twice the size of the
other. For example given the triangle 	 and provided
with mechano strips to make a similar 	 triangle the
addition strategy showed itself as follows:
Mark aged thirteen used. two methods:
It	 "Six goes to twelve, eight to sixteen,
ten to twenty."
Interviewer "How did. you decideV'1
It	 "Doubled each one.'"
Interviewer "Say if you started with eight?'"
It	 "ren would go to fourteen, six would
go to ten.'"
Interviewer "Why?"
I	 "Adding four on, 6 goes to ten, 10
add 4 is 14."
Cohn aged. fifteen looks at 6, 8, 10 and decides the crucial
issue is that they differ by two:
"They're going up im twos and when I looked at them I
see there is 12, 15 and 9. But I was thinking that
(Points to 6) being 12, that (8) being 15 and that
(10) being 18 but there aint no 18 there. So I put
it there (points to 8). That's shorter than that,
so it would be 9, and that's larger, so it would
be 15. They're going up in threes."
they also had:
AB is 9 units. How long i
EP?





As can be seen unless the child was to draw the new tri.rgle
and then have some criteria by which he could judge whether it
was the asme shape as the original, he had no way of knowing
whether his suggestions for the lengths of sides were correct.
In each cawe the child had certa1nly made the sides longer.
Looking at the letters K,Richard for example reasoned:
"R& is 13. 12 is bigger than 8 by 4. I looked there,
LB is 9, one bigger than 8, ItS is one bigger than 12,
DE is 14, 18 is 6 bigger than 12 so DE is 6 bigger
than 8."'
Some children were giwen both the pictures of the glasses and
that of the letters, so that in addition to question 7 above
Peter used a fraction for obtairifn,g the answer but used it in
fact to build up to an answer rather than multiplying just once:
Teter solving both the glasses problem and the letters
problem:
Glasses
118 is 2/3 of 12. So that is 1/3 larger
than that. 1/3 of 9 is 3 so 9 +- 3 is 12."
Interviewer "Bottom of glasses 8 for small and 12
for large.
P	 "12. 1/3 off of 18 is 6 off, that is 12."'
I.
Letters
"1/3 larger, 1/3 of 9 is 3 that gives 12."
Two children naturally used the addition method until prompted
and asked to think again, one was rather more sure of her
reasoning than the other however:
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Child A. Glasses
A	 "EP is 13 units. That's 4 more than. that,
so I assume it will be 4 more in each
place."
Interviewer "Why? Can you see any other relationship
between 8 and 12?"
A	 "8 is 2/3 of 12. Can't see anything else."
Interviewer "Which seems most sensible the difference
of 4 or the 2/3?"
A	 "The 2/3 I think. It's just that's a 1/3
bigger."
Interviewer "Can you work it out?"
A	 "EP wi].]. be 133. 4 is 1/3, 9 is 2/3,
another 1/3 is 13k. AC is 12."
Interviewer "Why was that easy?"
A	 "3 into 18 goes 6."
Child B Glasses
B	 "It isn't two times bigger. 4s go into
them, that can't help."
Interviewer "Any relationship between 8 and 12?"
B	 "4. goes into both of thein,twice and 3."
Gives up.
Child C. Letters
C	 "It's the same."
"I could do it if I knew 8 and 12."
Told. this pictur. is 2/3 size of the bigger one.
C	 "9 times 2/3."
Interviewer "Thy?"
C	 "If its 2/3 larger."'
Interviewer "No that' s the larger
Question 8
% means per cent or per 100, so 3% is 3 out of every 100.
a) 4. children out of the hundred on the school trip
forgot to bring their lunch.
What percentage is this?
b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners.
there are 250 children in the echool.
How many children have free d.ixmer?
c) The newspaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger
cars have a faulty engine.
What percentage is this?
d) The price of a coat is £20, in the sale it is
reduced by 5%; how much does it now cost?
........
Percentages were included on the paper since they seemed to
be an important part of the topic of ratio, fractions as has been
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described earlier,were left for a separate paper. The word
'percentage' had to be explained to a lot of children although
one insisted he had "done percentages in the primary school".
The numbers given were all halves of hundreds or an integer number
of hundreds, the children who used this fact and built up to an
answer were on the whole the most successful, those who tried to
remember a technique often misremembered it and proceeded to
carry out needless and erroneous computation. Part (a) was a
simple repetition of what was on the previous line to explain
the meaning of percentage. The building up method is illustrated
by the following from Patrick:
Part (b) "6 per hundred, 2 hundreds is 12 and 50 is
half of a hundred so half of 6 is 3. It's 12 + 3."
Half remembered rules were varied and numerous on. part (b):
Child A (b) Divides 6 into 25. "Then I've done it
I'll put the 0".
"No it doesn't work".
Interviewer re—reads question
A	 "5% would be 0KW.
Interviewer "What does 6% mean?"'
A.	 "6 out of 100".
"5% you'd need another per cent".
Leaves
Child B (a) 4%W
"You usually work percentage in a hundred
per cent, 4. out of a 100 is just 4, 4%"
B	 (b) "144"
Interviewer "How many children have free dinners, can
you have 144 children?"
B	 "Don't know".
B	 (e) "30%. 8 threes in 24, add a nought which
is 30".
Interviewer "Why did. you add. a nought?"
B	 jt guessing".
Stephen divided for the first three parts which actually gave
him the correct answer in part C:
Stephen
Part (b)	 "50 - 250 divided by 6 would make 50".
Part (c)
	
"30% divide 8 into 24".
James doubled or halved:
Part (b)	 "12.5 You just halve the number of children".
Part (c)	 "It's 48%".
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Cohn had part (b) correct but for part (c) he multiplied $ by
24; this answer was investigated on the large sample testing.
(lillian managed to deal with fractions of children but she was
the only one who used this method:
"250 divided by 100 its 24 children. Multiply it by
6. I want to find how many children in 6%. How many
children in 1% which is 24."
Mark divided 6 into 250 seetwtngly working it out by finding
100 6 and then doubling, then taking a half and adding:
Mark's paper
_.... % means percent or per 100, so 3% is 3 out of every
Jj%° 100
	
1 a)	 4 children out of the hundred on the school
trip forgot to bring their lunch.	 , ,
What percentage is this?	 ..TI.C.
b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners.
there are 250 children in the school.	 6'1.' '
	
How many have flee dinner?
c) The newspaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger
cars have a faulty engine.	 1 0/
What percentage is this?	 . . .'. ?.
The price of a coat is £20.40, in the sale
it is reduced by 5%
	 kHow much does it now cost? 	 ........
N0T: (Part (d) was changed to give a coat coating £20 in the
final version)
Note that on part Cd) he divided the cost of the coat by five and
then subtracted, on the large scale testing this error together
with simply subtracting the five were investigated, some children
it was felt would also forget to subtract the pound having found
the reduction so this was an error for investigation when the
large sample was tested.
Summariaing the responses of the children to the questions
asked them about ratio we find that the methods of solution were
numerous. Among correct methods the use of the algorithm x/a - y/b
was virtually unheard of. Multiplying by a fraction was avoided
and when used tended to be part of a solution rather than the
method which would give a solution immediately. Multiplication
by an improper fraction although apposite in for example the eel
question, never occurred. The moat usual method of solution was
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that of trying to build up to an answer so that one repeated an
amount and then took half.The incorrect methods were varied but
some were easily identifiable, for example, the addition strategy
where the child concentrated on the difference between corresponding
lengths rather than the ratio. The doubling strategy where the
child doubled to make larger and halved to make smaller also
occurred. Other incorrect methods where the child has used an
incorrect computation or misremembered a rule also appeared fairly
often and when recognisable in the answer giventhese were coded
on the large sample marking.
The Final Test
Mathematical Demand of Items
The final test appears on page 94. • The items were
initially described in terms of their mathematical demand, far
example the type of multiplier needed and whether- whole numbers
or fractions were involved. A first description was as follows:
Table 12:	 MathematIcal Demand of Items
Fo rate Given Uiven	 Pith Find	 Find rate requiring
	
eeded	 Rate	 Rate	 Rate Rate	 intermediate
1:x	 not 1:x 1:x	 not 1:x	 step	 Oeafin
	





















*(the numbers used are the varikble numbers quoted on the test
paper at tbe end ot chapter 3)
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The test paper that appears at the end of chapter 3 was used
for the wide-scale testing. Most questions had several parts; in
order to distinguish between them each answer coded in the final
marking was given a 'variable' number, these are shown on the test
paper and on table 15.
The interviews gave some insight into what the children considered
was the mathematical demand of the items. Although a teacher might,
for instance, consider that the eel questions required the multiplication
by a non integer (variables 12, 13, 14) the children actually built
up to an answer rather than attempt to multiply by a fraction.
This meant that what the mathematics teacher thought was the demand
was not necessarily the case and the items had to be Investigated
more with regard to the most commonly available strategy shown
by the children interviewed. Those items which could be solved
by repitition and finding a half had proved to be relatively easy
in the pilot study. Items where this method resulted in "take a
whole and a bit" and "the bit" was not a half, tended to be
considerably harder.
Marking Codes on the Final Test
The errors which had become apparent from the interviews were
coded on the large scale survey and any other error which appeared
in great number at the start of the marking were also coded. Some
types of errors (such as those resulting from the Incorrect addition
strategy) occurred on more than one item and so the same code was
given whenever the answer matched that which was obtained when the
particular strategy was used. Other errors were specific to the
item and the codes assigned are explained below. Code 1 was always
given for the corredt answer, Code 0 for an omission and eode 9
for an incorrect answer which had not already been identified as
arising from a particular method. The complete Coding Scheme
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Three errors which had been identified by Karplus and Piaget
and which had appeared on the interviews were coded 4, 5, 6 and are
desribed below. The error of doubling to enlarge (called 'scaling'
by Karplus) was coded 7. The specific wrong answers which arose
when these particular methods were used appear against the appropriate
question in table 13, in the columns headed 4, 5, 6, 7.
a) Adding on 1. The child faced with an enlargement reasons that
the resultant must be larger but one unit larger is sufficient;
similarly to obtain a smaller amount a subtraction of one unit is
sufficient. (Code 4).
b) Adding on 2. This is similar to the above but the child is
reasoning that extra units are needed; he has little idea how to
provide those extra units. Similarly for providing a smaller
amount. (Code 5).
c) Addition Strategy. The child concentrateá on the difference
a b rather than the ratio a/b. For example asked to enlarge
so that the new base line is 5 units, he will say 5 is 2 more
than 3 so the uprights is 2 more than 2, answer 4 units. (Code 6).
d) Doubling.	 The child regards all enlargement as requiring
doubling and. similarly he sees halving as the normal process for
making something smaller. The code (7) is used when this Is not
what is required in the problem.
Methods used. by the children when attemptivg the questions
have been described in the section on interviews. It was impossible
to ascertain from the written tests which correct methods had. been
used. The incorrect methods were inferred from the particular
incorrect answers. The following discussion summarises the strategies
which appeared on interview and describes the codes assigned to
specific wrong answers on individual questions.
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Question 1.
la. The results are whole numbers. The answer was most often
obtained by halving.
lb. Part a) has a fractional answer. The most common method used
by the children interviewe& was that of saying "How much for 4
peop.e? How mush for 2 people. Add the two amounts". In part c)
considerable difficulty was found since this method resulted in
the addition of two fractions. Many children opted for "What is
the fraction halfway between 1/4 and 1/2?" but chose 1/3 as ful-
filling this condition. (coded 8)
Question 2.
This item requires the child to find a rate of lighting per day
and. then multiply by 2, 4 and. 6. Most children on interview did
this or multiplied the rate by 2; then doubled this amount for
4 and. then added to obtain the lighting bill for 6. Other children
decided that each man should pay the same amount (80p, 80p, 80p) (code 8
yet others required the bills to differ by a fixed amount, the
total being 240p, e.g. 60p, 80p, £1 (code 3). Yet others found
the correct amounts to be paid but reversed the order (Code 2).
Quewtion 3.
Question 3 is taken from the work of Piaget (Epistemologie et
Psychologie de la Ponction, 1968) the numbers used have been changed
from those used in Geneva. The most common methods used for
solution were to find "how many for 5cm" and then multiply or a
variation of 'building up'.
Part 3a) involves discrete amounts and if using a rate for 5cm
of eel, only multiplication by 2 and 3 is required; sometimes
the child added three times instead of multiplying. We have
allowed coding for the addition strategy. This is seen aS taking
the difference in. eel lengths, converting this into sprats and
adding to the original number of sprats. Doubling in. part 1
(given food for C find it for A) is seen as completing the number
pattern 2(C), 4(B), 8(L). There were some children who simply
added the length of eel (cm) to the number of sprats, so this
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error is coded (8).
Part 3b) The eel lengths are no longer integer multiples of the
smallest. The amount. of food fed is no longer discrete. The
most common correct methods used on interview were to find, how
much for 5cm of eel and multiply or build up. Adding fishfinger
lengths to eel lengths is coded (8). To show doubling the ;nswers
coded are those which would arise from consistent doubling (i,&,Z).
Question 4.
4.a. The enlargement is 2:1 but the child must find this by comparing
the two base lines. The use of a centre of enlargement is difficult
since it comes off the page. The vertical and horizontal gaps
should also be enlarged in the ratio 2 to 1; it was found on the
trials however that both children and adults forgot this. The
important points being investigated however are a) given two line
segments can the child, find the factor of enlargement, b) can they
then double the length of a. line either by multiplying by two or by
taking the line and then repeating it. The addition strategy would
result in the child saying the difference between base lengths is
6cm so the difference between lengths of upright is 6cm, answer
8cm (coded 6) similarly the length of the gaps resulting from addition
are coded 6. An omission of a gap is coded 3, leaving the gaps as
they were in the original diagram is coded 8.
4b The enlargement of the line segment is in the ratio 5:3. This
does not lend itself very readily to the method quoted in item 1
of finding two amounts and adding, (an enlargement of 3:2 could
be achieved this way). Usually the children who succeeded attempted
2x5
- by some method. The answer 10/3 or any value between 3.2
and 3.5 inclusive was counted as correct. The answer 3ci. was also
coded, it cou'd arise from adding 1, or from "The 3cm base is
contained 'one and a bit' times in the 5cm base, the new upright is
'one and a bit' times 2cm"
	 Code (4).
Question 5.
This item is taken from the work of E & R Karplus (Proportional
Reasoning and Control of Variables in Seven Countries). The
correct methods of solution are a) using some form of 6 x 6
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b) finding a rate matchatick: paperclip and then multiplying
c) finding the equivalent of 2 matcheticks in paperclips and
then using (2+4) matchaticks and their equivalent. The problem
requires the child to recognise that ratio is needed, ascertain
a correspondence in some form and then find a solution. The addition
strategy is coted (6) doubling and adding 1 re also coded.
Question 6.
Question 6 requirea the child to use a third commodity in order
to find a relationship between two other commodities. Many children
of course ignored the first commodity (copper) since it did not
appear in the requirements of the answer (coded 8) or doubled
the 1. and 3 which were given (coded 3). Correct strategies for
mercury : tin were:— a) doubling, b) saying "1 part mercury
and another part mercury correspond to 10 parts copper". The
zinc, tin ratio could be obtained by multiplying by T or a more
popular method, was to say "5 parts more copper would give me lj'
parts more tin so (3+1) tin to 8 zinc*. Some children (few)
decided to work with 30 parts copper throughout and adjust the
other commodities accordingly.
Question 7. The child must recognise that a ratio is needed by
inspecting the two similar figures and. then he must compute the
factor of enlargement. Incorrect strategies mentioned previously
have been coded and in addition OUc part 2 some children correctly
ascertained the ratio 3 : 2 but enlarged the figure UVRST (coded 8).
Question 8.
The symbol % is introduced and each part of the question is solvable
by using "parts of a hundred" without recourse 'to excessive computation.




	 Part (d) produced children who forgot to subtract
the pound. and gave it as an answer (code 2). Others who interpreted
5% as one fifth gave the answer 4 or subtracted 4 from 20 'to
give 16. Anotner version was 'to simply state 5 as the resultant
or to subtract 5 from 20. Answers 15 and 16 are cpded 8.
Error Incidence on the Final Test
The answers arising from the addition strategy occurred very often
on questions 4b, 5 and 7. A large number of children gave 16 ivr 15
for the answer to 8d. When the incidence of an incorrect code reached
more than 10 percent it is quoted below (in table 14).
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Table iLl.	 Error Incidence, 1976 Testing. (n:2257)
Item	 Codes











































































As can be seen from table fourteen, some incorrect answers
which occurred on intörview, appeared on less than ten percent of
the test papers from each age group. Other errors, particularly
those arising from the addition strategy occurred on more than
40 percent of the test papers. The errors which appeared on many
papers are now discussed in detail; the implication that certain
methods were used. to arrive at them is made in the light of the
interviews.
The Addition Strategy.
Kapplus has already identified the addition strategy where the
child concentrates on the difference between the two amounts in
the ratio and views the process as that of addition and not
multiplication. Answers arising from the use of thi incorrect
strategy occurred at a very high level on four of the ratio
questions. The questions and the incidence of the addition
strategy are shown below (1976 data).
Mr. Short & Mr. Tall









































These four questions attracted the addition strategy more than
any others. All the items involved a diagram and the answer
obtained from the addition strategy was not very different from
the correct answer, it was in fact plausible.
Although there were rather more second years using the addition
strategy than fourth years, a large percentage of the older children
opted for this method on these four questions. Notice too that
there was a sizeable difference between the percentage of children
using the addition strategy on the two parts of the question
dealing with similar figures K. Although the percentage correct
was relatively constant, the process required to step down from
a larger figure to a smaller seemed not to attract the addition
strategy as often as the process required to step up from a smaller
to a larger figure.
Since so many children. were using the addition strategy on
these four questions,. the question of how consistently they used
the method naturally arose. 622 children obtained "additive"
answers on three or four of these four questions, 392 add&d on
three of the four items, the rimaii1-ng 230 addt all four.
Out of the 622 adders:
152 did. not add. on item 4b-
123 did not add on item 5 -
103 did. not add on item 7b
14 did not add on item Ta -
There were some thirty percent of the entire sample using this
strategy consistently on three of the four questions which attracted
it most. These children were regarded as forming a group which
showed some particular error and were called "Adders". Piaget
when describing the use of this incorrect strategy (with respect
to the enlargement of a rectangle) stated that it was a response
symptomatic of the late concrete child. To find whether these
children were low attainers on the other ratio items,their.
 performance
on each item and later on each level of items was found, the




The Per.ormance of Adders on Test Items.
Item &-	 Percentage of
	 Overall	 Adding	 Total Sample n: 2257
	
variable no..	 adders passing 	 facility	 2	 Adders n 622
la(i)	 1	 97.7	 914.8
la( ji)	 2	 97.6	 95.0
lb(i)	 3	 90.0	 85.4.
lb(ii)	 4.	 78.9	 75..O
lb(iii)	 5	 17.5	 260...
2	 6	 47.1	 148.5
3a(i)	 7	 87.8	 86.14
3a(ii)	 8	 76.8	 77.8
3a(iii)	 9	 141.6	 50.2	 11.3
3a(iv)	 10	 4.0.5	 50.5	 13.8
3b(i)	 11	 4.6.1	 149.8	 16.2
3b(ii)	 12	 18.8	 30.7	 5.9
3b(iii)	 13	 19.6	 27.2	 6.6
3b(iv)	 14.	 19.9	 "28,0
14a.V.	 15	 77.5	 72.4.
VG	 16	 141.6	 4.3.8
HG	 17	 39.7	 '4.2.6
Questions 4b, 5, 7a, 7b (variables 18,19,22,23) define adders
6a	 20
	
27.3	 32 • 3
21
8a	 24.	 90.5	 85 ,
8b	 25	 4.6.01	 '1.5.8
8c	 26	 36.7
V.
8d	 27	 20.6	 27.
It can be seen that 'the Adders' are not the least able, they can
solve the easiest items e.g. the. recipe question, but are likely to
add two (Piaget level II) on the eel question, however even on these
questions it is only a small percentage of the adders who resort to
this strategy. Further information on level of attainment of 'the
Adders' is contained in the chapter dealing with the general results
of the survey. The adders within the longitudinal survey sample and
their subsequent performance is also described in that chapter.
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Piaget Levels
Piaget described two behaviors on the eel questions, level 1 -
adding just one more for a larger eel and level two - adding a
fixed amount (not one) for a larger eel and subtracting the same
amount for a smaller eel. The incidence of level one answers was
very low, only on variable eleven did it reach three percent. For
the purpose of marking, level II was defined as an increase or
decrease of two, the incidence of this answer was rather larger:
Table 16: Percentage of Qiildren who Add Two.	 n - 2257
	Variable .Jo
	 4th yr
	 3rd yr	 2nd yr
	






11	 9.7	 12.1	 13.4
	
12	 4.1	 4.3	 5.5
	
13	 8.8	 5.9	 6.6
	
14	 5.1	 6	 6.6
_Vai. 111 seemed to attract this strategy most often but since the
amount given to the smallest eel is two, the result may come about
because the child doubles and trebles without seeing that the
length of eel is not in the ratio a:1 or 3:1.
Defining children as being of level two if they add. 2 for each
increase in length or subtract 2 for a decrease in length we find.
that although 404/2257 (17.9 percent) use this strategy on one
or other of the items 9-14, only two percent use it on four of
the six items. The percentage of children who might be said to
be consistently at level II is very small.
Doubling for Larger, Halving for Smaller.
I.
Doubling or halving appears to be a relatively simple
operation. On interview some children had used this method for
solution on items where it was the incorrect method.
The percentage of children who double or halve when this is
incorrect is shown in table 1 7, (the results are from the survey
and are based on the frequency of the answer which would result
if a doublingor halving strategy had been used).
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Table 1?: Percentage of Children Who Double or Halve n 2257
Vaiable	 4th yr	 3rd yr	 2nd yr
	




9	 5.8	 8.9	 10.2
	
10	 4.2	 5.6	 7.7
	











19	 0.9	 25	 2.0
	
22	 2.6	 6.4	 6.9
	
23	 2.0	 6.0	 8.5
The eel questions attracted the incorrect doubling strategy most
often.
Other Common Errors.
On interview, a large number of children had given the answer
'one third' for the recipe question involving cream ( pint for
8 people, how much for 6?). The reasoning had been that the
fraction of a pint required for six people was halfway between
one half and one quarter and one third. satisfied that criterion.
In the large sample testing, twenty percent of each year group
gave 'a third' as the answer.
The chemical compounds question was difficult and very nearly
twenty percent of each year group ignored the amount of copper
entirely. They gave the ratios between the two metals exactly
as they appeared in the question.
A. large number of children (forty percent of the second years)
concentrated on the word "reduced" in the last question dealing
with percentages and ignored the sign '%'. They subtracted 5%
from £20 to give £15 or divided £20 by 5 and then subtracted the
resultant £4 from £20.
The enlargement of an ppen figure resulted in many children
either retaining the gap ______ as it was in the original or they
ignored it entirely. This might have been because they saw the
diagram simply as a line segment and not as the composition of
two line segments aligned in a particular way. The resultant figure
obtained when the gap enlargement was ignored did not look the same
shape as the original.
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Table l.	 Error Incidence (1977 Sample)	 (n:7L4.3)
Item	 Codes

































































The errors committed by the 1977 sample (n"743) are shown in
table 18. As before only an incidence of more than 10 per cent
has been recorded. To a very great extent this second sample of
children committed the same errors. Evidence of the addition
strategy having been used was found on exactly the same questions
as identified from the 1976 data.
The interviews described in. this chapter show that children tend
to avoid fractions and use additive or 'building-up' methods when
dealing with problems in ratio and proportion. The results of the
large scale testing show that some errors are committed by many
children (from many different schools). Both these aspects of the
research have implications for teaching. The next chapter gives
details of the results of the testing and the hierarchy formed.




Analysis of Data and the Establishment of a Hierarchy
The results of the large scale testing are reported in this
chapter. The data from the 1976 testing were used to form a hierarchy
of understanding in the topic of ratio and proportion. The different
statistical methods applied to the data and the consequent groups
of items are discussed in detail in this chapter. The test was also
given to another large sample of children in 1977; the results of
that testing also appear in this chapter. The 1977 data were analysed
in the same way as the 1976 data; the resulting levels of attainment
being compared to those obtained from the data of the earlier testing.
A comparison is made between the three testings of the children in
the longitudinal survey.
Each testing took place in June or July just prior to the long
summer vacation. The ratio test was given by the class teacher
during the time normally devotfd to a mathematics lesson. The marking
of the scripts was done according to the marking codes shown In
Table 13. Once a hierarchy had been established using the data from
the total sample, each child within that sample was assigned to a
level in the hierarchy. A comparison of performance according to
age was then made. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
certain issues that arose out of the results, for example the per-
formance of adults or the effect on performance of rewriting some
questions. The Piagetian tasks which have been mentioned earlier
and which proved to be inappropriate for the purpose for which they
were designed are also discussed.
Facility of Items
In the following tables the word "facilIty" refers to the
percentage of the stated sample of children who had that item correct.
The item numbers refer to the test paper which appears at the end
of Chapter 3.
Table 19 shows the facilities of the items in the 1976 and 1977

































































sample, not year group) appears as figure 7 below. The overall
facilities were marginally worse in 1977 although there is a
difference of ten percent only on items 4a (1), (ii), (iii).
(variables 15, 16, 17). These were the questions dealing with the
doubling of a line segment and the gaps in an open rectilinear
figure.
TABLE 19.	 Facilities of Items (1976, 1977 Samples)
i	 1976 1977	 1976 1977	 1976 1977tern	 2nd yr n800 n296 3rd yr n=767 n257 4th yr n690 n19O
la i)
	
94.11. 93.9	 94.3	 93.8	 95.8	 97.9
ii)	 94.6 93.6	 95.0	 94.2	 95.5	 98.4
lb i)
	
84.5 78.0	 84.0	 84.0	 88.1	 85.8
ii) 75.0 73.0	 74.8	 74.3	 78.6	 81.1
iii) 24.4 20.6	 22.7	 24.5	 31.4	 26.8
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The Percentage of Each Age Group
Achieving Total Scores 1-27 (1976 Samples)




Table 19 details the facility of each item for each year group.
Although there were items with high facility and others with low
facility, there were no items with a facility value between 72 and
50 percent. The number of items within each ten percent facility
band is shown in table 20 below:-
Table 20. The Kumber of Items Within Facility Bands
(1976 Sample	 n - 2257)




















Although each child's performance was to be assessed onthe
basis of the highest level of the hierarchy which he attained, a
rough comparison of year group performance was made using the total
score for each child on the 27 items on the test paper. Figure 7
shows the percentage of each age group which attained each of the
27 total scores. It is apparent that many of the fourth formers
found the items difficult and that there was little difference in
total performance between the years. There were however more
children in the fourth year who obtained a high total score than
in the other two years see table 21 below.
Table 21. Total Score v-ear(76 Sample)
Year	 Mean Score Percentage with more than 22/27 correct
2nd. n-690 12.3 items	 3.2
45 percent
3rd. m-767 12.9 items 	 8
48 percent
4th. n-BOO 14.65 items 	 13.9
54 percent
A closer comparison of each age group's performance was made by


























Prom figure 9 we can see that the very easy items were easy for
each age level. On some items e.g. variables 25, 26 and 27 (all
items dealing with percentage, there appears to be a regular increase
in facility in that there is an increase of eight to ten percent
for each year tested. On other items e.g. variables 6, 19 and 20
there appears to be an increase in facility only for the fourth
year, the scores for the second and third years being yen close.
It was hoped that these facility patterns would give information
to help in the grouping of items. The different facility patterns
shown in figure 9 are summarised in table 22.
Table 22 Pattern of Facilities By Year (1976 Sample)
Items
(Variable Nos.)	 ________
3 years close	 1, 2, 15
easy items
2nd and 3rd year close	 3, 4, 7, 8
5-7 percent increase for 4th yr
5-7 percent between each yr
	 9, 10, 25, 26
2nd, 3rd years close
10 percent increase for 4th yr 6, 11
2nd, 3rd. years elose
10 percent increase for 4th yr 5, 19, 20
5-7 percent between each yr
	 12, 13, 14,
22, 23, 27
2nd, 3rd years close
7 percent increase for 4th yr 18, 21
Summary of Results
The items on the ratio and proportion test paper spanned a
facility range from 10 to 90 percent but there was a gap between
50 and 70 percent in which no items appeared. The total scores
obtained by the children in each year group did not vary very much,
the mean marks being 45, 48, 54 percent. More of the fourth year
obtained a high score than children in the other two years. The
pattern of success, year by year varied according to the question
set. The attempt to form items into groups came later but at this
stage three items (variables 24, 16 and 27) seemed to be giving
little information on the child's understanding of ratio and proportion.
Variable 24 was simply a reiteration of the introduction to the
percentage questions and thus needed a simple application of the
definition given in the first sentence of the question. Fifteen










required the child to remember that in the enlargement of an open
figure the gaps between the ends of the line segments also had to
be enlarged. Some 20 to 30 percent either forgot to enlarge the
gap or omitted the gap altogether. This part of the question,
although providing imformatioi on the child's perception of the
figure and its enlargement is strictly not concerned with the
understanding of ratio.
Attempts to Form a Hierarchy
The work of other researchers who had used measures of
association in order to form groups of items or a hierarchy of
items, was described in chapter 4. Many of these methods were used
as first attempts at establishing a hierarchy base& on the 1976
ratio data. In the following discussion the application of each
technique is described prior to the explanation of the method
finally adopted.
Listing According to Facility
A simple ranking of items according to facility is insufficient
for a hierarchy since although items might be successfully completed
by the same percentage of children, those individuals who succeeded
on item a) would not' necessarily be the same as those who succeeded
on item b), even though items a) and b) had the same facility. This
certainly could be the case for two items each with a facility
value of 30 percent. In the formation of a hierarchy the decision
was taken that the following three criteria should apply:-
1) Items should be grouped according to facility
2) Items should be gro1ped because the same children appea±ed
to do them successfully
3) There should be some link between groups on the easy/hard
continuum in that children who were successful on the hardest
'items should also be successful on the easier ones.
At each stage of the research, features common to various items
h&ve been sought, for example the methods used by the children or'
the mathematical description of the items. The item facilities
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achieved by each age group were shown in figure 9 and the resulting
patterns have been described in table 21. The performance of those
children designated 'the adders' in chapter five has also been
described for each iten. A further investigation of child performance
was made by crosstabulating pairs of items (sometimes triples).
The items which gave the most consistent crosstabu].ation patterns
i.e. performance on them did not appear to be random and they were
of comparable difficulty were the following:
Variables 12, 13 and. 14. Of those who had variable 14 incorrect
79.8 percent also had variables 12 and 13 incorrect. Of those who
had variable 14 correct 62.2 percent also had variables 12 and 13
correct.
Variables 6, 9, 10 and 11. Of those who had variables 10 and 11
incorrect 65.8 percent also had variables 6 and 9 incorrect. Of
those who had variables 10 and 11 correct 67.9 percent also had
variables 6 and 9 correct.
Variables 27, 22, 23 and 13. Of those who had variables 23 and 13
incorrect 82.6 percent also had variables 27 and. 22 incorrect. Of
those who had variables 23 and 13 correct 62.2 percent also had
varia1es 27 and• 22 correct. The cross tabulation of all other
sets of items showed no substantial number of children consistently
passing or failing.
A factor analysis of all the items was carried out using the
varimax rotated factor matrix. The factor loadings on six main
factors seemed to be influenced by the facilities of the items.
Those items which had a loading of 
.5 or more on one of the six
factors are shown in figure 10. Figure 10 shows possiblf ways of
grouping items using each of the following as a criterion:
a) Similar age group performance pattern
b) Similar performance by 'the adders'
c) Similar pass/fail patterns from the crosstabulation


















Note: The numbers are the variable numbers given to the items on
the ratio test.
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Each method ppoduced a different formation of groups and none
of the methods described provided information on the link between
hard and easy items on the same string of groups. No item had at
this stage been omitted from the analysis. A further attempt in
which the discrimination of groups of items was assessed was made
as follows:
Firstly items with approximately the same faãility were put together
and then a pass mark of about two thirds correct was assigned, a
child. would pass the Alpha group for example if he had three of the
four items correct. In order to find the measure of discrimination
of each group, the number of children who passed each was matched
against their total score. Figure 11 shows the result, for example
the percentage of children with a total score of ten who passed
group Alpha is 95.
Table 23. Groups According to Facility, Alpha - Omega
Group	 Variables	 Pass Mark Assigned
Alpha	 1, 2, 3, 4,	 3/4
Beta	 7, 8, 15
	
2/3
Gamma	 16, 17, 19, 20	 3/4
Delta.	 6, 9, 10, 11, 25, 26	 4/6	 -




Figure 11 shows the degree of discrimination of each group
when matched against total score. Group Gamma did not discriminate
well, one would expect a profile similar to that of the Delta group
for good discrimination. A pass mark of 1/2 for the Omega group
was obviously inadequate, the 2/2 pass mark gave a better prpfile.
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Fig 11. Discrimination of Groups Alpha - Omega














The graps Alphs - Omega were subjected to a Guttman scalogram
analysis, the pass marks being thoce stated in table 23 (2/2 being
the pass mark for group Omega). The results of the scalogram analysis
were as follows:
Errors	 1414	 B 2257
Coefficient of Reproducibility 	 0.8956
Coefficient of Scalability	 0.5641
The number of errors was very large and it was obvious that the
six groups did not satisfy the criterion that success on the harder
groups of items entailed success on the easier groups. The method
of grouping just described did not use information regarding the
children who did the same questions. Methods of forming groups which
take into account success by the same children are described below.
Grouping Items Using Measures of Association
The use of homogeneity coefficients ha been discussed with
reference to the work of other researchers, (see chapter four). In
this chapter the coefficients are applied to the ratio data. The
facility of each item was available and the problem was to form
groups of items. Homogeneity coefficients which used the fourfold
table classifying n individuals accordi ng to their performance
on two items I, and 12P seemed suitable for grouping items. The
indices considered were 0,	 and Q, all of which are defined
below.





Fail 12	 C	 a, b, c, d no. of ch1lden
n	 n total number of children
in this notation the indices are:
bc - ad	 (Guilford 1965)((a+b) (c+d) (a+c) b+d))
Hi - be - ad	 (Loevinger 1947)
(b+d) (c+d)
Q - bc - ad
be + ad	 (Yule 1912)
(In the calculation of H 1 I. must be the harder item i.e. dCa)
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Grouping Items Using Loevinger
Perfect homogeneity i.e. a coefficient of one is seldom found
when real data are used, an acceptable value of the coefficient has
therefore to be decided. The coefficient was used in the following
way:
1) Item - item Loevinger coefficients were found for all pairs of
items.
2) The facility of the easiest item was plotted on graph paper
and all items which had an 	 of more than .64 with this item
were also plotted.
3) Other easy items and those additional items which were connected
to them by a high value of	 were also plotted.
4) All other connections resulting from a high value of
were plotted.
5) Since groups of items at approximately the same level of
facility were being sought, items which were connected only
to others of very different facility were rejected..
The above procedure resulted in the rejection of a number of
items. The items plotted did not cluster in groups within facility











.65. The numbers shown are variable numbers.
The values of the coefficient obtained when the two items being
compared were both easy, were very low. However if the criterion
value of H1 was made less stringent certain items within the 20-50
percent range could be connected. A connection simply between items
of the same facility was insufficient if the aim was to form a
10
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hierarchy, therefore when the coefficient was lowered to .55 it
was decided that the items included on the diagram had to be connected
to both the very easy items and some of the hardest.
The connections between items using these new criteria are
shown in figure 1 3 below.
Fig. 1 3. Using Loevinger Coefficient (Hij .55) on Ratio Data
Facility
501	 -u
Note.	 Variable numbers are shown.
Nassefat (1973) argued that a greater degree of homogeneity
between tasks was apparent when the children doing the tasks demonstrated
a degree of stability in the cognitive level demanded by those same
tasks. Extending this idea it could be argued that the data from
the oldest children tested on the ratio paper should produce the
greatest values of the homogeneity coefficient item/item. Figure
14 shows the connections between items when the results of only










Pig. 14. Using Loevnger Coefficient (H 3 .65) 4th Year Data
A	 &
Note. Variable numbers are shown.
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All the above attempts to establish a hierarchy used the Loevinger
coefficient H 1 . with various restrictions,Other researchers (VcQuitty,
Bacrt and Krus) had used homogeneity coefficients in a different way;
the methods used by these researchers were applied to the ratio data:
Linkage Analysis (McQuitty 1957)
McQuitty used a comparison person to person in order to describe
types of people. Applying his method to the ratio data one firstly
listed all, the item/item coefficients (Loevinger H.) and underlined
the highest value of
	
for each item. The two items which possessed
the highest value of H formed the first 'type'. In.the coefficients
froznthe ratio data these were variables 7 and 8. All items which
had their highest coefficients with variables 7 or 8 were then appended.
The process was continued to include those items which had their
highest coefficients with an appendage. Then type one was exhausted
the pair of items with the highest coefficient as yet unused formed
the second type and the process was continued. The ratio data
coefficients showed five 'types', these are shown in figure 15.
A drawback of the McQuitty method is that two items may be of the
same type although they have a low value of the homogeneity coefficient
as there is no examination of the relative values of the coefficients.









The Analysis of Bart and Krus (1973)
Bart and Krus proposed another form of analysis, again involving
a vertical chain of items hard/easy rather than facility grouping.
They Investigated two items i and j, if (0,1) meant (incorrect,
correct) their Interest was in the cell of the four cell matrix
which displayed item 1-0, item j-1. Item I was called a prerequisite
for item j if a zero appeared in the cell, i.e. the cell was empty,
which showed fail item 1, pass item j. When the ratio data were
analysed, no cell In the item'jitem matrices contained a zero entry.
Entries close to zero had to be accepted, a cell entry of 2 percent
of the sample was called a 2 percent tolerance level. At the two
percent level variables 1 and 2 were prerequisites for every other
item except variables 7, 8 and. 15. At the same tolerance level
variable 3 was a prerequisite for nine items. Figure 16 shows the
frees which were apparent when the two percent tolerance level was
applied. The only tree with more than three stages is that which
connects variables 7, 8, 20 and 21.
Pig. 16. Bart and Krue Method. Two Percent Tolerance.
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When a five percent tolerance level was used, the distinction
between the easiest items was lost and variables 1 and 2 became
prerequisites for variables 7, 8 and 15. Very nearly all the items
were prerequisite for variables 18 and 21 and many were prerequisite
for variables 22 and 23. Linkages between items of medium facility
were the most interesting but only one was apparent, see fIgure 17.






All the above methods when applied to the ratio data produced links
between hard aiid easy items but few connections between items of the
same facility. The easiest items had no strong links and. there
appeared to be three strands A, B and C as shown in figure 12.
McCready and Merwin (1973) had addressed themselves specifically
to clustering items within a facility band. They investigated
'item forms' with regard to diagnostic domain referenced tests.
An item form was considered inadequate if a) the items within the
form were not homogeneous, b) the items were not of equivalent
difficulty or c) both of these. To study the nature of the rela,tion-
ship among items within an item form they used Loevinger's index
of homogeneity Ht (Loevinger 1947), this index is defined on page
no. They took Ht ), .5 as an indication of relative homogeneity.
When the ratio data were used, it was found that
	
could equal .5
when two items within a group of three had a high value of










The method outlined by McCredy and Merw.n was applied to the
data obtained from the testing o the fourth years. It was applied
only to items which occurred in strands A and B since strand C
contained only three items, two of which were known to have caused
difficulty (the gaps in the open figure question). The values of
for the groups appear in tables 24 and 25.







iq . I0	 :0	






'.0 13'	 .I	 )
Note. Numbers shown are variable numbers.
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Table 24. Using Loevinger Ht Values for Grouping (4th Year Data)
Group	 Variables	 Value of Ht
1 A
	






9, 10, 11, 12	 .537
3 A, B	 5, 26, 14, 13
	 .569




21, 22, 23, 18	 .566
Note. AU the groups possess an	 level within the stated criteria.








1, 2, 3, 4
7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12
5,.26, 14, 13







The sets of items were chosen according to facility and Ht
found. The values of
	 when the total sample was used were lower
than those for the 4th year sample although always over .5. In the
above tables the groups are labelled by the strand in which they
occur, if one assumed that the two groups of easiest items were
distinct. An attempt was made to include item 6 in group 2B but
this resulted in a value of .454 for Kt.
When the items on the ratio test paper had been grouped by using
as just described, the children. who had formed the sample were
assigned to a level of understanding on the basis of the hardest
group of items they passed. This entailed the provision of a pass
mark for each group of items and the institution of a stage zero
which preceded stage one on either strand and meant that the child
did not obtain a group one pass. A child was assigned to level 2B
if he achieved a pass mark on levels 1 and 2 in the B strand, any
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partial success on strand A was ignored. If he was assigned level
3 he could have been successful on levels 1 and 2 in strand A or
levels 1 and 2 in strand B. In order to test scalability of the
groups within each strand i.e. to test that success on a harder
group entailed success on all easier groups, a Guttman scalogram
analysis was carried out on each strand. Two pass marks for each
group of items were tried. The results appear in table 26 below.
Table 26. Guttman Scalogram Analysis Used on Two Strands (1976 Data)
Sample Strand	 Pass Mark	 Coefft. of	 Coefft. of
	
______ ______ Gp 1 Gp 2 Gp 3 Gp 4	 Reproducibility Scalability
Total	 A	 3/4 1/1	 3/4 4/4	 .9759	 .8848





B	 2/2	 3/4 3/4 4/4	 .9688	 .8494
B	 1/2	 3/4 4/4 4/4	 .9854	 .9088
2nd year	 A	 3/4 1/1	 3/4 4/4	 .9781	 .8803
n=800	 B	 2/2 3/4 3/4 4/4	 .9706	 .8365
4th year	 A	 3/4 1/1	 3/4 4/4	 .9701	 .8667
n-690	 B	 2/2 3/4 3/4 4/4	 .9360	 .8431
By taking each strand separately for the sca].ogram analysis the error
count on strandB3 (i.e. success on level 3 without success on all
previous levels in that strand.) would include those children who
reached level 3 by the A route. The true error children were found
to be 33 in number. Table 27 shows the performance of the total
sample, the child was assigned to the highest level at which he
obtained the pass mark, whether it was on strand A or on strand B.
The less stringent pass marks shown in table 26 were used. Those
children who obtained pass marks on both strands appear under the
heading 'Both'.
Table 27. Performance on Each Strand (Total Sample n=2257)
	












71	 246	 38	 Level 3
	
6	 73	 3	 Level4
Error children - 33; 13 - 4th yr; 12 - 3rd yr; 8 - 2nd yr.
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Although the great majority of children who obtained the pass
mark on the hardest group of items had managed to obtain the requisite
pasemarks on all previous groups on both strands, it was possible
to score on the hardest items when missing some of the easier items
on one of the strands. A comparison of the performance of the
second and fourth years on each strand is shown in figure 19.
a. 	 2.	 3	 *	 Levt(c S+e..
	 A








Pig. 19. Performance of 2nd and 4th Years on Strands A and B
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The Problems Arising From These First Efforts to Group Items
The last analysis described, grouped the items within facility
bands but provided two alternative routes for the child, to reach
success on the hardest items, A child could be at level 1 on strand
A or at level 1 on strand B but there was no information which would
allow one to equate the two levels. In addition level 2 on strand
A consisted of just variable 6, failure on this one item meant a
relegation to the previous level. Some of the groups in the strand
analysis were composed of variables which were parts of the same
question; the homogeneity of these variables might have arisen
solely frog this fact.
One of the purposes of the C.S.M.S. research was to be the
foundation of a network of levels of understanding in many different
topics.. The problem of whether level 1 in strand Awas equivalent
to level 1 in strand B would, be exacerbated if other hierarchies
alio had strands and it would seem that a cross match between topics
would be very difficult. Since the separation into strands was
based on the criterion value of the homogeneity coefficient taken,
it was feasible that choosing a lower value of that coefficient
would do away with the necessity for two strands. In. addition this
would enable more items to be formed into a group. The decision was
therefore taken that the items from each test paper should be grouped
to form a single hierarchy and that strands should be ignored. Thus
the delineation of one group at any one facility level was the first
priority.
All the statistical methods so far described involved the use of
one of the two Loevin,ger coefficients of homogeneity,	 or Ht.
Other coefficients were available and one of these, 0 proved to be
of greater use when the items under consideration were of approximately
the same facility. The values of
	 obtained from the ratio data
were always highest when the two items being considered were very
different in facility, this resulted in. the first links being made
between items which were not in the same facility band.
Considering the homogeneity coefficients
	 Q and mentioned
earlier let us suppose the two items are heterogeneous, that is
passing one item does not affect the probability of passing the
other. In this case all three indices have an expected value of
zero. Negative values of all these coefficients are rare in the
norma]. testing situation, since it would be rather unusual to include














here, the principal function of the indices would be to differentiate
degrees of positive relationship.
Q and	 both have maximum value of +1, regardless of the perceived
difficulties of the items and the maximum is attained when passing
the harder item implies passing the easier. Phi, on the other hand,
can attain its absolute maximum value of +1 only when the perceived
difficulties of the items are the same, and in general has a maximum
value which decreases as the difference in difficulty between the
two items increases.
Indeed one formulation of	 is as	 , where 
max 
is the
maximum attainalle value of given the perceived difficulties of
the items, and this fact supports the use of
	
when a measure of
the homogeneity of two items, very different in facility, is required.
However, the constraint on the maximum value of 0 would tend to
support its use, when the aim is to detect groups of items, which
are homogeneous and have similar level of difficulty.
Table 28. Illustration of the Use of Three Homogeneity Coefficients
Example 1	 Example 2
Pail Pass	 Pail Pass
In the first example a hard item has been compared with an easy one.
The probability of the outcome shown for two heterogeneous items,
is 0.99 and. thus there is almost no support for homogeneity. H1
and. Q, however, have high values because there is no evidence against
homogeneity, in that no-one has passed the harder item without
having passed the easier. In the second example there is more
support for homogeneity, the probability of an outcome as extreme
as this being less than 0.001 for two heterogeneous items. 0 has
correspond.ingly increased, while
	 and Q have fallen.
In fact, the absence of a high H1 value between a very easy
and a very difficult item may be more noteworthy since it implies
that children who have passed the harder item do not have an improved
chance of success on the easier. Clearly, any analytical procedure
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based on H1 or Q would emphasise those relationships of least
interest, namely those between very difficult and very easy items.
In an agglomerative cluster analysis method, for example, if H1
or Q were used then, very early on, hard and easy items would combine.
This would tend to obscure any more informative clusters. Use of
phi, on the other, would leave hard and easy items ungrouped at
first.
The Formation of a Hierarchy
The preliminary attempts to form a hierarchy using the ratio data
have already been described, the two final methods were 'the plotting
method. r and 'complete linkage'. Both methods made use of the coefficient
0, the plotting method also took into account values of the Loevinger
coefficient	 for items of very different facility since the absence
of a high value of
	 in these oircumstnces would infer non-
scalability. It was decided that since groups of items (the set of
groups forming a chain) w&ft needed then the following criteria should
be applied. Each group should
1) Contain items of similar facility
2) Show some association item/item based on child performance
3) Be scalable group/group
The Plotting Method
All the items were plotted on graph paper against an axis
labelled with facility, then lines were drawn to connect all items
which possessed a 0 of above .6. Next lines were drawn to represent
0 .5, .4 and .3. There were some items which connected at a low
level (.3) with many items, others which connected at a high level
with only one other item. There were also of course items which
did not connect at 0 ) .3 with anything, these were for the moment
omitted. An additional criterion for inclusion was that the item
should possess a value of Hij	 .6 with at least one of the items
of very different facility. The items that remained after these
two conditions were imposed are shown in figure 20 below. Any item
which connected with only one other item was regarded as peripheral
to the general structure or skeleton of the test. These peripheral
items are labelled with their variable numbers and appear on the














.3(1tIq)	 ( 5. 3.7.
•1i III.
Note. The numbers refer to the variable numbers that appear on the
final form of the test paper. An indication of the 0 values
-	 between items in the circles is shown and the strongest
hard/easy links (0 or H) are shown by lines.
Facility Ordering Complete Linkage
A criterion value of phi was first chosen. Starting with the
easiest item, the next most easy item with a phi value greater than
the criterion was joined to it. The third item to join the group
was the next most easy item with phi values greater than the criterion
with both items already included.. Subsequent items were joined
similarly, provided the phi values with the items already included
were all greater than the criterion. This continued until there
were no further items achieving the criterion and the process was
then repeated, starting with the second most easy item. Thus
chain of items was attached to each item. Some of the chains were
subsets of others and could be ignored, overlaps had to be examined
further.
In the ratio test the chains formed by the procedure outlined
above were plotted against observed facility level and are shown
in figur2122.
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Items that appeared in more than one were joined, where possible,
by a line parallel to the x axis, the chains being signified by
lines parallel to the facility axis. Items which did not enter
any chain were omitted.
With a criterion value of 0.4 many chains were formed but each
contained only a few it4ms and they often consisted of items which
were different parts of the same question e.g. variables 12, 13
and 14 which have a natural similarity. Theit the criterion was
reduced to 0.35 the chains spanned wider facility ranges, the groups
were larger and there was considerable overl&p. (The final group
shown here would not strictly have been formed by the procedure
above but was included as variable 18 only just failed to reach the
criterion with variable 21). Simplification was attempted by removing
some of the items which did not appear to be performing well. Variables
15, 16 and. 17 were parts of a geometric problem which, although
highly interrelated (they required exactly the same operation),
had very low correlations with all other items on the test, they
formed strand C in the previous discussion. Variable 25 appeared
in a small chain with the other percentage questions and so appeared
more to test the ability to cope with the particular question rather
than the general subject matter of the rest of the test. Variable
20 was also withdrawn at this stage because although it had moderate
correlations with the more difficult items it had low correlations
with the slightly easier ones and therefore did not fit the general
pattern. Variable 11 was retained since it only just failed to
meet the criterion level with the other four items in the same
facility rangC.
Both methods of plotting items which were connected by a
of a specified level reduced the number of items being considered.
Items which had few such linkages were ignored. A start had been
made therefore on grouping items, the cut-off between successive
groups was howeger still undecided. If a large facility gap was
apparent this was used as a cut-off point, thus variables 1, 2, 3,
7, 8 seemed likely candidates for a group.
The easy items posed a special problem because they fell into
two groups which had low correlations between them. However, since
there were few items at this level they were assigned to a single
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group, which was used as a criterion for starting the remainder of
the test. This action was supported by the fact that all of these
five items had high Loevinger 	 coefficients with the harder items.
Variables 19, 12, 14, 13, 27 and. 5 seemed to form a reasonable
group. Their facilities were all similar and intercorrelations were
good (the correlations between variables 14 and 5 (.348) and between
variables 14 and 19 (.332) were the only ones to fail to achieve
this criterion). Similarly at an easier level variables 10, 9 and 6
combined with variable 26 somewhere in between, variable 11 was included
because of its correlation with all the other members of this group
(.32, .334, .323, .345). Variable 26 was included with the easier
of the two groups because its highest correlation was with variable 6.
Variables 23, 22, 21 and 18also formed a reasonably homogeneous
group in the greatest difficulty range (the only low correlation -
between variables 21 and 18 was 0.322), although the separation of
variables 22 and 23 from the harder items in the group above was
based on other criteria. These criteria were:
a) Mathematical coherence
b) Looking at the performance of the children in terms of a
particular error; variables 18, 22 and 23 were often solved
incorrectly because of the use of the addition strategy.
Groups of just two items were amalgamated with others since two
seemed to be too few to be describable in any general sense. To
test the scalability of the groups arrived at, each child in the
sample was assigned to a level corresponding to the most difficult
group in which he correctly solved two thirds of the items, then a
Guttman scalogram analysis was carried out. If a preponderance of
errors appeared between two particular adjacent groups, these greupa
were further investigated to see whether the cut between them could-
be changed without denying any of the criteria already described.
A pass mark of two, thirds was an arbitrary decision, a half seemed
too low for the statement "has at least achiev8d this level" and all
correct seemed too strict a demand. The Guttman scalogram analysis
was likely to result in no gross percentage error since items randomly
solved by the children had already been rejected on the basis of 6.
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Decisions had to be taken throughout this analysis, on an
acceptable level of 0, on the criteria for the inclusion of items
within a group and cut-off points for the groups. Other mathematics
educators took part in discussions of both the rationale for these
decisions and the coherence of the items in both mathematical demand
and methods used by the children. Other researchers using the same
data might have arrived at different groupings since the delineation
of one set of items as a group is by no means unique.. The foregoing
analysis produced a hierarchy of groups of items, the pass mark
assigned to each group and the values between items in the groups
is shown in table 29 for both 1976 and 1977 data.
Table 29. Definition of Levels Within the Hierarchy of Understanding






Less than 3/5 of level 1
3/5 of variables 1, 2, 3, 7,. 8
3/5 of variables 10, 9, 11, 6, 26
4/6 of variables 19, 12, 14, 5, 27, 13














Children giving error responses 3.6 percent (n-2257)





Children giving error responses 3.36 percent (n-743)
Coefficient of Reproducibility	 .9832
Coefficient of Scalability	 .9123
The Items omitted were all three parts of the question dealing
with the doubling of the line segments in an open figure; variable
24 because it was essentially the introduction to a question;
variable 4 which was part of the recipe question; variable 20 which
was the first part of the chemical compounds question and variable 25
which was the first percentage question. The data from the 1977
sample (n:.743) was subjected to the same type of analysis. Variables
15, 16, 17 had very low correlations with every item but each other
Description
Unable to make a coherent attempt
at any of the level 1 questions
o rate needed or rate given.







Rate easy to find or answer can be
obtained by taking an. amount then
half as much again
3	 Rate must be found and is harder
to find than above. Fraction
operation also in this group
4	 Must recognise that ratio is
needed, the questions are complex
in either numbers needed or
setting.
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and so were rejected as they had been when the 1976 data were used)
variable 24 was not considered. The values of 0 obtained from the
1977 data might have led one to include variable 25 in group 2, it
was one of the percentaFe questions and was quite highly correlated
(0 '.42) with another percentage question, variable 26. Variable 18,
which was again the hardest question on the paper, hd lower 0 values
with other items in group 4 than in the 1976 data and mi ght very well
have been omit ed. Generally the groupings would have been the sar.e
if the 1977 data had been analysed first.
The association between items within a group has been shown
statistically; the mathematical demand they have in common was brought
to bear when the delineation of one set from another was under
consideration. The grous of items were given to a number of mathematics
educators involved in research and also to practising teachers. The
methods used by children in the interviews were also described to them.
After discussion the levels were described in terms of the most naive
strategies used by children for their correct solution. The description
of the levels appears in table 30.
Table 30. Description of Levels in Hierarchy for Ratio and Proportion
Items
Less than 3/5 on level 1
3/5 correct of items la(i
la(ii), lb(i), 3a(i), 3a(1)
3/5 correct of items 2,
3a(ii),3a(iv), ,b(i),8c
4/6 correct of items 3b(ii)
3b(iii), 3b(iv), lb(iii)
5, Sd.
3/4 correct of items







Using the pass marks already described the perc'ntage of
children in each year group who achieved each level is shown in table 31.
Table 31. Percentage of Children at Each Level (1976 and 1977)






















The majority of children did. not solve the items which appear in
levels higher than level 2. There is also little difference between
the percentage of children at each level in each year. Further
evidence of this slow development in the understanding of ratio and
proportion is provided by the results of the longitudinal survey
in which children who were second years in 1976 were tested on the
paper in 1976, 77 and 78.
Results of the Longitudinal Survey
The sample chosen for the longitudinal survey appears on p105,
the survey covered two years, the children being tested in the summers
of 1976, 77 and 78. By the end. of two years 99 children had attempted
the test paper three times, all the others had been absent on one or
more occasions when the paper was given. This diminution in numbers
meant that the IQ ranges were represented as follows:
1Q £ 89
	
n'21 from 4 schools
90 £ IQ
	 99	 n-28 from 4 schools
100	 IQ £ 109
	
n-23 from 4 schools
110 . IQ	 n-27 from 4 schools
The children were assigned to levels on the basis of their
performance on the ratio test each year and a comparison was made
between their scores on the three occasions on which they attempted
the test. Figures 23-27 show the progression year by year. The
progression was slow and not composed of a great leap in any one
year. In addition the performances at the beginning and end of the
two year period were very closely allied to IQ. For example, no
child in the group with IQ less than 89 was performing at level 4
either at the beginning or end of the three testings and no child
with IQ greater than 110 iwas at level 0. The details of progress
within each IQ group were as follows:
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IQ	 89. No child moved more than one level in any one year. Over
two years two children moved two levels. pine children
stayed at the same level over the entire period.
90 IQ (99 In any one year only one child moved two levels, three
others moved two levels in two years and. nine stayed at
the same level over the testing period
100 <IQ (iio Two children moved two levels in any one year. One
other moved two levels in two years. A number regressed
in some way and are discussed below. Four children
stayed at the same level over the two years.
110 (IQ
	 Four children moved more than one level in any one year,
two others moved more than one level over the entire
period. Five children stayed at the same level (one of
these was at level 4 in 1976).
The results of the large scale testing, which showed there was
little difference in performance between the year groups, are supported
by the findings from the longitudinal survey. An increase of one
level over two years was the most common form of progress.
Some children appeared to regress (regressions are shown in
black on figures 23-27) and others were "error types" in that they
achieved a pass mark on a group of items without passing all easier
groups. The regressions could be split into three types 1) a
regression at the second testing with a subsequent improvement
2) a regression at one level (i.e. less items in a group correct)
with an increase in score on other levels 3) true regression, where
the child's score in 1978 was worse than in 1976. Table 32 lists
the children who regressed in one of these three ways. The three
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TABLE 32	 Regressions in Longitudinal Survey
Regression	 Child Identifying 	 Scores on Levels (1976,77,78)
Type	 Ntunber	 Level 1
	
Level 2
	 Level 3	 Level 4.
1	 011529	 304	 11].	 001	 000
(IQ 89)
011506	 554.	 5145	 '432	 003
071527	 555	 54.5	 556	 423
071634.	 555	 554.	 536	 303
161583	 555	 445	 456	 1423








071504.	 555	 4.35	 613	 101
(100 . IQ fl.09)
161842	 555	 14].	 003	 000
(IQ >,ll0)
3	 071526	 556	 344	 521	 121
(90 $IQ .C99)
071592	 455	 255	 263	 022
161610	 555	 322	 201	 000
051673	 555	 151	 022	 000
(100(IQ 110)
Note Type 1 - Regression 2nd year,subsequent improvement
Type 2 - Regression at 1 level, increase score other levels
Type 3 - True Regression
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The true regressions were few in number and the other two types
appeared overwhelmingly in. the higher IQ groups (IQ >, 100). Only
one child in the IQ 89 band regressed ih any way over the three
testings. Four children regressed from a level which they had
achieved without passing all easier groups and which could be regarded
therefore as a spurious attainment. There is consiAable movement
between levels in. the third year in. Secondary School but after this
most children tend to regain the level they held before, or imp*ove.
Comparison With Other Areas in Mathematics
The C.S.M.S. mathematics team investigated nine other topics
which commonly appear in the Secondary School mathematics curriculum.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to go into the details of the
hierarchies in each of the other topics. A general description of
the type of item which corresponds in facility to level 1 atio
items would involve conventions and terminology. The base line for
all the tests was a knowledge of whole numbers up to a thousand. and
the ability to use numbers up to 20. Items comparable to those in.
level 1 Ratio, demand one extra dimension of complexity, e.g. comparing
whole numbers or the meaning of 1/2 or collecting letters (not numbers)
in. Algebra. Levels 2 and 3 Ratio items correspond in. facility to
items on other papers which require the use of a strategy for solution
or which require the first degree of abstraction e.g. Vector
questions are not necessarily accompanied by diagrams and. in Graphs
the child is asked to interpret a graph and not simply read off the
position of a point. Level 4. Ratio questions correspond to those in
other topics which require abstractions and. the appreciation of
mathematics as an abstract system. To solve items at this level the
child must have moved away from the confines of the set of whole
numbers and. realise the potential of decimals arid fractions e.g. he
must see that there is an answer to 16 + 20 and not simply say "it
is impossible" as he did when working with whole numbers.
During the interviews carried out prior to the wide scale testing
it soon became apparent that children avoided using fractions, they
seldom multiplied by a fraction and when a fraction occurred in the
questions, as in the recipe, the facility of the item dropped markedly.
C.S.M.S. tested children on two fraction test papers, one involving
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only addition, subtraction and meaning of a fraction, f or the let
and 2nd years in the secondary school and another which required
multiplication and division as well, for the 3rd and 4th years. Each
paper was In two parts, a set of problems and then a set of computations;
the computations mirrored the problems. A comparison of the hierarchies
obtained from the results of the ratio paper and the fraction problem
paper for the 3rd and 4th years appears as table 33. The gamma
coefficient (Horst 1966) which quantifies the probability that if
child A is ranked higher than child B on one test, he is also ranked
higher than B on a second test was found.
V.
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TABLE 33.	 Hierarchies in Ratio and Fractions





Labefling part of a whole
No rate i.e. amount	 I	 Equivalent fractions where




Equivalent fractions not of
obvious doubling form e.g.
"A relay race is run in stages
of 1/8 Km each. Each runner
runs one stage. How many
runners would be required to
run a total distance of 3/L1.Km?
5 2-58% Facility
Obtains answer by	 -
repetition,	 JLeve3. 2
Level 2
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It can be seen that the ability to halve, which was required
in level 1 Ratio is comparable to equivalence when doubling Is
needed and that the multiplication of fractions occurs at the same
facility level as the use of a fractional multiplier In ratio. Every
child in the C.S.M.S. sariple attempted two test papers and 68 children
in the 14-15 age group attempted both the Fraction and Ratio test
papers. A matching of their performance on each of the papers is
shown below.
pj 2, Crosstabulation of Performance on Fraction Problems and Ratio
Practions
Levels








Note. Number of children appear as cell entries.
It can be seen that a performance at two extremes did. not occur
but that a legel 1 Ratio performance could be matched by levels 1
and 2 in Fractions, recall that there was no Ratio level parallel
in facility to level 2 Fractions. The same children were also given
a series of fractional computations. The comparison between ratio
facilities and the computations were as shown in Fig. 2.
he . gamma coefficient was . 6197, i.e.. considerably lower- than when
the comparison was between the same Ratio levels and the levels obtained
from groups of the Fraction problems. This tends to confirm the
findings of Abraznowitz (1975) who stated "....skill tests of facility
with fractions load on a different factor than tasks involving
proportionality".
Many children found the fraction problems easier than the
corresponding computations, giving support to the possible hypothesis
that they may not employ taught algorithms when they hait available
their own successful (even if naive) methods.
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In chapter 5 certain children were designated "adders" because
they used the incorrect addition strategy identified by Karplus (1975)
on three or four of the items 4b, 5, 7a and Tb. That is, they
concentrated on the difference a-b rather than on the ratio a/b
and simply added that difference in order to enlarge. Their performance
on individual items has been described in that chapter. Their performance
in terms of levels of understanding on the ratio paper is as follows
(note by definition they fail on level 4 items since they use the
addition strategy on two of the four items at that level):
Table 34. Levels of Understanding (Adders 1976)
Year	 No. Adders	 Levels	 0	 1	 2	 3
2	 246	 6	 138	 78	 24
3	 220	 5	 138	 57	 20
4	 156	 2	 83	 59	 12
The Karplus question (item 5) appeared at level 3 so those children
who achieved level 3 must have succeeded on the other items or not
used. the addition strategy on this particular question. Table 34
shows that the large majority of adders appear to be at level 1
although a sizeable number can successfully deal with level 2 items.
The longitudinal study shows that children are consistent in their
use of the incorrect addition strategy on items 4b, 5, 7a and lb. Of
those in the study at all three testing periods, 37 were using the
addition strategy in 1976 and. of these 16 were still using it in
E978. Sii children who were designated "adders" in 1976 successfully
solved three of the four items in 1978, the other 15 children had
two or more of the four items incorrect in 1978 (although not
necessarily by using the addition strategy).
The four questions on which the addition strategy appeared most
frequently provided diagrams. Three of them involved similar figures
and. the fourth was the Mr. Short and Mr. Tall problem, all of them
concerned comparison of sizes rather'haring quantities 'so that it
would be fair' as in the recipe or eel questions. It could be
hypothesised that the actual provision of the diagrams prompted
children to use the addition strategy and that the same type of
problem without the diagram would be attempted in a different way.
Consequently a small study was undertaken involving two classes in
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two schools. The questions on the origina' test paper were given
to the children and in addition questions which used the same ratio
and the same numbers as items 5, 7a and 7b but which did not provide
diagrams were included; these were:
10	 Susan has two dolls Snoopy and Sally. When she measures
Snoopy's heig1it using a clothes peg, he is six clothes
pegs tall. When she measures Snoopy's height using a
pencil, he is four pencils tall. Sally, the other doll is
six pencils tall.
How many clothes pegs tall is Sally?
11	 A photographer has a picture of the side view of a chair
a)He wants to enlarge the picture. In the small picture the
length of a chair leg is 8 units, in the larger picture he
wants a chair leg to be 12 units.
If the seat width is 9 units in the small picture, what will
the seat width be in the large picture?
................
b)If the chair back is 18 units in the large picture what would
it have been in the small picture?
The total number of children tested was 55, all third years.
The purpose of the rewritten items was to see whether the children
who used the addition strategy on questions 5, 7a and Tb on the
original paper would continue to do so when the questions were in
a different form. The consistency of the method is shown in table
35 below.




5 (20 adders)	 10	 Pour children added on item 5 and had
item 10 correct. Three children had
item 5 correct and added on 10.
Thirteen children added on both.
7a (16 adders)	 ha	 One child added on 7a and had ha correct
Two children had 7a correct and added on ha
Bight children added on both
Tb (12 add.rs)	 hib	 Two children added on Tb and had tib correct
One child had Tb correct and added on hib.
Six children added on both.
It seems likely therefore that the use of the addition strategy
is very much more concerned with the type of question i.e. enlargement
of figures, than with the actual provision of diagram.
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A second small study in which adults were given the ratio paper
was also carried out in order to see whether those who were to teach
children understood ratio and whether adulthood necessarily entailed
understanding.
Performance of Students in Colleges of Education
A number of adults, mainly students in Colleges of Education,
took the ratio test. No attempt was made to obtain a representative
sample of adults and. the following results are given simply to illustrate
the fact that adults (of higher academic performance than the rest
of the population) find the topic of ratio and. proportion difficult.
Table 36. Performance on the Ratio Test (Adults)
College	 No.	 Level 0 1	 2	 3	 4	 Adders
A	 23	 0 0	 9 17 74 percent	 0
B	 17	 0 0 18 12 70	 6
C	 47	 011	 1740	 32	 13
D	 17	 0 24 29	 12 35	 18
B	 16	 0 25 25 50	 0	 37.5
P	 30	 0 0	 3 20	 7	 0
The students at colleges A and B were experienced teachers who
were attending a course of retraining as Science teachersin the
case	 college B and mathematics teachers in the case of college A.
The rest of the students were in colleges of education training to
be teachers, although not specialist teachers of mathematics.
Piagetian Tasks
At each atage of this study an attempt has been made to match
the demands of the ratio questions to cognitive levels as defined
by Piaget. Certain items (3a, 3b and. 4b) on the ratio test were
taken from the researches of Piaget. it the pilot stage of the study,
reported in chapter 3, the child's performance on the written test
was matched to his performance on these Piagetian items and in
addition on an extra item taken from Epistemologie de la Ponction
(1968). The additional item appears in Appendix 4 . No clear
assessment of the cognitive level of the child could be made on the
basis of performance on this set of items since there was considerable
lack of consistency. It was thought possible that a child's cognitive
level could be assessed if he was given a series of mathematical
tasks taken from the works of Piaget. A class test based on tasks
taken from the works of the Piagetian school was written. A number
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of examples uset in Geneva in clinical interviews were adapted into
a class test format, pilot tested and then five tasks were decided
upon because they presented less problems when given to children in
written form. These five tasks appear in Appendix 1(6. The tasks
were given to some 420 children, aged 13+ to 15+ in the summer of
1978. The research team of C.S.M.S. presented the paper and
introduced each question, explaining what it required. The children
were allowd to ask questions if they did not understand and they
were encouraged to show (on the papers) their methods of solving the
problems. Each child then did one of the C.S.M.S. mathematics tests
(Ratio, Algebra, Graphs or Fractions). As far as possible the tasks
were marked according to the descriptions in the books from which
they were taken, on occasion the methods of the children did not
correspond to any of the descriptions recorded by the researchers
in Geneva. In this latter case the methods were assigned to a stage,
after considerable discussion by the C.S.M.S. mathematics team based
on descriptions of performance in other works by Piaget and. on his
general descriptions of the cognitive leyels.
It was hoped that a clear cognitive level could be assigned to
each child on the basis of his overall performance on the five tasks.
This lável would then be compared with the child's performance on
a mathematics test. A consistent pattern Piaget level/mathematics
level would have enabled each stage in. the hierarchy to have been
described in. terms of the Piagetian cognitive stages. This proved
to be unrealistic since the children did not perform consistently
on the Piagetian tasks and the type of answer they gave (late
concrete etc.) depended to a very large extent on the particular
task set. The
	 Coefficients obtained from comparing performance
task/task on the Piagetian test and task/mathematucs test are shown
































TABLE 38. GAMMA COEFFICIENT PIAGET TASKS/MATHEMATICS LEVELS
70	 289	 79	 128
Qi	 .658	 .316	 .417	 .230
78	 260	 94.	 80
Q2	 .541	 .364	 .299	 .261
89	 354.	 98.	 151
Q3	 .655	 .530	 .658	 .571
82	 329	 98	 140
Q4	 .684.	 .4.79	 .454	 .215
80	 287	 84	 120
Q5	 .596	 .365	 .493	 .230
Algebra	 Ratio	 Graphs	 Fractions
89	 367	 102	 160
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It can be seen that the	 coefficient between tasks on the
Piaget paper were on the whole lower than those between individual
Piaget tasks and the mathematics tests. The
	 coefficients between
mathematics tests were very much higher, many being around .8. The
lack of consistency on the Piagetian tasks may have been due to
drawbacks in the test paper or in the marking scheme. Piaget
himself of course conducted clinical interviews and the lack of
consistency may have been caused because the tasks were presented
in paper and pencil format. A similar lack of consistency in
performance on a range of Piagetlan tasks has however been reported
by Winkelman (1975). In the discussion of the ixnplicatons for
teaching in the next chapter, the question of Piagetian levels is
again raised. No clear statement can be made from the Piagetian.




Discussion and Irr1ications of the Research
The research on the understanding of ratio and proportion
reported in this thesis was based on the topic as it is taught in
the secondary school and how it is understood by children of secondary
school age. A large number of children were tested and the results
of the written test paper were interpreted in the light of the inter-
views with children (which took place prior to the large scale testing).
The information obtained therefore is based on what is thought to be
representative of English children's understandir.g of the topic of
ratio and oronortion, bearing in mind certain liiitat1ons of the research.
In order to test a large number of children, pencil and paper
tasks were used, these by their very nature give less information
about a child's understanding than does a clinical interview or
continued observation. The levels in the hierarchy are levels of
attainment on a test but it is suggested that since these levels are
scalable, homogeneous and described in terms of child interviews
they approximate more to levels of understanding than would ranking
according to total score. A second limitation of the study is concerned
with the choice of sample. The sample is chosen from schools which
volunteered to help. The teachers in these schools were attending
in - service courses when they offerred their help and did not feel
threatened by an assessment taking place in their classes. It might
be assumed therefore that they would be among the more confident of
mathematics teachers. An attempt was made to include both rural
and urban schools within the sample but no account was taken of the
soclo-economic background of the pupils, size of school or the
curriculum used in the school.
The ratio test paper was given to the children during a normal
mathematics lesson by the normal mathematics teacher.Instructions
for the administration of the test were given to the teachers but
individuals may have interpreted them in different ways. It has
been assumed that the conditions under which the children took the
test made little difference to the overall success rate on the items.
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The test paper is to be published by the National Foundation
for Educational Research together with a teachers' guide describing
the marking scheme , the demand of items and the hierarchy. How a
teacher might interpret the marking codes given to a child i.e..
what type of errors he is making , is also included. An example of
these marking instructions appears in Appendix 17.
The hierarchy of levels of understanding based on groups of items
at different facilities shows that the easiest application of ratio
was enlargement by 2 :1 or 3 :1; 1:1 was not tested. The items at
level one implied a rate, so much per person or so much per eel
length or sharing so that it was 'fair'. It is conceivable that
in addition to the numbers in the ratio,the understanding of
'fairness' when amounts were distributed contributed to the high
facility. The fact that 2:1 or 1/2 is very specific knowledge and
readily available to the child has already been mentioned by
Karplus (l972b) and Piaget (1976). The analysis of the test paper
on Fractions mentioned on page lg7also showed that this specificity
occurs in other contexts; the fraction 'one half' being more
easily recognised and its equivalents more easily found than for other
fractions. It is of course more often used in everyday life both in
measurement and in money than any other fraction, indeed few other
fractions are used at all. When compared with level one questions
in other topics the use of 2:]. was comparable in difficulty to the
knowledge of conventions used in fractions and decimals i.e the
recognition of the meaning of parts and also t-those items which
required a single step or operation on two elements.
Level 2 questions were at about 50 per cent facility, (level 1
questions varied from 75 to 95 percent facility ), there was a large
gap between the 2: 1 questions and the type which appeared in level 2.
The three eel questions at this level involved 3:2 or 5:2 but we'
know from the interviews that the most popular 'child method' for
doing these was an extension of doubling and halving; the children
tended to say "take it once take a half and add". The easiest
percentage question occurred at this level- "24 out of 800" written
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as a percentage. The lighting question, although asking for amounts
obtained from a threefold ratio 3:2:1 could be completed by taking
half and then half again since the amount paid by two men together
was equal to the amount paid by the third. Neither level one or
two truly required the manipulation of fractions, on interview ich
manipulation was avoided as long as possible. The question on cream
which appeared in the recipe, the other parts of which were easiest
on the paper, is a case in point; if the building up method was used
the ensuing computation involved of add j of (4 of ) which
defeated many children. Twenty percent in fact opted for the answer
one third, which seemed reasonable and did not involve adding
fractions. The cream question was the hardest of the level 3 items.
The other level 3 items were from the second eel questions which
not only involved the use of continuous quantities which involved
the distractor of the same unit of measurement for both the fish
and. the food but also had. ratios other than 2:1, 3:1 and 3:2. The
building up method could be used but the child had to invent another
step not explicit in the question before he could use it e.g. he had
to find, the amount for the smallest eel even though this was not
asked for. Two o the questions gave the amount for the largest eel
and. so the building up had to become a scaling down and as one child
said "its a minus isn't it?". The question taken from Karplus (1974)
also occurred in level 3, this required the ratio 3:2 but was subject
to the plausibility of the incorrect addition strategy since the
correct answer was not very different from the one obtained by
concentrating on the difference a-b rather than on the ratio a:b.
Also in this question there occurred the repetition of a number
i.e. a/b - b/c, which Abrainowitz (1975) has already stated is a
added complication. Thirty percent of the third years tested (age
14+) successfully dealt with this item, Karp].us (1974) reported
that of his sample in the same age range (from seven different
countries) 25 percent correctly answered the question. The final
item in level 3 was the percentage question dealing with the reduction
in the price of a coat, this required not only the computation of
five percent of 20 but also a subtraction so was of a degree of
complexity rather greater than the percentage question which appeared
in level 2. The items in level 3 therefore were either subject to
distractors or added a further dimension to the application of the
methods which appeared to be used in the level 2 items.
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Three of the items in level 4 were concerned with similar
figures, two being non rectilinear with the ratio of enlargement of
3:2 and the third being the enlargement of the open rectilinear
figure	 in the ratio 5:3. The fourth item involved the ratio
3:2 but this was obtained indirectly by using a:c and b:c in order
to find a:b. The addition strategy was used by very nearly half
the population on two of the similarity questions. The multiplicative
aspect of enlargement is by no means obvious to children; in the
case of doubling, the enlargement proved to be easy but this could
be carried out by the repetition of the line segment or a correct
addition method. The building up method could be used in the
computation of an enlargement of 5:3 but just as in the case of the
cream question the resulting addition involved fractions.
Performance of the Children
The children investigated in this study were from three age
groups in the secondary school (second to fourth year). It was
apparent from the results that a difference in age was not necessarily
indicative of a difference in performance on the ratio items. There
were children at every age level who could deal with the level four
questions just as there were children at each age level who were
restricted to the level 1 .
 type question only. Indeed the results
from the colleges of education showed that gaining adulthood did not
necessarily show an absolute awareness of the nature of ratio and
proportion (this was in fact the point made by Renner, 1977). The
questions which required ratios other than 2:1 and 3:1 had facilities
of fifty percent or less, so half the population was very limited
in its use of the concept of ratio. Those who might be regarded
as able to cope with complexities involved in the solution of v
problems requiring ratio or proportion were those able to deal with
level 4 questions, these formed less than 20 percent of each year
group. For the successful solution of items of this type the child
must be able to handle fractions either by using them directly to
enlarge or by dealing with them when they arise in a building up
method of solution.
The results of the longitudinal study showed that although there
was a progression from year to year it was seldom of more than one
level; the vast majority of children moved one level or stayed at
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the same level they hr achieved in their second year in school.
The child performance appeared to be closely linked to the IQ of
the individual in that the different IQ groups investigated in
the longitudinal survey showed markedly different performances. The
results for the fourth year sample were rather better than those fthr
the second year sample just as the children performed a little better
when they were aged fifteen than when they were aged. twelve, the
difference was insufficient however to support any hypothesis that
children of fifteen are automatically able to deal with proportion.
Some children, the minority, appear to be fairly flexible in their
use of ratio no matter what their age (in this study restricted to
secondary ages).
The children who were interviewed showed considerable lack of
consistency in the correct methods they used, as s described in
chapter 5 with reference to the eel question. Even the brightest
children (who could deal with multiplication of fractions) did not
in fact use this method on. questions where a more naive method would
suffice. A preference for the operation of addition was always in
evidence and confirmed the findings of Lunzer (1966) who said with
reference to his own research which used examples different to those
quoted in. this study:
What the above researches suggest is that at all ages
children seem to prefer to look for additive modes of
solution even when the problem could suggest multiplicative
methods. When the former are of no avail, success is
not reached until well into the secondary years. p.11.
The results from the testing with the ratio paper although confirming
the desire on the part of the child to add gave no clear indication
that an increase in age automatically led to an increase in the
willingness to use multiplication. A further confirmation of the
preference for addition was supplied by the existence of thirty
percent of the sample who when faced with problems where multiplication
was needed opted for the incorrect addition strategy and chose to
consider the difference a-b rather than a:b and added this difference
in. order to enlarge. The building up method where small segments
of the answer are obtained and then added does not appear as a
method of solving ratio and proportion problems, in mathematics
text books currently used in British schools. It is however a
method used by many people when faced with an everyday problem which
requires enlargement, just as many people do not use subtraction
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(the method taught in schools) but 'counting on' when they are
checking their change after a purchase. The methods suggested by
textbook writers are 1) enlargement by a scale factor and the use
of a centre of enlargement (a geometric construction) when diagrams
are to be made bigger, 2) the rule of three or cross-multiplication
in the equation a/b - c/d when three values are known and one is
not or 3) the unitary method where a rate is found by reducing the
question to "how much for one?". The geometric construction aspect
was not tested on the ratio paper since it was considered to be a
skill rather than an indication of the understanding of the meaning
of enlargement. One child on interview attempted to use this method
but when applied to the items on the test paper it proved to be very
difficult. Indeed the rectilinear figures were so drawn that the
centres of enlargement were by no means obvious. The cross multiplication
method was not used, at all by the children interviewed and since it
has to be written down in some form it was relatively easy to identify
when used. on the written tst. Only twenty children out of the
sample of 2257 tested in. 1976 did in fact write it down and. use it
successfully. Of these,fifteen were from the same school. There
were a hundred children tested in. the school and this fifteen (from
three different classes) were on the whole the children who did best
on the paper. The conclusion to be drawn is that the others had
been taught the method but did not use it, possibly because they did
not see its relevence or because they were unable to recall it when
the need arose. One child on interview said "I must find out how
much for one" but none wrote the three sentences which usually
accompany the teaching of the unitary method viz:
5 yards of calico cost 65p
1 yard costs 65 +
8 yards costs 8 x
There seemed to be little evidence of the use of a taught
algorithm being used on the questions which appeared on the' ratio
paper. Those children who succeeded on the harder questions appeared
to have adapted the algorithm into multiplication by a fraction and
those who succeeded only on the easier questions had adapted whatever
they were taught into a building up method. The method of acquiring
segments of a solution and then adding at the end occurred many
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times in the interviews even though the children were from a number
of different schools.
The incorrect addition strategy was used by children from all
schools and indeed as Karplus (1974) has pointed out, from schools
in many different countries. The items which attracted it most
were those which required an enlargement of a figure and not a sharing
among people. Even when the figure enlargement was described in
words rather than diagrammatically, the addition strategy was very
evident (see pp 201 ). It is possible that children see the
enlargement of diagrams as being essentially additive and if they
are not shown the result of such addition and. the distortions to
which it inevitably leads, they are content to have provided a larger
figure.
The addition strategy was not only used consistently on the four
difficult questions but also persistently year aftör year as shown
by the children in the longitudinal survey (pp 200 ). Of those who
added when they first attempted the paper 50 percent were still
using this method when they tried the paper for the third. time,
even though their teachers had been told of their adherence to this
incorrect method.
Lognitive Levels
As explained in chapter 6 the class test composed of tasks taken
from the works of Piaget did not prove to be an adeQuate method of
ascertaining the cognitive demand of the comparable level on the
ratio test. Certain items on the ratio paper were taken from the
rewearch of Piaget on ratio and proportion i.e. the first eel
question and item 4b. There was very little evidence of Piagetian
stages it and. lit on the eel question but if one accepts that th
correct answers to question! 3a are indicative of stage IV B then
level 2 on the ratio paper approximates to stage IWB (age 9+ or
late concrete). Question 4b appeared in level 4 of the ratio Hierarchy
and. was the hardest item at this level, its successful completion is
regarded by Piaget as occurring at stage IV (age 11, early formal)
when the ratio is
	 6 • One could therefore postulate that level 4
demonstrates formal thinking, only the last question (about 20
percent of the fourth year solved it) requiring late formal thinking.




added (incorrectly) on level 4 items were at level 3 or below
(mainly levels 2 and. 1). Karplus stated that the addition strategy
did not occur on a continuum leading to the successful application
of the proportion schema. Piaget however stated that the child who
concentrated on the difference a-b rather than on a/b was demonstrating
late concrete thinking. If one accepts this diagnosis then level 4
items are beyond the ability of these children and. therefore demand
more than late concrete thinking;
The task on the Piagetian. test which had the highest
	 coefficient
with ratio was in itself a question on proportional reasoning in
which the child was required to enlarge a rectangle (see appendix
question 3). The gamma coefficient was .530. Table 39 below shows
the crosstabulation ratio levels/Piagetian stages on task 3; it can
be seen that the majority of children were giving late concrete
answers (23 or 23-3A) to the enlargement of a rectan gle auestion.
No clear assignment of ratio level to Piagetian stages is possible
although children at below level 3 in ratio appear to be below early
formal reasoning on the rectangle question.
Although no suggestion is made that the levels form an ordinal
scale there is evidence to support the idea that the demand of level 4
items Is greater than the demand of levels 2 and 3. There are far
fewer children solving level 4 items and ii has been shown that
success on the harder group entails success on all easier groups
of Items. It is only at the last stage of the hierarchy that the
child is not distracted by the incorrect addition strategy and
resolves , in terms of Inhelder C 1974 ) the conflict between what
appears plausible and what is correct. The recognition at this stage
that ratio is needed could be regarded as the emergence of problem
solving strategies rather than the application of a 'method'. In
Bloos taxonomy applications and problem solving are higher order
manifestations of understanding.
Ltanment. cbn the ratio-test -is closely linked to the IQ score
of the child, see the longitudinal study, and the values of the
gamma coeffien-t between ratio and the other mathematical tests
devised by CSMS point to the fact that the test itself was
tapping rather more than rote learned rules and performance without
understanding.
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The methods used by the children on interview showed that
teacher taught rules were adapted by the child and used in a form
different from that which was presented in class. If these methods
were to be of use to the child they had to be internalised (assirnil-
ation and accomodation in Piagetian terms ). The absence of algorithmic
arguments in the inteeviews indicates that unless the algorithms can
be seen to be relevant, they do not become part of the child's
repertoire. Indeed the prevalence of additive strategies (both correct
and incorrect) demonstrates that the child builds on that in which he
has confidence i.e his ability to add. The theories of Ausubel (197]. )
formalise what is already fairly common practice in teaching i.e
going from the known to the unknown or. basing what is taught firmly
on what the child already knows. It seems likely however in the
teaching of ratio that the teacher overestimates the knowledge base
of the child and tries to build on a confidence and knowledge of
multiplication whereas the base is the operation of addition.
The difference between the performance of children of different
ages is small and it seems inappropriate to postulate a course in
Ratio tied to the age of the child. In the longitudinal study very
few children regressed over the two years , what had been achieved
appears to have been real and not the result of short term memory
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The results of the testing show that there are children of every
age at each level of understanding of ratio. The hypothesis that
understanding improves with age is to a certain extent supported_but
the improvement is neither dramatic nor automatic; most children
improye very slowly. There is some evidence from the longitudinal
survey to show that children whilst acquiring the ability to deal
with more difficult ratios lose the skill to deal with the easier.
This is particularly true of children in the higher IQ ranges during
their third year in secondary school. Those with IQ less than 100
tend not to be non scale types or display regressions, their progress
is slow and systematic but of course they do not progress to level 4.
The lack of uniformity of performance in any one age group means
that a teacher with a mixed ability class cannot expect all children
to perform at the same level. The grasp of the topic varies considerably
and therefore the material presented to the children also needs to
be varied and to be chosen to batch the particular level of the
child. In order to match the mathematics to the level of the child
the teacher needs to know which methods the child is using when he
correctly solves a problem in ratio and proportion. The interviews
already described, show that a child does not necessarily use the
same method on all the questions but there appears to be an upper
limit to the type of method available to him. For example if the
recognition of the need for multiplication by a fraction and the
successful use of it is regarded as the most sophisticated method
used by children, then many will fail to apply this method no matter
what the question requires. They will instead be limited to a
building up method and find, it very difficult to apply on more
complicated ratio problems. Other children will be unable to use
a building up method when ratios more complicated than 3:2 are
involved. Unless the teacher is aware of the method the child uses
he will be unable to understand both the errors committed and the lack
of success on harder items. The commonly used method for correcting
homework mistakes is for the teacher to demonstrate the correct use
of an algorithm, without reference to the specific mistakes made
by the pupils. This appears to be an unprofitable activity since the
mistakes made by the children are varied and seldom involve an
algorithm at all.
2i?
The teaching of a rule by which ratio and proportion questions
can be solved poses its own problems. Teachers tend to Introduce
a rule and justify its use by presenting an easy example which can
be solved by other methods. The results of this study show that
very few children use the rule a/b c/d even though taught it (see
for example the fifteen children out of a hundred in one school
who use it). It seems likely that while the questions can be solved
by other means, the children will in fact use those other more
accessible methods. By the time they are faced with examples which
need more than a building up method and are therefore forced to
consider a more sophisticated method they have forgotten what the
rule was. There is also evidence that children who do not understand
the rule do not remember it i.e. there is little support for the
contention that children can apply rules blindly without understanding
their significance.
The hierarchy of understanding in ratio and proportion shows
that there is a very large gap between being able to apply the ratio
2:1 and being able to apply even 3:2 by a bulding up method (as in
the eel question). Teachers should therefore be aware that being
able to double is a poor indicator of the understanding of proportion.
The slower children in. a class, faced with a textbook exercise on
ratio will often find that the first examples require 2:1, they
may indeed never go beyond these examples. Some children in fact
regard all enlargement as being a requirement to double and all
Zraction enlargement as a requirement to halve. The ability to
interpret 5:3 is very far from the application of 2:1 and should not
occur in the same exercise. A case could be mede for introducing
ratios with examples requiring say 5:3, thus forcing the childre
to appreciate the need for an algorithm. Since however this requires
multiplication by a fraction and that in turn appears at level 4
on the fraction hierarchy (see ppj ) the outcome is likely to be
failure. Although it has been shown that the manipulation of
fractions is not closely linked to either the solving of ratio or
indeed fractional problems, the lack of ease with fractions as shown
in the interviews is a barrier to even recognising when a ratio
has to be applied. The problem in science lessons is greater since
the results of experiments often result in non-integers being
compared and if a child finds 5:3 difficult he is likely to be
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completely overwhelmed by 6.5/2.6. Multiplication of fractions is
often introduced by recourse to the area of a rectangle as an
illustration, followed almost immediately by the introduction of
a rule. The CSMS results have shown that children often do not
remember the formula for the area of a rectangle and if the dimensions
are fractions such as 1/3 or 3/5, they declare that the question is
impossible.
Many textbooks introduce the idea of enlargement by using similar
figures usuallytriangles and. rectangles. Both triangles and. rectangles
present problems when the child has to judge proportion. Gross
distortions may convince a child that the two rectangles are not
"the same shape" but the very words are ambiguous since rectangles
are 'the same shape' in that they are rectangles. The words:-
similar, the same shape, enlargement, all have other meanings in
everyday language. "Enlargement" is probably the most technical
but its usage in other than diagrammatic problems is awkward. and.
'negative enlargement' seems to be a contradiction. Many children
do not appear to realise that an enlarged shape should. look very
much like the original (see the omission of the gaps in item 4a).
It might be worthwhile to accompany exercises on enlargement by
examples which show distortion or non-similarity. Except for the
doubling of a line (item 4a), the three items on the test which
involved. similarity were all level 4 questions; the introduction
of ratio and proportion through similar triangles, which is comnion
practice,. appears therefore to be open to question. The recipe
questions were the easiest and in these the child. was essentially
asked "what is fair" or "how much per person". This aspect of
proportion might be very much easier for the child to appreciat%
and should conceivably come first in teaching.
The ThEM group in Orleans have been investigating proportion
and in particular questioning which comparison between lengths the
child. makes. For example in this enlargement question does the
child compare BC with a new base or AB with BC in the original.






In fact sayin.g enlarge BC by a factor and. then multiply LB by the
same number. The two children who compared BC with AB and were
aware that the sole criterion for enlargement was that new base :
new height should be in the ratio 2:1, were able to operate without
stating an enlargement factor. One child in fact said "I didn't
want to just double it. It might have seemed if I'd misunderstood
the question if I'd just doubled it. Suppose it seems if I understood
it better".
The results of the testing of a) the college of education
students and b) the teachers being retrained as Science and Mathematics,
teachers showed that teachers themselves often do not appreciate the
nature of ratio and proportion. Some are of course not intending
to teach mathematics in the secondary school but all will be teaching
children. In most colleges of education the course given to future
primary teachers contains a small element of mathematics, in which
the main emphasis is on the content of the primary school syllabus.
Until 1980 when the requirement of '0 Level' mathematics for entry
to colleges is introduced, many future primary school teachers will
not be adept at mathematical thinking and will have had a ceer
of failure in the subject. To insi:st that courses in mathematics
should include the topic of ratio and proportion is to load an
already overcrowded programme but the topic occurs so often in
Science that one would think its importance was undisputed.
Future Research
This study has added to the literature on the child's understanding
of ratio and proportion and has provided. support for Lunzer's (1966)
findings that children prefer to use an additive method for solution
rather than a multiplicative one. The incorrect addition strategy
seen as an extension of this correct addition was very common in the
sample tested for this study, it is plausible and the child. feels
that he has a 'method' for doing the problems. Karplus and Kurtz
(1977) have carried out research on successu1 teaching situations
in which adolescents improved their understanding of ratio. The
research showed that when children were placed in a laboratory
setting with examples such as gears, where ratio was being employed,
they often abandoned the addition strategy and their overall per-
formance improved. Similar research is needed with younger children.
Possibly the ratio aspects that are used in mathematics lessons are
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all too abstract and that it is only when the child sees the result
of using ratio incorrectly on an object which has to move or perform
in a specified way that he realises the importance of the concept.
The eradication of errors such as the addition strategy and
doubling when not required need also to be investigated in the wider
context of teaching programmes. Research is needed on what type of
presentation by the teacher minimises these errors. We do not know
which children recognise that their solution is wrong, certain
children appear not to realise their mistakes and intervention by
the teacher to show the gross distortions etc, which would result
if the methOd was pursuedmay be a way of bringing their attention
to bear on the problem. Research on the effect of teacher intervention
and. the types of intervention which appear to be most fruitful is
needed.
The hierarchy of course is based on the Items which appeared in
the ratio test paper, a similar study using different items but ones
that possibly matched the general descriptions would provide additional
information and validation for the hierarchy presented in this study.
In the hierarchy there is a large gap between levels I and 2, this
may occur because of the nature of ratio and proportion but it might
be possible to find questions which differ from those In levels 1
and. 2 but where the demand comes somewhere between the demand of
these two levels. The hardest ratio question on the paper involves
5:3, it might be argued that once the child can solve this, more
complicated questions are solved automatically. On the other hand.
the hierarchy could be extended to include examples of the type
a:b:c and even the demands of trigonometry.
The sample useS in this study came from English schools. The
results might be indicative only of the content of the British
school mathematics curriculum. A small study undertaken In Greece
using the same test paper points to this not being the case, since
the Greek children appear to perform in very much the same way and
make the same type of mistake. Their scores on the whole were
slightly lower than the British children of the same age, except on
the hardest question (4b) where they did very much better. This is
the question which uses 5:3. If Greek children manage to cope with
this there is possibly a method of teaching being used in their
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schools which lessens the difficulty of the item. I.formation
from other countries using the same test might point to other
anomalies. Cross cultural studies on ratio would provide evidence
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1. Tick which of the following are obviously true.
If not true state why.
a) Roger Bannister was the first man to run a mile in
4 minutes. He ran 5 miles in 20 minutes.
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b) A. Vienna loaf costs l2p, the shopper buys three, she
pays 36p.
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c) For one cake I use 10 ounces of flour, for two
of these cakes I use 20 ounces.
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ci) A. duster takes 40 minutes to dry, the three dusters
I have hung on the line should take 2 hours to dry.
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How high are the other uprights?
Lf I marked off 20 on the bottom line, how tall would
be the upright before I hit the slant line?
If I marked off L on the bottom line, how tall would
be the upright before I hit the slant line?
If AB is 'h5 which is AC likely to be?













AB is 12 units
AC is 6 units
CB is 8 units
DE is 12 units
How long is AE? How long is AD?
The triangle ABC is the same
as above.
B? Is 3 units
How long is FG? How long is AG?
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You are asked to make a triangle which is the same shape as this one
but which can be larger or smaller. Imagine you are making a new
triangle with meccano strips, you must start with the one marked
12. Which other strips would you use? Draw a rough diagram.
Are there any other poasible triangles you could make, still
starting with the one marked 12?
eccano strips (lengths)










5 Enlarge the following diagram so that it is triple its size.
-a
Finish drawing the diagram below so that it is the
same shape but bigger than this diagram.
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a) Enlarge this diagram, including the gap so that
everything is double in size
b) We have enlarged one line of the original diagram.
Put the other line similarly enlarged in its correct




Work out how long the missing line
should be if this diagram ______
is to be the same shape but bigger







These two pictures are the same shape, one is bigger than the
other.
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve EF?
The curve EG is 18 units. How long is the curve AC?
These 2 letters are the same shape, one is larger than the
other.
AC is 8 units. RT is 12 units.
The curve AB is 9 units. How long is the curve RS?




Geometry - Scale Drawing
,'
The scale for the plan of the kitchen is 3cm to 2 metres. The
refrigerator I intended putting into the kitchen is 1 metre
wide. How much space should I allow for this on the plan? The
window on the plan is 1.5cm above the ground, how high would a
table have to be so that it exactly reached the bottom ledge of
the window? How many cubic centimetres would the freezer hold
if its dimensions on the plan were as above.
The kitchen itself is Li metres by 3 metres. How big a sheet of





This squared paper is marked in centimetres. It represents the floor
of a room. We have marked the position of the sink unit which is
2.5 metres long. What scale is being used?
What are the dimensions of the table, a) on the plan; b) actually?
a)	 ....... •........-......	 b) ............................
I have a gas stove which has a base measuring 1 metre by 0.5 metres.
Draw this on the plan and label it.
The fridge is 0.75 metres by 1 metre base. Draw this on the plan aid
label it.
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Onion Soup Recipe for 8 Persons
8 onions
1 pint water




I have only six people to feed and I do not wish to waste any soup.
How would I alter the recipe to give the same type of soup?







(a) I am cooking onion soup for 16 people.
How many onions do I need?
How much cream do I need?
(b) I am cooking onion soup for L4 people.
How much water do I need
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?	 •. ........
Cc) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I need? 	 . .........
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
How much cream do I need? 	 ..........
Version 3
(a) I am cooking onion soup of LI. people.
How much water do I need? 	 .. ........
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
(b) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I need? 	 • ......
How many chicken soup cubes
do I need?
How much cream do I need?
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Three workmen send to the cafe for ham rolls, Peter ate 2, John
ate Li, Brian ate 6. The bill came to 36p, how much should each pay?
Peter ...........John ...........Brian ..........
In an office Mr. Adams comes in to work 2 days a week. Mr. Brown
comes in to work Li days a week, Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for making coffee in the office for these three men is 2L1Op.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr. Adams	 Mr. Brown ......	 Mr. Carter .....
In an office Mr. Adams come in to work 2 days a week. Mr. Brown
comes in to work J4 days a week. Mr. Carter comes in 6 days a week.
The bill for lighting the office for tiese three men is 2LiOp.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?




In a particular chemical compound there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
State a relationship between the mercury and tin contents
and between the zinc and tin.
parts mercury to .... parts tin
parts zinc to	 .... parts tin
In a particular metal alloy there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
You. would need how many parts mercury to how many parts
tin?
parts mercury to .... parts tin
You would need how many parts zinc to how many parts tin?
parts zinc to	 .... parts tin.
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4a) There are 3 eels A, B and C in tha tank at the Zoo. -
l5cmlong	 A
10 m long	 B
5 cm long	 C
The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their length.
If C is fed one sprat, how many sprats should B and A be fed
to mateh?
........	 B	 ........ A
If B eats 4 sprats, how many sprats should A and C be fed
to match?
........ A	 . ... . . .. C
If A gets 9 sprats, how many sprats should B and C get to
match?
........ B	 ........ C
4b) As an experiment 3 other eels, X, Y and Z are fed with fish
fingers. The length of the fishfinger depending on the
length of the eel.
X is 10cm long.
Y is 15cm long.
Z is 25cm long.
If I has a fishfinger 2 cm long, how long should the fish-
fingers given toY and Z be?	 Y ........	 Z ........	 •1
If Y has a fishfinger 9 cm long, how long should the fish-
fingers given t.I and Z be? I ........
	 Z
If Z has a fishfinger 5 cm Long, how long should the fish-
fingers given to I and Y be? X .......s	 Y
--a--
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Mr. Short has a friend
Mr. Tall. You can see
the height of Mr. Short
measured with paper clips.
When we measure the height with matchsiicks
Mr. Short is four matchsticks tall.
Mr. Tall is six matchsticks tall.
How many paper clips are needed for Mr. Tall's height?
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a) I am going to Switzerland on holiday. I change
£15 into Swiss francs. The rate of exchange is
8 Swiss francs to £1. How many Swiss francs do




b) On my return I have 34 Swiss francs left. I change
these back into pounds. What do I obtain for them?
34 Swiss francs - ....... £
c) If the bank charges me 5% comission to change the money,
how much would I get in the two transactions?
£15 -
34 Swiss francs -
Enlarge the small pattern; we have given you the new
position of the diamond.
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(a) 4. children out of the hundred on the school trip forgot
to bring their lunch.
What percentage is this?
(b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners. There are
250 children in the school.
How many have free dinner?
Cc) The newspaper says that 24. out of 800 Avenger cars have
a faulty engine.
What percentage is this? 	 . .........
(d) 35 per cent of all adults read a newspaper. If a town
has 25,300 adults, how many newspapers would one expect
to be sold there?
(i) 35 x 100	 (ii) 25,300 x 35	 (iii) 25,300 x 100
25,300	 100	 35
(iv) 35 + 25,300	 Cv)	 25,300	 (vi)	 35 x 253
100	 100 ^ 35
means	 cent or per 100, so 3% is 3 out of every 100.
(a) L children out of the hundred on the school trip forgot
to bring their lunch.
What percentage is this? 	 - ........
(b) 6% of children in a school have free dinners. There
are 250 children in the school
How many children have free dinners?
Cc) The newspaper says that 24. out of 800 Avenger cars have
a faulty engine.
What percentage is this?
(ci) The price of a coat is £20, in the sale it is reduced



















































Sharing Number (Prom Piaget)
1) Two boys A and B share 30 marbles so that
Ahas 6 more than B.	 A has ........... 	 B has ..........
WORKING
2) Two boys A and. B share 43 marbles so that
Ahas 9 more than B.	 A has ..........	 B has ..........
WORKING
Two boys A and B share 5,763 marbles so that A has 574 more than B
How many does each have? Show you.r working
WORKING
Two boys A and B share x marbles so that A has 14 more than B.
A has ..........	 B has
WORKING
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APPENDIX 5. Kolinogorov-Smirnov Test (1976 Sample)
The Kolmorov-Smirnov Test for goodness of fit (Siegel 1956) compares the
distribution with that of the normal curve. Let F(c) be the theoretical
frequency distribution function i.e. the distribution obtained from the
normal curve.
the observed cumulative frequence distribution






Data obtained from Appendix 6
73IQ77 78.çIQ82 83$IQ7 88IQ(92 93IQ97 98_CIQ102
	
.0668	 .1216	 .2024.	 .3085	 .L.338	 .5662
	
.0516	 .114.2	 .2014.	 .3119	 .4.372	 .5650
	
.0152	 .0074	 .0010	 -.0034	 -.0034	 .0012
103 %(IQ107 l08IQ.Sfl2 113.IQ117
.6915	 .7976	 .8784
The last 3 IQ groups IQ 118-128+
	
.6720	 .7703	 .8637
give E:98, 0=111 no. of children
	
.0l5	 .0273	 .0147
Largest difference .027 3
= 0.05	 D 1.36	 1.36
1814.	 28.53
0.01	 0 = 1.63	
= .057
14.
The distribution approximates to that under the normal curve
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APPENDIX 5. (Cont'd)
3rd Year	 Data obtained from Appendix 7
IQ*72	 73IQ.E77 78SIQ82	 83IQ87	 88IQ92
	
.0334	 .0668	 .1216	 .2024	 .3085
	
.03L13	 .0699	 .1398	 .238g	 .3418
	















0 108 no. of children
D	 .0365
	
.05	 D - 1.36	
- 04.8528.051.1.
	
.01	 D - 1.63	
- 058128.05'4





















103 £IQ l07	 l08IQ £112
	 113 IQ117
	
.6915	 .7976	 .8784	 The last 3 IQ groups
	
.6959	 .7903	 .8906	 E = 105
	
.0044
	 0073	 .0122	 0	 95 no. of children









Distribution approximates to the normal distribution.
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APPENDIX 6
2nd Year Ratio (1976)
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Appendix 9
Letters and. Questions to Teachers (1976)
263
CSMS MATHEMATICS TESTS
1. Has the child intake in your school changed recently or can
we assume the let, 2nd, 3rd, 4th years draw on approximately
the same child population?
2. Is your school split throughout into two matched. sections?
3. Which years if any are taught mathematics in mixed-ability
classes?
4. Do you set (stream) in Mathematics?
5. Is there any year group you would prefer we did. not request
for testing?
6. Do you use a particular Mathematics text book or programme?
7. Do you have any I.Q. scores included in you pupil records,
to which we could. refer if necessary?
SUGGESTED TESTING TDAETABLE
(All test papers supplied and marked by CSMS)
Spring term	 -	 Calvert Non Verbal Reasoning Tests given
to 2nd year.
Easter	 -	 Specimen papers sent to the school with
requests for certain year groups.
Summer Term	 -	 Testing, papers returned, to CSMS before




CSMS is a five-year research project which was set up to investigate
children's levels of understanding of concepts in secondary school
mathematics and science, and hence help teachers to overcome difficulties
in the teaching of these subjects.
Last year the science team of the project (Michael Shayer and Hugh
Wylaza) worked with your science colleagues and have a great deal of
information of some of your pupils as a result of using tests of
non-verbal IQ and science tasks. Thus it would be particularly
valuable for us in the mathematics team to try our tests on some of
your pupils as we Would be able to check that our total sample is
representative of the total British population of that age by reference
to the IQ scOres, and we would also be able to make some comparisons
between the mathematics and the science tasks. We have already
developed several tests, by interviewing children and using trial
group testing and are now at the stage where we would like to use
three of them tar
 gather in1ormation on a larger sample of children.
The three tests are
Algebra	 (2nd. - 5th years)
Ratio	 (2nc	 5th years)
Vectors	 (3rd - 5th years).
Por each year group on each test we will need a total of around. 750
children taken across schools of different types.
We would therefore be extremely grateful if you would be willing to
arrange some full year groups in your school to do two of these
teats, in order to see how they correlate as measures of mathematics
understanding.
We enclose copies of the three tests so that you can have a look
through them. We would be asking you to do two of them with your
classes, and though we will do our best to give you both your preferences
this may not be possible if we have too many schools opting for the
same pairs.
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We would stress that the tests are designed to ascertain general
levels of understanding of a particular topic and not to test teaching
effectiveness or the relative efficiency of different school. We
hage tried hard to ensure that each test can be used independently
of children's previous mathematical ezperience, so that it would
not matter at all if pupils had not met the topic at all.
We hope the tests would also provide useful information for you
and. your colleagues. We will mark the tests, unless you would
particularly like to do so yourselves, and. will send you our results,
and, later on, a report on the full results from the whole sample.
We already have a report on 'number operations' and will send you
a copy if you are interested.
A member of the team would bring the tests, and discuss with you
any problems, but we would ask you and your staff to conduct the
tests yourselves.
If you are interested in helping us perhaps you would. return the
enclosed sheet to us by April 5th. Please make sure before returning
it that the head teacher of the school is agreeable; we will write
directly to him if you would like us to do so.
If you have any queriew please phone 01-385 5506 and ask that a

















A Please delete whichever test and year group(s) are not
applicable:
I would like copies of the ALGEBRA/RATIO	 Tests for all
2nd year pupils
I would like copies of the ALGEBRA/RATIO/VECTORS tests for all
3rd year pupils.
I would like copies of the ALGEBRA/RATIO/VECTORS tests for all
4th year pupils
I would like copies of the ALGEBRA/RATIO/VECTORS tests for all
5th year pupils.
There are approzimately ..... pupils in each yeargroup.
B. I am unable to try out any of these tests.
Please return by April 5th 1976, using the enclosed envelope.
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Instructions for administration of CSMS Tests
Please ask all children to do 	 their working on the test paper,
next to the question preferably, but otherwise on the blank last
sheet.
Children should be asked not to use scrap paper or rough books for
work mg.
Vectors
Time requ!red is 1 hour, preferably a double lesson, but if this is
not possible two single lessons totalling 1 hour could be used.
The test is designed so that the questions should be answered in
the order set, but for weaker children the teacher may wish to suggest
that Questions 9 and 10 may be left until last (i.e. aster Qu.11
- _,
and Qu12). Please note that in Qull AE + HG should read AE + HG.
The test does not require prior teaching or knowledge. of vectors.
No equipment other than a writing implement is necessary, but a
ruler is desirable.
Ratio (Test R)
The test should take about 45 minutes. The children need rulers
for Question 4.
Graphs
The test should take about 50 mm. - 1 hour. Second formers might
omit the last two questions. Rulers are needed.
Algebra
The test should take about 40 minutes - please refer to separate
sheet for more details.
V
We would be grateful if completed scripts were sent to us as soon
as possible. We will of course refund postage costs and send details
of the results when they are available
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1976
DAE........ ....	 S •	 SCHOOL .
CILASS N.A.ME
TEST TAKEN	 ALG/RATIO/VECTORS/GRAPHS
Have the children in the class covered the topic this year?
If 'Yes' what form of teaching material, textbooks etc. was used?
If 'No' is it likely that they have covered it in previous years?
In the teacher's opinion, are there any questions on the test which
were too difficult for the class? ......,.....
Vectors test. Are the children familiar with the term "comniutativity"?
















































Nunber of Children Taking Ratio Paper ( 1976)
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Details of the Schools in the 1976 Sample
The location of each school is stated, together with some details
of the organisation of the mathematics classes. Although textbooks
are quoted, most schools used a number of different texts and
supplemented the mathematics work with teacher made worksheets.
01	 Mixed Comprehensive in Bristol. The second year uses SITP cards
and the older children are taught in sets according to mathematical
ability.
04	 Mixed Comprehensive in Herts. The first two years are taught
as mixed ability classes with a separate remedial group. The
last three years are in sets with one remedial group. S?II!P
is used.
05	 Boys Comprehensive in Herts. The second year and first year
boys are in eight groups, two top and two bottom sets with four
of medium ability. The setting is continued higher up the
school, S?P numbered series is used.
06	 Mixed Comprehensive in Kerts. Mixed ability teaching in the
first two years, this age group works on the Herts Computer
Managed Mathematics Project. The third year is split into three
paired sets and after the fourth year the school is halved and.
each half divided into four ability levels, one being remedial,
SMP is used after the second year.
07	 Boys Comprehensive in Herts. Only the second year was tested
as the rest of the school had been subjected to a different
selection procedure. The second year was composed of six sets,
one top group, one remedial group and four middle mixed ability
groups. The SMP lettered series was used.
08	 Mixed Comprehensive in Herts. The first two years were in five
sets, a top group, three middle sets and a bottom group. The
older children were taught in five groups selected according
to ability. SMP lettered series used.
10 Mixed Comprehensive in Herts. The first and second years were
taught as mixed ability classes and then the children were
placed in sets. SMP lettered series used.
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Appendix 11 Contd.
11	 Mixed Comprehensive In Herts. Set from the second year onwards,
the fourth year contained a class destined for CSE and another
for 0 Level. The books used reflected these two different
aims: 'Exercises & Worked Examples in 0 Level', Clarke; 'CSE
Mathematics', Bass & Parnhaxn; 'Metric Mathematics', Raven.
14	 Mixed Comprehensive in Glos. Mixed ability teaching in the
first two years then the children set for mathematics for the
rest of the school. SI and 'New General Mathematics', Channon
& McLeish used.
15	 Girls Grammar School, South London. The school had a lower
ability intake than would be normal for a grammar school and
was about to amalgamate with another school to become comprehensive.
The children were set throughout and used SMP.
16	 Mixed Comprehensive in Coventry. The first year was taught in
mixed ability groups, later year groups were set according to
ability. In the fourth year there were two sets destined for
0 Level, two remedial forms and six other groups. The Scottish
Mathematics Group books were used together with other materials.
17	 Girls Grammar School in Plymouth. The children were streamed
into three classes in each year. Traditional mathematics was
taught throughout (Harwood Clarke was the text used for the
second years).
18 Mixed Comprehensive in Nottingham. The first two years were
taught as mixed ability classes, the third year being split
into two parallel bands, each of which were streamed into a
top group, two middle groups and two smaller bottom groups.
SMP cards were In use.
19	 Mixed Comprehensive in Nottingham. Each year group was split
into two parallel bands, each band containing three classes
chosen by ability with a remedial group in each year. 'Action
Mathematics' and S cards were used.
20	 Middle School in Leeds. Only last year in the school tested
the children were in sets according to ability. Books 7-10
of the Fletcher series were in use.
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Appendix 11 contd.
22	 Girls Grammar School in Herts. The first year groups 'were
selected according to ability In French, after this year
mathematics classes were set according to mathematics ability.









We are testing six new Maths tests this summer together with the four
we ran last year. I'm writing to ask whether you would be able to
help us by running some tests in your school.
Last summer we were able to use four or five schools for each year
group in each test. This gave us a fairly representative sample.
This year we would again wish to use four or five schools but if we
asked that each test be run on an entire year group in each school,
the number of scripts to be marked would be beyond our resources,
Our solution is to ask that each child in an entire year group does
two tests but that in any one class at any one testing time four
tests be used. We will do all the assignment of tests to particular
children so that a teacher would receive a batch of test papers for
a lesson, each test paper being labelled with a child's name. We
would therefore ask that you send us the Maths class lists for the
year we suggest, if it is convenient for you to test that year. I'm
afraid all our new tests require about an hour for completion; this
in itself might be inconvenient for you.
Perhaps you would be good enough to let me know:-
1) Can you help US?
2) Is 1 hour (a double period or if necessary two single periods)
convenient for a test in your school?
3) Would you mind doing the tests mention on the enclosed sheet?
4) Is the year group suggested convenient?
If not, is there another year group which you could offer for
testing?
5) Could we have Maths class lists for the year mentioned?
We would hope to let you have the tests mid-June for completion by






1st Testing period (1 hour)
1/4 of each class does:
1/4 of each class does:
1/4 of each class does:
1/4 of each class does:
2nd Testing Period (1 hour)
1/4 of each class dows:
1/4 of each class does:
1/4 of each class does:
1/4 of each class does:









Questionnaire and Instructions for Teachers 1977
ALGEBRA + TEST R Give out both papers and tell
pupils to spend about k an.hour
on each. Half-way through the
testing period remind pupils to
start on the other test, even if
they have not finished the first
After giving out the papers, it would be very helpful if you would
complete the attached questionnaire




enlargement of a figure / centre of enlargement / scale factor
this year?
Has "percentage" been dealt with this year?
a "
Would the children be used to using -	 to solve ratio problems?
I.
Please give details of any other aspects of ratio that the class
has met this year.
Please name or describe any books, etc, that you have used for this
purpose:
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Appendix 14	 Details of the Schools in the 1977 Sample
Some schools used. in the 1977 samle were the same as those in the
1976 survey, descriptions of these are not repeated and can be found
in Appendix 11. Schools common to both 1976 and 1977 testings: 04,
07, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20.
09	 Mixed Comprehensive in Herts. The classes were set according
to ability from the end of the first year, year two was expected
to have completed book D of the SP lettered series which was
used throughout the school although the fourth year had. previously
been using the MME books.
12	 Mixed Comprehensive in Herts. S!P was used throughout the school,
which was taught in sets. Focus Mathematics was used in the
fourth year as well as SLP.
13	 Mixed Comprehensive in Glos. The fourth year was set intG two
CSE classes, one 0 Level class and a bottom group which was
either to take a CSE Arithmetic examination in the fifth year
or no examination. The textbook series by Channon and McLeish
was used.
25	 Girls Comprehensive in Leeds. Mixed ability teaching took place
for the first half term of the first year. The first three
years were then set according to ability into two top groups,
two middle groups and one bottom set leading in the fourth
year to two 0 Level sets, one CSE mode 1, one CSE mode 3 and
the bottom group doing computer studies. The courses were
mainly traditional, a variety of books were in use e.g. Chaiinon
& McLeish, Parr, New Basic Arithmetic (Howlett).
26	 Mixed Comprehensive in Somerset. The school was organised in
four ability bands, within the top two bands there were three
mixed ability classes within the top band and three within the
second band for the first two years. The second band being
put in sets in the third year. The two bottom bands each
contained one class, the lowest being called 'remedial'. The
SMP lettered series was used.
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Appendix 14 contd.
28	 Mixed Comprehensive in Somerset. The school was split into
four bands and within each band the mathematics classes were
taught as mixed ability groups until the fourth year. In the
fourth year the children were put in classes leading to 0 Level,
CSE modes 1 and. 3 and a School Leaving Certificate. SMP was
used throughout the school.
33	 Mixed Comprehensive in Sheffield. The children were put in sets
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pendix 16.	 Piaget Tasks
jJ/z 1j
la We have THREE piles of cards.
One pile has a 1 printed on each card,
one pile has a 2 printed on each card, and
one pile has a 3 printed on each card.
A card is taken from ANY of the piles, and
another card is taken from ANY of the piles;
these two cards are then arranged next to each other,
Find out HOW MANY different arrangements you could make:
LiJ7]
	 1/17
lb Now we have FOUR piles of cards.
Again, two cards are arranged next to each other, like this.
Find out HOW MANY different arrangements you could make:
LiT]
ic Now we have FIVE piles of cards.
Again, two cards are arranged next to each other, like this.
HOW MANY different arrangements could you make?
Iz
id Now we have NINE piles of cards.
Again, two cards are arranged next to each other, like this.
HOW MANY different arrangements could you make?




2 Make an accurate copy of these diagrams. Draw your answers on
the BACK PAGE of the test paper.




3a. Draw a rec'tangle exactly the same shape as this rectangle
but rrake your rectangle larger. Use a cm. ruler, and WRITE DCT
the length of everything you measure.
3b. Draw a rectangle exactly the same shape as this rectangle but
make your rectangle larger. We have given you the longest side of
your new version. Use a cm. ruler, and WRITE flOW the length of
everything you easure.
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3c. Draw a rectangle exactly the same shape as this rectangle but
make your rectangle lirger. We have given you the longer side of
your new version.
Use a cm. ruler, and WRITE DOWN the len g th of everything you reasure.
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4a 30 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 6 more
than the other.




4b 10 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 4 more
than the other.
How marty sweets does each boy get?
4c 10 sweets are shared between John and Peter so that John has 9
and Peter has 1.
How many more sweets does John have than Peter?
4d 16 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 6 more
than the other.
How many sweets does each boy get?
4e 29 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 7 more
than the other.
How many sweets does each boy get?
4f 188 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 42 more
than the other.
How many sweets does each boy get?
4g 753 sweets are shared between two boys so that one boy has 29
more than the other.
How many sweets does each boy get?
	 ........
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5a Three coats, one red (R), one yellow (v) and one blue (B) are
hung next to each other on three hooks. (Each hook has one
coat on it.)
In how many ways can the coats be arranged?
5b Three girls, A, B, C are seated on three chairs in a row.
In how many ways can the girls be seated?
5c Four girls, A, B, C, D are seated on four chairs in a row.
In how many ways can the girls be seated.?
5d Another girl, E, comes along, so there are now five girls seated
on five chairs in a row.
In how many ways can the girls be seated?	 .......
Explain your answer:	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
... .. S S •• ......... S ••••••••••••••••• S •• • S S ••• .....• • •• S • .....S • 555
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Appendix 17: Extract from Teachers' Guide to Ratio Test
Instructions for marking
The marking scheme on the previous page shows the various codes
assigned to incorrect and correct answers; the suggested reasons for
the incorrect answers have been discussed previously. The code 1
has been assigned to correct answers so a teacher who wishes to obtain
a total score would just total the ones.
Interpretation of the codes to find frequency of errors
A frequency count of each code for the class being tested will provide
information on the common errors being committed. A preponderence
of a particular code for any one pupil will show a consistent incorrect
strategy which should then be investigated with that pupil. For
example:
Question 1	 2a	 2b	 3 4a	 4b 5 6	 7	 8
AR	 11118	 1111	 1199	 1	 111	 6	 6	 88	 66	 1118
BR	 11118	 4444	 4444	 8	 133	 9	 9	 00 00	 1198
AR can successfully deal with the early questions but resorts to the
addition strategy on harder items but not on the (easier) eel questions.
BR resorts to "the add on one for bigger" strategy for easy items
and makes little attempt at the harder items. A preponderence of 9s
should be investigated in that it shows incorrect answers to which
we have not assigned codes.
Assessment of levels of Understanding
An overall total score will give the teacher little information about
the types of question the child is able to do and those he finds too
difficult. We have consequently taken some of the items on the ,test
and formed groups of these at different facilities. The grouping
is based on the use of homogeneity coefficients, mathematical descriptions
and gaps in the facility range derived from the data obtained from
testing 2,257 children. The details of the analysis are in Appendix A.
Each group of items is called a 'level' and the child is deemed to be
capable of that level of understanding if he attains about two thirds
of the items in the group. In the trial testing very few children
reached criterion level on a higher group without reaching it also
on all previous lower groups. Children who fit this pattern should
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be assigned the highest group they reach. It is suggested that the
teacher assign a level of understanding using the following scheme:
Level	 Description	 Items
0	 Unable to make a coherent	 Less than 3/5 on level 1
attempt at any of the questions
1	 T0 rate needed or rate given.	 3/5 correct of itema la(i)
Iultiplication by 2, 3 or taking	 la(ii), 1b(i), 2a(i), 2a(ii).
half
2	 Rate easy to find or answer can 	 3/5 correct of items 3,
be obtained by taking an amount	 2a(iii), 2a(iv). 2b(i), 8c.
then half as much again
3	 Rate must be found and is harder 4/6 correct of items 2b(ii),
to find than above. Fraction 	 2b(iii), 2b(iv), 1b(iii),
operation also in this group	 5, 8d.
4	 Must recognise that ratio is	 314 correct of items
needed, the questions are	 4b, 6b, 7a, To.
complex in either numbers
needed or setting.
A child who scores 3/5 of the level one items bzt fails to reach the
criterion at level two may be very close to completing the second
level. By looking at how close to the criterion mark the child comes,
the teacher will be able to assess how close to understanding that
level of Ratio the child is. Some children will have a gap in the
levels 0-4, this may show an area of knowledge which Is deficient
and in which they need further experience. The levels are in order
of difficulty therefore the type of question level 1 children should
be given next are like those in level 2, not level 4.
Percentage of children who achieve each level for the three populations
in . 1976:
2nd. year	 3rd. year	 4th year
Level 0	 7%	 7%	 3%




Level 3	 9%	 12%	 14%
Level 4
	 5%	 9%	 15%
The majority of children in each year achieve levels 1 and 2, that
is they can deal with doubling and halving both when applied once or
used to build up an answer by taking an amount and adding half of the
same amount. The harder items where the child must recognise that
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a ratio is needed, find the ratio and then apply it, are successfully
solved by a few of the children.
The ability to deal with the ratio 2:1 is a poor indicator of the
understanding of the total concept of ratio.
